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The Nafional Center

Mission Stateniefit

The National Center for Risearch in

Vocational Education's mission is to increase

the ability of diver te agencies; institutions;

and organizations to ;Dive educational prob-

lems relating to individual career planning,

preOiratiori, and Orogittitih. The NationaL

Center fulfills its mission by:,

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and

products

baluating individual program needs

and outcomes

Installing educational programs and

products

6 Operating in.forrnation systems and

services

Conducting leadership development and

training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT

Military Curriculum Matelots

WRITE OR CALL

Program Information Office

The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education

The Ohio State University

1960 IQnny Road, Colinits, Ohio 43210

Telephone: 614/488-3655 or Toll Free 8001

8484875 within the continental U.S.
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Military

Curriculum Materials What Materials

Dissemination is Are Avaliable?

% -0- mt.; " ", .
(", : '=-

How Can These

Materials Be Obtained?

"

an activity to increase the accessibility

military-developed curriculum materials to

vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of

Education, includes the identification and

acquisition of curriculum materials in print

form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,

Army-, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is

provided through a "Joint Memoranduin of

Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
4

Education and the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff

and subject matter specialists, and courses

deemed applicable to vocational and tech

nical education are selected for dissemination.

The National Center for Research in

Vocational E4caton is the U.S. pffiee Of

Education's designated representative to

acquire the Materials and conduct the project

activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E..Budke, Ph.D., Director

National Center Clearinghouse

----Shirley Chak Ph.D.

Project Director

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche

(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of

each have been provided to the vocational

Curriculum Coordination Centers and other

instructional materials agencies for dissemi-

nation..

Course materials include programmed

instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor

guides, student workbooks and technical

manuals.

_

The 120 courses represent the following

sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture

Aviation

Building &

Construction

Trades

Clerical

Occupations

Communications

Drafting_ --

Electronics

Engine Mechanics

Food Service

Health

Heating & Air

Conditicning

Machine Shop

Management &

Supervision

Meteorology &

Navigation

Photography

Public Setvim

The number of courses and the subject areas

represented will expand as additional mate-

rials with application to vdtationA and

technical education are identified and selected-

for dissemination. 609/292.6562 '9484834

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center

in your region for information on obtaining

materials (e.g.-, availability and cost). They

will respond to your requeSt directly or refer

you to an instructional materials agency

closer to you;

CURRICULUM COORDINATION CENTERS -

EAST CENTRAL

Rebecca S. Douglass

Director

100 North First Street

Springfield, 11 62777

2171782-0759

MIDWEST

Robert Patton

Direttiit

1515 West Sixth Ave.

Stilfwateri OK 74704

405/377M0

NORTHEAST

Joseph F. Kelly; Ph.0,

Director

225 West State Street

Trenton, NJ 08625

NORTHWEST

William Daniels

Director

Building 17

Airdustrial Park

Olympia, WA 98504

2061753-0879 s,

SOUTHEAST

James F. Shill, Ph.D.

Director

Mississippi State University

Drawer DX

Mississippi State, MS 39762

601425-2510

WESTERN

Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.

Director

1775 University Ave.

Honolulu, HI 56822
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. 44,-ii-l' . :/. -:....:,,,%i-

i,.Cotirse Description .-
Tt7,' '44'

This is the third section of a foursartcourse on Metals processing. Training for the entire course includes fabrication structures and metal weld :.. '-':ft

1...i.,. . . --

repairs; principles. technique: and processes of welding; cutting, soldering, brazing, and hard surfacing of various types of metals used in the fabrication 41:z7.

Ind repair of equipment; blueprint reading;heat treating, hardness testing; identification and prevention of corrosion; use of hand and measuring tools; 7:e:t.i':-)

,-144ottion and maintenance of Welding. hat treating, test equipment and power machinery such asgrinders,drill presses, power saws. and metal :4,

-

_.., _,-+

UIPPIg
":!..1-200451.-itert16.1111sIzed throughwt the course. This sectiondeals with in gasAielded welding Of high_perforMance aircraftinetais.--__ ''t

'OM tilling; and aircraft exhaust and jet engine hot Motion repair. This section contains two blocks of instruction covering 146 hoiii-L Students should__ ___ _.._.. ______ ....._,...-

complete Metals Prod:46446-g 115 Blocks II and IV. (3-6), before beginning this third part of the course. - . - --1-4--.;,',.-. - ---g '`-:

:,, ;,
. . . .

`Block V .
Inert Gs:Shielded Welding of High Performance Aircraft Metals has nine lessons containing 88 hours of inttruction. The lesson topics

and hours follow:

Inert Gas Shielded Welding (2 hours) - :' "f' 7.-

Joints of Heat and Corrosion Resistant Ferrous AllOy: (24 hours)

Position Welding of Heat and C corrosion Resistant Ferrous Alloys (6 hours)

Joints of Aluminum and Aluminum Alloy Sheet and Plate (12 hours).

Butt Joints of Magnesium (6 hoint) :

Joints of A-286 AHOY X10 hours)
JOiritt of Chromoloy (12 hours) ,

Butt Joints of Nickel Base AllOyS (6 hours)

Butt of Titanium and Titanium Alloy Sheet (10 hOurs)

,

.

1/4:_Pda.-

:1%!714.'.::.

".7.-

__

Block VI Pipe, Tubing and A ;fere ft Exhaust and Jet Engine Waft &coon Repair has six lessons covering 58 hours of instruction.

Joints of Heat and Corrosicin Resistant Ferrous Alloy Pipe (8 hours)

Joint of Aluminum Alloy Pipe and Tubing (8 hb-tirs-)

Butt Patches on Jet Engine Hcit section Parts (18 hours)

Fillet PatChei on Jet Engine Hot Section Parts (12 hcfurs)

Reciprocating Engine Exhaust Manifold Repir (6 hours)

Welding of Carbon and Alloy Steel Tubular Aszernblies (6 tiours) -7-- .

This section contains both teacher wid,Student materials- Printed instructor materials include a course chart; detailed lesson plans; and a plan of instruction ,c

including the units of ins-vuction, the criterion objectives. tbe duration of the lessons, and additional Materials
needed: Student materials inclUde a study 444

guide for each &or.* Which contains
objettiVet. iiforrnznion, review exercises and references for each lesson. ... . .

; _. .
_ - . _ _ -

rext materials are provided in the student study_ giiiiies; however; several commercial tails and military technical manuals are referenTed throughout the

course. Audiovisuals suggested for use in the entire course include 1 slicfet..8 films, 2 videotapes; and 9 transparency sem. The audiovisuals are not OrbVidect

This course can be used as advanced study in both welding and aviation repair courses. It require' previous weldingexperience and skills.
!-;v44-

: - -

-7 -:',7;r:cgef

:

-



Course_Materia3 - UNCLASSIFIED 120 Hours Ti'

-4.-......BLOCK V - Inert Gas Shielded Welding of

High Performance Aircraft Metals

9 Inert Gas-Shielded Welding (2 hrs); Joints of Heat and
his) ; Position

Welding of Heat and Corrosion Resistant Ferrous Alloys

10 (6 hrs); Joints of Aluminum and Alumtmum Alloy Sheet and
Plate (12 hrs); Butt Joints of Magnesium (6 hrs); Joints

of A=286 Alloy (10 hrs); Joints of ChromoIoy (12 hrs);

`11 ' Butt Joints of Nickel Base_Alloys (6 hrs); Butt Joints
of.Titanium and Titanium Alloy Sheet (10 hrs); Measure-
ient and Critique (2 hrs).
(Equipment Hazards and Personnel Safety Integratedwith
Above. Subjects)

60 Hours C/L .

30 Hours CTT

ATC FORM 439A
APR 73

12

13

PPEVIOUS EDITION OBSOLETE.

Course MatellaI -
BLOCK VI - Pipe, Tubingl aad Aircraft
Exhaust and Jet Engine Hot Section Repair

78' Hours Ti'

;

: 8 Hours CTT

Joints of Heat and Corrosion Resistant Ferrous,Alloy
Pipe (8 hrs); Joints of Aluminum Alloy Pipe and Tub- . 2 Hours RT
ing (8 hrs); But Patches on Jet Engine Hot Section
Parts (18 hrs)i Fillet Patches on Jet Engine Hot
Section Parts (12 hrs); Reciprocating Engine Exhaust

1

Manifold Repair (6 hrs); Welding of Carbon and Alloy :115,Qours CTT
Steel Tubular Assemblies (6 hrs); Measurement and
Critique (2 hrs).

1

(Equipment Hazards and Personnel Safety Integrated with
Above Subjects)

s

I

60 Hours CIL

73-24971
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PLANOFINSTRUCTION ,'

COURSE TITLE

XemIs Proceasins Specialist

etC,C1( 71ILE
_ -

Inert Gas Shielded Welding of High Perfortance Aircraft _Metals

uNITSoF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECNES
DURATION

(HOURS)

2

,

WORT MATERIALS MID GUIDANCE

2

. Inert Gas Shielded Welding

a. Without reference, select principles

and :operation_ of inert gas shielded veldins

eqUit,ment with 75: accuracy.

2

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Colunr 1 Reference STS Refer

la 23a(1)

lb 23a(2)

Instructional Materials- -IADR2131-SG;5104-Itert-Gas-ShfirderWaftg

Modern Welding (Chapters 11 and 12)

TO 34W4-41-1, Operator Service and Repair Inert Gas Shielded Arc

Welding Machine

.

Audio Visual Aids

----- ,

li. Cive: inert gas shielded welding

machine, set up and,make correct apParatus

oettiho lAW TO 3414-41-1.

.

.
.

.

_ ____.....,
.

.

,

.

.

.

.
,

.
.

,

,

.

Film! EC 9-233, Industrial Gases grid Shielded Are Velding

Chart: Arc Welding Machine Controls

.

Training Equipment
, .__ _ _ __

'Inert at Shielded Wading Equipment doesistiag of Arc Welding Machine;

Protective Equipment, Torch with Hoses and Cables,-and'Welding

TableS (1)

Toolkit Cl)
_.... .

.

Training Methods
.

Discussion/Demonstration (1.5 bra)

Performance (.5 hr) .

.

Instructional Environment/Design

Classroom (1.5 hrs) .

Laboratory (.5 hr) .

.

Instructional _ _
,

Have each StUditt respond to the Written !tea in thelessod; Drphasize

the importance of dOrrect_current_settings for IIG welding. Make outside

assignment to read.3053131-Sp-502 and Chapter 18; Wen Velditg;

Instructor will use "Duality and Reliability Assurance" H756,_

Arc Weldiie,(Chapter.5), as an additi-onal reference through-6dt Brock V:

_;!.:N :.,r, 1W). Ott.. No. 3ABR5n31--,-
oiri 23 Septetber 1975' 14.0400: V PAGE NO 33

'DOCV10{14-E:ISLIMSCAS:.rft,
/US GPO' 117)-121402'18

,

(Final Copy 84% - 8 X 1014) s-13ifixd rtdmaisa to factoile w *itarea
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continue4

.

. --

.

UNITS OP INSTRUCTION ANC CRITERION OBJECTIVES

.

DURATION

(HOURS)

,

. .

.

SUPPORT IA4TERIAS AND GUIDANCE

. .

.,. . ._..

,

2. Joints of Heat and Corrosion Resistant

Ferrous Alloys

-.: i,-... GiVedlinert=gat,thielded welding .

equiprent_and heat and corrosion resistant

ferrous alloy speCitens, set up and weld edge

joints; free of undercut and overlap_for_a_

total Ceibited.dittance of no less than 314

of.the_lengtli of the specimen, excluding the

first 1/2 inch start and the last 1/2 inch

finish; Al]. shop safety; good housekeeping,

ancl_firejtiVettidiiiielSiireSMat_ht observed;

.

b. Given inert gas Shielded welding '

equipment and heat.and corrosion resistant

ferrous alloy.ipeCitensi set up and Wed lap

joints, free Offexcisiive penetration, undercut,

and overlap, for a total cotbited distance of

no leis_thall4Af the_length of-,the specimen,

ilicE,ithi-fittt'I/2-inCh start-and-the

last 1/2-inch.finish:, All shop safety, good

housekeeping, and fire prevention measures

must be observed. ..

.
.. .

c; Given Inert gas shielded welding

'equipment_ancf hiatatkcorrosion resistant

ferrous alloy specimens, set up and weld butt

joints with 100: penetratiet, free of undercut

and overlap, for a_total_combined distance of

no less than 3/4 of thilliiigth of the specimen

excluding the .first.1/2.inch start and _the last

1/4 inch finish. All shop safety, good house-

keeping,' and fire prevention measures must, be
.

. ,

, , .

observed.

.

32

(24/8)

(3)

__

(5),

....._ -

(7)

,

,

Caution students not to mark or_wtite on any

it to be reused by subsequent classes.

COIntn-l-RaferenCe STS Reference

training litearture as it

Resistant Ferrous Alloys

. . ._ .

.

(1) . .

_ ....

Welding Specimens, 4404 (12)

.

.

.
,

. .

for edge, lap, butt, tee,

and

test upon

of heat and

rods:.

_

. .

. ,

2a

2b

2c

2d

Instructional-Mitials

14 -313; 7,3a(3)

3a, 3b, 23.(5)

'' 3a, 3b, 23a(4)

3a; 3b, 23a(6)

3M53131-SG-504 joints of Meat and Corrosion

*dert Welding (Chapter 18)

Inert Gas Shielded gelding Equipment Complete

liweelbata--(6)----t-7--------
Toolkit (1) .' ::.

4raiter!i-Tutg6ten That Gas (TIG) Shielded

Training-Methods. ..,

Discussion/Demonstration (2.5 s-s)

PerfOrtance(21.5 hrS)

.Outside.Assignment-OThrs)-

.

Instructional Environcent/Desigt .

Classroom (2 hrs) .'

,

Laboratory (22 his) -

. . .

,Instructional Guidance

Emphasize weldingsafity

and corner joints.

Chapters II and

,completion of,this,alsignment.

corrosion resistant.

,

.
.

and weld requirements

Make outside assignmenttoreadIABR5313140-503

18, Modern Welding': Admialsterippraisti

Emphasize conservation

ferrous alloys and filler

.

.

.
.

. .

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NC. 3A3a5t31 . DATE '23 .September 1975
BLOCK NO V PAGE NO 34

TC "RN 337A
PREviOuS EDITIONS OBSOLETE.

u.s.OPO: 1973-771403/121

z.

.(Fincl copy -84"... 8 X 10$
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INIM1111MOMMIPMIN.111111.
PLAIT OF INSTRUCflON (Continued)

UNITS OF :N9TR,4T'ON AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

DURATION

2
(HOURS)

-c- -.r
SUPPORT MATE; :.,;$ AND GUIDANCE

d. Given inert _gas shielded Wilding

iquipment and heat and corrosion resistant

ferrous alloy-specimens, set.up'and weld tee

and corner joints, free of excessive penetra-

overlap, and undercut; for a total .

combined diitinCe of no less than 3/4 of the

leigth of the specisen,_excluding the first

1/2 inch:start:1g the litt 112 inch finish;

All shop safety, good housekeeping, and fire

prevention measures must be observed:

3. Position Wilding of Hegt and Corrosion

Resistant Ferrous AllOys

a; Given inert_gas Shielded welding

equipment and heat and corrosion resistant

'ferrous alloy specimens, set up and wild butt

jointsin_the horizontal position with 100:

penetration; free oLoverlap and undercut,

for a total combined distaste of no less that

3/4 of the length of the specimen; excluding

the first _1 /2 inch start and the last 1/2 inch:

finish-. Atl shop safety, good housekeeping,

and fire prevention measures must be observed;

b. given inert gas shielded welding

eq#patt and heat And corrosion resistant.

ferrous.alloy specimens, set up and weld

butt joints in the_vertical position with_____

100: penetration, free of overlap and undercut,

for alotal_combined distance_of no liii thin

3/4.ofthe length of the specimen,. excluding _

the first 1/2 inch start and the last_1/2'inCh

finish. All shoo safety, good housekeeping,_

and fire; prevention measures must be obiitOeL

. .

-

.

.

.

(9)

.

g

(6/2)

.

.

.

Cann-1 Reference STS Reference_

. J
e

.

and Corrosion Resistant

(1)

.

.

,

.,

and vertical welding

Makiouttide

18, Modern Welding,

this assignment. ttphaSite

to conserve argon gas. ..

3a, 3b.

Instructionallaterials_

3a, 3b, 23ii(7)-

3A3R53131-SG-503-, Position Welding of Heat

_ Ferrous_Alloys_
&dein-Welding (Chapter 18)

tiiiiiitg-Zitiititietit
_

Inert. Gas Shielded Welding, Station COMPlite

Power Shears. (6)

Toolkit (1)

Training Methods

DigdUSSioi/Deattstration (1 hr)

Performance._ 5 hrs)

OUtside Assigrunt (2 hrs)

, InStrtotiong/invironmenthesign

Classroom (.5 hr)

Laboratory (54 hrs)

__ _ _ ____

Instructional Guidance

'mphasize7welding safety-applicable to horizontal

and explain welling requirementsior butt joints.

assignment to read_30R53131-Sg-504 and Chapter

Administer, appraisaltest_upon completion of

proper joint set -up and fld4meter adjustment

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO 3ABR53131; :.
DATE" 23 September 1975 BLOCK NO. V.

,-_-

PAGE NO 35

ATC -1131"1 337A
MAN 73

PREVIOVS-EDiTIONS OBSOLETE.
us. OPOi 1,73-77HO/121

gird Copy - 841-8 X (not vtatal t tidal Ora gtow this lino



PLki OF SNSTRUCTION (Continued)

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

DURATION

2
-LPIC9Rp.,

1.....1111110111111,11.
4. Joints of Aluiaiiimaid AltititUt Alloy 16

Sheet and Plate (1214)

a. Given inert gas_shieIded welding (2)

equipment and aluminum and aluminum alloy

sheet spectres; set 'up and weld lap.joints,

free. Of excessive penetration, overlap, and

undercut,. for a total c.0,ined distance of.

no less than 314 of the length of the specimen,

'excluding the first 112 inchstart_and the _

last 112 ineh fiiiih.. All shop safity, soOd

hohstleeping, and fire prevention measures

must be observed.

,

b... Given inert gas shielded lding (5)

;equipment and aluminum and ali...inum alloy

'plate101citits; set up and weld butt joints

1-gith 100Z penetration, free of overlap and

ondercut, for a tOtal combined 'distance of

no less than 3/4 of the length of the.specinen,

excluding the first 112 inch start and the

-last 1/2 inchlitish. All shop safety, good

housekeepinvand-fire prevention measures

oust be Observed..

c. Given inert gas shielded welding .(5)

equipment and aiwninwn atd,sluminum alloy

heet Specimens, set up ati weld tee. joints,

free of excessive penetration ,. overlap; and

undercut, forl total conbited 'distance of

no less than 3/4 of the length of the _specimen,

excluding. the_first 1/2 inch start and the last

112 finigh. All shop safety, good house-

keepingpatcffire prevention measures must

be Observed:

SUPPORT mg ERIA0 AND GUIDANCE

Column I Reference STS -Refirence

4a; 44 4c 3a, 3b, 23a(S).

Instnctional Materiels ,

'321153131-SG-504, Joints of Aluminum and Aluaatua Alloy Sheet and Pltte,

Mao Aiding (Chapter IS)

Audio Instal Alb

Film: PLC 2360, Welding Cumin=

Training Equipment

Miff Gat Shielded Welding Station Complete (1)

Power Shears (0'

Toolkit (1)

N

IriititOethods

DiscussionIDemonstration (2 hrs)

Performance (1G hrs)

Outside Assignment (4 hrs)

Instructional_Etvironment/Desie,

Classroom (1.5 hrs)

Laboratory (10.5 hrs) .

.

Instructional:Guidance _ _ _ _

Emphaiime welding safety and welding requirements for aluminim. Make

outside assignment to read.3A3R53131-SG-505 'and Chapter 18i,Modert

Welding; Adidnister'appraisal test upon completion,of this assignment;

Instructor will_use_MIL-HDBK-694A(KR), Aluminum and Aluminum Alloys;

as,an additional reference. Daphisiae conservation of alumina and

aluvaaum alloy sheetolate, and filler rod.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continuo.° .

.

. _

UITSN OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECT IVES

DURATI ON

_ MOORS' . SUPPORT NA TERI AF.5 ;iii: %TAKE

j.
L

; Batt Joints of Manes:um

a; -: Given inert as shinIdedvelding

equipment and magnesium_specimensset up and

.
weld butt joints with IOU penetration; free.

cf overlap _and unclorcut for a total combinPd

distance of to less than 3/4 of the length of

__the specizen; excluding the first 112 inch

star: and :thellAiillil_iiii4i fiiitg1*-., All shop

safety; good housekeeping, and fire 'prevention

Cures must be observed.

. .

,
.

.

. .

. .

,

,
.

,

.

.

.

. .

.
.

.

.

.

.

:

8

(612)

COliii-l-RifitenUe STS Reference
...,.

'1

(1)

.

_...

magnesium.:

Adainister appraisal

will use Mt-)0B-

and KTL4TD-409A; Alloy

for Magnesium Base Alloys,

of Magnealit sheet

. .

.

.

.

,

.

, .

5a 3a; 3b; 23a(9),

Instructional _Materials_

3ABR53131-SG=505, Butt Joints of x4tiesidi

Modern gelding (Chapter IS)

Training Equipment

Inert "as Shielded gelding Station Comgete

Cleaning Equipment (12)

Power Shears (6)

Tootkit (I)

Traitint Methods

Discussion/Demonstration

Performance (5

Outside Assignment

Instructional

(1 hr)

hrs)__

(2 hrs)

Environment/Design

Classroom (..5 hr)

'Laboratory (5.5 hrs) .

Instructional Guidance-

F.aphasize welding safety and fire prevention;_applicable_to

Make outside assignment to read 3ABH53131=SG=506.

test upon totplotion of this essigraent; Instructor

693A, Magnesiumand Magnesium Alloy Handbook

Nomenclature and Temper Designation System

as an additional referenCe. Emphasize conservation

and filler rod.

..

.

.

..
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PLANOFINSTRUCTION(Continuod)

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

DURATION

2-

(HOURS)
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

_

6. Joints of Ar286_.AIloy

i._. Given inert gas shielded welding

equipment_ and A-286 alloy specimens, set a0

and veld butt joints With 100% penetration, _

free of _overlap and_undercuti for a. total

coabined distance of no less than 314 of the

length of the speclieni_exclaing the first

1/2 inch start and_the last 1/2 inch finish;

All shop safety, good-housekeeping, *rare

prevention measures tat be observed;

.

b. Given inert gas shielded welding .

equipment and.A7286 alloy specimea, set 60

and;weldtit joints free of excessive

penetration, overlap, and undercut, fa a

totiladabited:distate of to less than 3/4

of the. length,. of the speciten, eicludiiii thi

first 1/2 inch start and the last 1/2 ia:h

finish. All shop safety, good housekeeping,
..,

and fire prevention measures must be observed;

.

.

14

(10/4)

(6)

(4)

1

Col=1-1-Refikeici STS-Refefekee

(1)

forA-286 alloy.

Administer appraisal

conservation of

.

.

6a

6b

Instructional-Materials_

3a; 311, 23a(4)

3i, 3b, 23g6)-,

,

3ABB53131-SG-506, Joints of A486 Alloy

.

TtelltitEqdmilt
Ice:: Gas_ Shielded Welding Station COmpleti

Cleating Eqdragat (12)

Power Shears (6)

Toolkit (I)

Trailing:left&

biicussion/Demoatration (1 hi)

Performance .(9 hrs)_ _

. Outside Assignment (4 hii)

.

Instructional Environment Design

Classroom (1 hr)

Laboratory (9 hrs)

Instructional-Gbidaiii__

Emphtsize shop

bake.outside assigazent

test Upon completion

A-286 alloy sheet

,

safety and explain welding requirements

to read_3ABR53131-SG-507.

of this assignment. ;Emphasize

and filler rod.

,
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,, 1.----___ ..-__
. PUN OF INSTRUCTIOR(Cai tinged).

,..,, .

- UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND iRliERION 051ECTi4ES
DURATION

..

2

- (HOURS)

_ .

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Butt Joints of Nice est Base Alloys
...-.-.. .

, .
.

.

a. Given inert gas Shielded, welding'
equipment _and_nickel basei alloy apes imensi
it: up and tied biltt.,jointkwith,100: pets--
traticai-free of overlap.* undercut, fora
total. tisiblud distance of. no Ids than 3/4
of the length_ of the specimen,- excluding the
first-I/2 inch start and the Lit 1/2 itch
finish.....Ali 'shop safety,, good housekeeping,
amd are prelition matures must be Observed.

.

.

.

1

,

. ,

.

.

.
, .

.

: . 10

.

Colimm--1-R-eference T_IS Reference_ _

.

4

,.
,

requirements for nickel
31BR53131-SG-509 and.

test upon completion

nickel base alloy sheet

_

'
.

al

(6/4)

..,,

,

, ----

8a
% ,-. .,

Instructional Materials

.

3ABR53131-SG-508i Butt Joints of Nickel Base 'illoys

TraiiinglquiTigent
.Inert Gas Shielded
Cleaiingtquipmant
Power Shears (6)

Toolkit (1)

iteldintStation Complete (1)
(12)

..

.

.

(1 hr)

(4 hrs)-

1.

Discussio Demnstutioit
Performance (5 hrs)
Outside Issimtett

Instructional Environnent/Design.
Classroom (.5 br)

Laboratory (5.5 bra)

Instructional Guidance .

Ilipbatiie welding .safety _and explain; the welding
base alloys; Hake outside assignment to read
Cnapter 24, tiodern Felding. Administer -appraisal
of _this assigrant; aipltasize conservation Of
and filler rod. .

-..

.

,

.

. -i.. .
' Ir
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,
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued

.

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
DURATION

(HOURS)
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE.

9: Butt Joints of Titanium and Titanium

AlloySheet '. '.

_ a.. Given_inert gas _shielded welding

equipment, and titanium and titanium alloy.
specimens; setup and weld butt joints with

100Z penetration, free of overIapand under-

cut; for a_total combined distance of no less

than 3/4 of the length of the specimen;

excluding the first 1/2 itch start and.the

lilt 1/2 inch finish; All shapstfety; good

housekeeping, and fire prevention measures

thiat be observed.:

.

.

.

.

10. Measurement and Critique

.

12_

'(10/2)

.

....___i.------

Column 1 Reference STS Reference_

TitaniumtAllOY Sheet

.

(1)

,..

.

applicable to' titanium

to read 3ABR33131-5G-601.

finis assignment.

welding jig and the

butt joints. Each

both methods; Instructor .

Alloys, as an.

of titanium and titanium

.

.

-9a

Instructional: Materials

3a; 3b, 23s(I0).

341153131 7SG-509iButt.;Joints of Titanium and

Modern Welding (Chapter 24)

Audio Visual Aids

Film: FLC S!60, Row to Neldlitanium

.

Training Equipment :

Inert Gas Shielded Welding Station Complete

Rectangular DrijeiBubble (2)

Cieating Equipment (I2)
..)

Toolkit (1)

PI
.

Trainin: Methods

Discussion/Demonstration (2 hrs)

hrformance.(8 hrs)

OUtside AssignMent 1(2 bra)

instructional Environment/Desigo

Classroom (4,5_hrs)

Laboratory (8;5 hrs) .

.

. .

Instructional Guidance

Emphasize welding

and titanium alloys.

Administer appraisal

Instructors will'

rectangular Dri

student will complete-butt

will use MIL-HDBK-697(MR);

additional reference..

alloy sheet and

safety_ and welding requirements

Male outside assignment

test upon completion of

demonstrate using the open

Bel bubble when welding titanium

joints utilizing

Titanium and Titanium

3..hasize conservation

fIller rod:

,

. .
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PLANOFINSTRUCTION

COURSE TITLE
.

Metals Processing Specialist

81,00C TITLE .

. .

PiPi,.TUbing, and Aircraft Ethaust and Jet engine Rot Section Repair

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OWCTIYES'
DURATION

_, *lib
2 :.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

2

1. Jointi of Beat and Corrosion Resiatanf

Ferrous Alloy Pipe

a; Given inert gas shielded welding

equipment -and heat and corrosion resistant

ferrous alloy pipe toetiteta; set up and weld

utt_joints with 100Z penetration, free of

verlap and undercut, for a total combined

.istance olio_less_than 314 of the length

.f the veld All ShOp safety; good housekeeping,

d fire prevention measures must be Observed.

b. ',Given inert _gas shielded welding

equipniat and heat and corrosion resistant

ferrous alloy pipe_specimensi'set up and weld.

tee joints with 30% to BOX penetration, free

of overlap:and undercut, for a_total combined

iitaice of no less than 3/4 of the length of

the welt. .All shop safety', good housekeeping;

d fire prevention measures must be ObServed. .

10

(8/2)

(5)

(5).

DA" 23 September

Mite 1 Reference STS-- Reference

la 3ai 3b; 27a

lb ', 3a; 3b; 27a

ItattOttiOnalliatatialt

3ABR53131-SG-601; Joints of Heat and Corrosion Resistant Ferrous Alloy

Pipe

TO 00-25-224, Welding High Pressure and Cyrongenic Systems

. .

Audio Visual kids_

Chart! Pipe welditg - welding *ohm

riakink-r4witit , ,

Inert Gas_Shielded Welding Station Complete .(l)

Cleaning Equipment (12) .

Grinder (4)_

%Wei Si W (12)

Toolkit (1)

.

Training Methods

.

. .

.

DiScussion/Ditonstration (2 hrs)

Performance- (6 hrs)

.

.

Outside Aisig=ent (2 hrs)

.

Instructional-Ergroment/Disigit
Classroom (l:5 -hrs) .

.

Laboratory(6.5 hrs)

. .

Instructieeil-Giiiifiei

Emphasize welding safety and explain welding requirements for heat and

corrosion resistant ferrous alloy pipe. ?Fake outside assignment to. read

3aBR53131-SC-602. Administer'eppraisal test upon completion of_this

.assignment. Ceutionstudents not_ to mark or vrite on any training

literature as it is to be reused by subsequiit classes. 111Thasize

tutting and reust of pipe.
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UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND.CRliERION OBJECTIVES. SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

2.. Joints of Aluminum Alloy Pipe and Tubing

. Given inert gas shieldeftelding

equipment and aluminum alloy pipe,end tubing

specimens, :et up and weld-butt joints with

100% penetration, free of overlap and undercut,

fo: a total coibined distance of no leas than

of the length of the weld. All shop

safety, good_bousekeeping, and fire prevention

measures must be observed.

Given Inert gas shleIdedmIding

equipment ind_alutinum alloy pipe and tubing

specimens; set up and weld tee joints with 30%

to_80:Hpenetrationi free of overlap and

undercut; ,for a total combined distance of

no less than 3/4 of the length of the. weld,

All shop safety, good housekeeping, and

fire prevention measures must be observed.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION ND. 3k8g53131

(8/4)

(4)

(4)

Col=

2b

Re mune STS Re erence

3a; 3b; 27b

3a, 3b, 27b

Instructional Materials,

3ABit53131 -SG-602, Joints of Aluminum Alloy Pipe and Tubing

TO 00-25-224

Audio Visuil'Aids

Chart: Pipe Welding -.Welding Sequences

Training Equipment

Inert Gas Shielded Welding Station Complete (1)

Power Saw (12).

Toolkit (1)

Cleaning Equipment (12)

Tralnitglethods

Discussion/Demonstration (2 hrs)

Performance (6 hrs)

Oatiide Assignment (4 hrs)

Iostroctionsl_Environment/Design

Ciiiirtiot (1.5 hrs)

Laboratcry. (6.5 hrs)

Instructional _Guidance

EdObasize welding safety and explain welding requirements for aluminum

pipe end tub*. Stress proper joint set-up and welding current require-

ment'. Make outside assignment to read 34E53131-SG403. :Administer

appraisal test upon completion of this assignment. EtphiSize cutting

and reuse of aluminum alloy pipe .and tubing.;

EarriONI0mSoLur.
U.S. GPM 1 03-7714 0.1112,

'DATE
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IMIIIMIMMIIMIII~IIMMINIWlialala1I
PON OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UNITS Cl INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

MOON
-, NOURS)

.

WWI' foAT!R,41,3 AN: GUIDANCE

3. Butt Patches on Jet Engine Hot Section

Parts

, .

a, Withott reference-, state die

functions of jet engine hot section parte

.-,:ith,752 accuracy. .

b, Given TO, identify location and _

service requirement(' Pertaining to jet engine

hot section parts without error;

t; GiVe technical orders; select

cleaning methcdsi_repair procedures, And

.
techniques for weld repair without error,

iL Given inert gas shielded welding

equipment_and_jet engine hot section Patti,

set up and take butt patch weld repairs with

100t penetration, free of overlap and under -

cut, fer a total ctinbitedAistance of no_less

than 314 of the length of the weld excluding

the 1/2 inch at the start and finish. 11

shop safety, good housekeeping, and fire

pievention measures must be observed;

.

.

, .

.

22

(1814)

(1)

(.5)

(1.5)

(15)

.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

.

Section Parti

Cleaning

(1)

. .

.

.

.

.

sectionjvair. Save each

lesson Make outside

appraisal test upon

of butt patch

3a LITt

3b 25b _ .__

le 3i, 3b, 25C

Instruction4-ftialli

3ABR53131!SG -603,.Butt 'Patches on Jet Engineint

TO 2J-1-13, TUrbbjet wics or Cat TUrbine

TO 2J-6 Series, Field Milotellace Instructions

Training Equipment

Inert Cat Shieldid.Wilding Station Co late

Pun:ode:Grinder (1)

-Tntilkit (I)

Trainer:. 3215 Jet_Engine_Repair (12)

Selected Condernid/DefeetiVe Part(s) (1)

Cleaning Equipment (1) .

.

Training Method

Discussion/Demonstration (2 bra)

Perforalce (16 hrs) . _ _

Outside Assignment (4 hri)

Classroom (1;5 hrs) _

Laboratory (16.5 hit)

Tostruetionai-G

Elphasixe welding safety applicable to hot

student respond to all kitten iteMS in the

assignment to read 3ABR53131-SG-604_, Administer

completion of this assignment, Erphitiie conservation

material:

.

ovoicriermumaiNo,ABR53131
. :or 23 September 1975 OLOCKNO. In RidE NO, 45
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Cominvid)

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITE 4,N OLECT; q ES
DURATION

(HOURS)

2

. SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

4. Fillet:Patches on Jet Engine Hot Section,

Parts .

.

a. Given'inertig shielded wading

equipment and jet engine 1i-et iietiOn.ittti,

set up and make fillet patch veld repairs _

free of excessive penetration, overlap, and

undercut, for a total c ombined distance of

no less that 3/4 of the 'length of the veld,

excluding the 112 inch at the start and

finish. All shop safety, good housekeeping,

and fire prevention measures must be observed;

,..,

. ,

.

.

16

(1214)

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

_, _

let Section Pirko

(I)

.

d

repair. _Make outside

appraisal tilt upon

of fillet patch

.

.
.

'47---- 3ai 3bi

,

Instructional Materials _ _

3iaR53131-SG-604; Fillet Patches on Jet Engine

TO 21-1-13

TO 21-61trien

- -
.

TriitingAuipzient

Inert Gas Shielded fielding Station" Complete

Pneumatic Grinder. (1)

Toolkit (1)

Trainer: 3215 Jet Engine Repsit (12)

Selected Condemned/Defective Part(s) (1)

Cleaning Equipment (12) .

Training_ Methods-

Discussion/Demonstration (2 hrs)

Petformance (10 hti)

Outside kisignmeat (4 bra)

Instructional.Enviroament/Design .

Cliiiirciai (1.5 hit)

IAhoratory (10.5 bre)

TatructionsI Guidance,
.

Fapbseize_velding safety. applicable to hot, section

assigtmett to read 3AER53131-SG-605-. Administer

completion of this assignment. Emphasize conservation

material.
..

.

: ...

,
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. .

PLONOFINSTRUCTOSAINu4

,

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTINES
DURATION

i
DVS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND OuiDAKE

Reciprocating Engine Exhaust Manifold B. Col= llifironce STS Reference

Repair (6/2) Si -2-5' .

5b 25d

i: Given technical Were, select

cleaning methodkrepair procedarea; and

5t 3i, 3b, 25e 0

,

techniques for weld repair Oithout error. Iiiittifetiong-Mitiriili
.

. 30.53131-5405, Reciprocating Engine Exhaust Manifold bpi,"

b. Civet & list of materiale, select
._

materials required for repair of reciprocating

TO 2RA Series, Engine Exhaust Assembly Syatems

eni,ine eXhaust manifold parts and assemblies Audiiinallidi
0..,

with 75% accuracy; Chart: Layout for a Butt Patch on Edge of EXhaust Stack System

c. Given inert gas shielded welding TraiTELARtmal

Inert Us Shielded Velding Station 'Completeequipment and reciprocating mine eihaust (1)

and manifold assemblies; set up and make weld Sandblast Machine (12)

repairs free of excessive penetration, overlap; Power Shears (5)

and undercut, for a total combined distance of Slip Rolls (12)
Ilk

no less than 314 of the length of the weld, Buffer and Polishiag Machine (4)

excluding the first 1/2 Itch start and the Throatless Shears (6)

last 1/2 inch finish. All shop safety, good : Work Bench (4)

housekeeping, and fire prevention measures must Toolkit (1)

be observed. Selected/Condemned Defective Part(s) (1)
.

Trainini Methods

Discussion/Damnation (2 hti)

Perforsance (4 hrs)

Outside Kssigament (2 bra)
.

Itstructiouil aviromeni/Dest

Classroom (1.510_

.' Laboratory (4.5 its)

.

.
.

InaltuttianalGUidante.
.

.

Emphasize welding safety and monitor an students during cleaning and

preparation of parts for welding_. lave each student respond to the

wine!' items _in the- esson; Mike outside assignment to read 3413R531311

SG;606 and Modern e1ding (Chapter 18). Administer- appraisal test upon

c..letion of this assignment. Emphasize conservation of cleaning

matetials, shielding gas, and filler rod.
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INSTRUCTION (Gatin'uoi :

..
.

._ . . . ., ... ..
_ ..... .

: UNITV'OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION oBJECTIvE

4 -e "; .-..

.

DURATION

(HOURS)
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Attention:
.

. Review:

INTRODUCTION _ Time: 10 min

I. Overview: Students will at the completion of this lesson, understand the
principles of inert gas shielded welding and operation of various types of
equipment.

I. Motivation:

cae

BODY

'resentation:
[Refer to objectives fa/16-

I
Principles of inert gas shielded
welding and operation of; various
types of equipment.

Tungsten Inert Gas:

(I) Inert Gas Shielded Welding

.(a) Process which utilizes an
inert gas to protect' the
weld zone from atmospheric
oxidation which contaminates
the. weld.

(b) Inert gas is -a- Colorless;

odorless, nontoxic and
nonflammable gas,. chem-
'tally inactive and one
which will not combine with
any other element.

Source' of Power

Time: 1 hr. min

DA y

SHOW FILM FtC 9-233'
(Industrial Gases and
Shielded Arc Welding)

(a) Cur'rent may be supplied
through either a welding
generator; DC or AC.'

(b) Unit should 'have good current
control at the lower end of
itscurrent range.

4r e

-5Aovv_ CCW= 2.25"

4g e. Wea.we- .7W,gek.4.

row/VA-
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Superimposed high frequency_

is used in some machines to
permit- starting the arc
without touching the
electrode to the work.

(3) Welding Current

(a) Direct current straight
polarity

1 Electrode made negative
andthewar -r-kpos-i t lye

2- This current gives a deep
narrow.wed because heat
is concentrated of work'

piece.

Less chance of arc blow.

4 Used when welding stain--
less steel, copper or
brasses.

(b) Di =rest current reverse polarity

1 Electrode made positive
and the-work negative

2_ This current gives a wide
shallow weld because
electrode consumes most of
the heat.

3 -A larger diameter electrode
should be used, since it
absorbs a large amount of
heat,' to help protect it
from burning 'off and also

contamination.

- _ _

4 Can be used for magnesium

(c) Alternating Current

Combination of DCSP and
DC111!

.Foreign matter such as
'moisture, oxidet -or scale
:found on the surface-of
the platei tend to prevent.

(partially or completely) the
flow- of current .in the reverse

ty di rect ion.

2



3 To Prevent this from
occurring4luperimposed
high frequency is used. -

-a- With 60 cycles alternating
current there are 120
chinges of current flow
direction per second

ti With superimposed AC there
are 120,000 changes of
cu-r-Fen-tf-l-owper--s-e-con

-$ Advantages of AC.

a Arc may be started with-
._

out touching electrode
to work

b Longer arc is possible

c Electrodes have longer
life

.

5 Metilg which give excellent
results are magnesium and
mag. castings, aluminum and

alum; castings

(A) Shielding Gas

-(a) General Information

1 Argon, helium or a mix-
-.

ture of the two are
general ly preferred for
use as shielding gas

N

3- other gases and gas
mixtures hive been tried
but for general use all
have been found to have
ma.rked-- deficiencies such

as rapid electrode deter-
ioration: porosity in welds

.06r arc stability _

.

3' Some have been found useful
for certain purposes, the
reactive gas nitrogen can

. be used as the shielding
gas its wctd

- -

g copper

%.



Argon

.4

I Used more extensively
because it is cheaper

2 Cylinder markings are gray
with a white horizontal band

3 -Honfer-rous metals, such
. ;as aluminum and magnesium
are sens4tive to impur-
ities and are best welded
with high. purity gas, pro-
ducing excellent welding
results." Argon and helium
gases'whicb are commer
cially available from most
sources are of High purity
and average well over 99.

95% Pure

4 Argon is .general ly used for al l

alternating current welding
applications, such as aluminum,
magnesium er. copper

5 The tendency of burn
through is less with
argon, therefore it is
good for welding thin
gauge.materIal

(c). Helium.

1- High are voltage and
-power are desirabre
fOr welding thick mat-

erial and metals with
high heat conductivity
therefore, helium is
used- in' thew applications
because of its higher arc
voltage characteristics

2 Heiium is pivally used
with DC welding machines,
using DCSP

3 Helium is used to weld
magnesium using DCRP

iu Cylinders are gray .with
light brown top

111.1"Jmaxlvit.c.6tittAl. ;



,(5) 'Regulator Floilmeter

(a). Steps down the high pres-
sure in the cylinder or
manifold-cylinders, to a
lower working pressure

(b) The lower pressure is re-
ceived by the flow meter,
the required gas flow to
thP apparatus is controlled

(c)

by the amount of manual ad=--
justment of the throttle
valve

This flow is indicated on
the flowmeter tube and is
controlled by the manual
adjustment of the throttle
valve

(6) Torches

la) Two types are air - cooled

and water-cooled

1 Air cooled is excellent
for repairing this gauge
material

a It can operate contin-
uously on AC or DC up
to 100 amps

2- -Water cooled is designed
to operaie'higher current
ratings above 100 amps to

300 amps

a- Water. requirements are
from one to two pints .

per minute

b A special fuse of 45 amps
is installed in the power
lead lisle to the torch to
protect the, equipment from
Overheating in case of water

stoppage

.

Water stoppage-mayre-

4

atilt from an accumulation
of dirt in thc small pass-
agcs of tim-torcb

5

I lb



oe.currectwo ay uib-
colinecting the water
lines and reversing the
flow of water

(b) Three basic parts of the
torch are collet, cup and
electrode

IL Collet is used to hold
the electrode in place

2 Electrodes used far gas
Shielded welding are:

a- Commercially pure
tungsten

b 1% Thoriated

c 2% Thoriated

d Zirtung

3 Thoriatcd tungsten elec-
trodes are superior to
pure tungsten because of
their higher electron flow,
better arc starting and
stabl i ty and they are
less likely to become
contiminated

4 Tungsten electrodes that
become contaminated should
be ground off or break off
contaminated end with pliers

5 Tungsten electrodes may be
identified by color pPrkings:'
on either the box or the
electrode itself

a_ Green '= Pure tungsten

b, Yellow - 1% Thoriated

c Red = 2t Thoriated

Brown - Zirtung

6

48.



(7) Safety

(a) Wear gloves when using AC
high frequency

lb) Proper inade lens

(c) Shut off machines and
gases when not in use

.

Application:

1, Student.wi II- set up and make apparatus
settings without error with instructor
assistance

Evaluation:

I. Student will_answer 755 of the following
questions correctly

-CONCLUSION

1. SumMari

a. Review principles of Inert Gas Shielded
Welding Operation

b. Advantage of gas shielded weldiiig for
arious types of metal

c. SeuuVand adjust apparatus for hdat and
torfOsion resistant ferrous alloys

2 Remotivation

3. Assignment AioAe

.-;

ecznp,77e.,Ttise.-01:

54;e11,61:

idelei4116.;-

iovoek.me Ao*a.75ve

2 t;j 3,...,y-ess

"a We iii ;., -Ms&

Time- 10 m:n
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1. 3kBR53131-SG-502-
2. Modern Welding.

(Chapter 1.8)

E.RION OP-SEC !IVES AHD 7r.q...iiinc STEPS
. _

. Given itert'gas shielded welding equipment and heat and corrosion reSiStent.
.ferrous.alloy specimens, -set up.and weld edge joints; free of undercut and
overlap for a total combined distance of no less than 3/4 of the length of-the'

specimen. excinding the_first 1 /2 _inch start and the last 1/2:inch finish; All

shop safety; good housekeeping and fire prevention measures must be observed;

..Given inert gas shielded welding equipment and heat and,cottosibn resistant

-::ferrous alloy spedimens; set up and weld lap joints; free of.excessive_penetrafion

undercut; and overlap for a total ebtbined distance of no less than 3/4 of the

ofthe'ePecimen;61Xciudingthe first 1/2' inehdtatt And the last 1/2 inch

finish._ All shop safetyi-good housekeeping and fire. prevention measures must be

obdetVed.

Given inert. gas'shieldedwelding equiptent and heat and corrosion resistant

ferrous alloy specimens- set u and_Weld_but oints -with 1002 enetrationliei

of undercut.and overlap; for .a total combined distance of no less than 3/4 of the

length of the specimen excluding the first 1/2 inch start and the last1/2.inch

rin t:



CESSCiti PL AN (Part, I, Gems) CON TM) AMA SHEET

CR170101'4 Owen vis AND TEACHING STEPS(Cont:nuee)

finish. All shop safety, good housekeeping, and fire prevention measures
must be observed.

Given inert gas shielded welding equipment and heat and corrosion resistant
;ferrous alloy specimens, setup and meld.tee and corner joints, free of
excessive penetration, overlap and undercut for a totsl combined distance of
no less than 3/4of the length of the specimen, excluding the first 1/2 inch

start and the last 1/2 inch finish. All shop safety, good housekeeping and
fire prevention measures must be observed.

Teaching steps are listed in Part II.

4

4
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INTRODUCTION

1: Attention:

_
. Time: 10 min-

.

:2. Review.: In'the'last lesson -you learned the principles_of Inert Gas Shielded_
Welding and Operation_ of :various types of equipment. .

3. Overview: _At the completion_of this lesson-you-w i-14-have-fearned has to
weld butt, lap, tee, corner and edge joints in heat and
corrosion resistant ferrous alloys.

C Motivation:

PRESENTATION:
(Refer to objective's 2e.

1, Corrosion Resistant Steel

a. Generdl Information

(1 )

BODY Time: 29 hrg 40min

. _

Show Wikiate vva,
The coefficient of expansion
for stainless steel is greater
than carbon steel

(a) To resist the tendency of
.warpage during yelding,
joint edges must be cor-
nec y aligned and pro-
p rly tacked

(2) Carbide precipitation is an-
other important factor to
consider when welding stainless
steel

(a) This effect is,less when
using the ir*rt gas method
because the heat is concen-.
trated to a smaller area

(b) Carbide.'precipitation usually
occurs near fusion,line. It

can be overcome by confining

1riticsrati 2--mor 64s OW
sAl'eidexi tartidiReS 404.6fr

area as possible



(3)

(c) ThiS means you shout d. use

a smaller electrode, higher
amperage-and a faster
welding speed

Weld back up

(a) On.light-gauge material4_
backingis usually_useda,
to protect the .underside
of the weld frogi atmot-t7
pheric contamination re-
sulting in possible weld
porosity or poor surface
appearance

Weld back up on heavier
Material prevents the weld
from melting through eidgs=
siverY by'conducting some of
the heat away'fmm the joint
edges

.

Fiat metal baCkup.pl'ates
may be used only on flange
type joints .

1 .E*Olaili the groove in the
.....

backup. plates

. Weld edge joints of heat and corrosion
resistant ferrous alloys to Modern Welding
MandbOOk specifications.

a.- Welding Edge Joints

One of the easiest joints
to weld

Edge joints are used Primarilif
on light gauge material, whdre
there is little or no direct
tension or &ending stresses
a0Plied on the finished weld

(3) Using metal'up t9' .030, no
fifler rod is required.

Losefit=up
necessary -when not
using ,fit ter rod



Weld butt joi-nts of heat and corrosion

i.esisfant ferrous alloy to Modern Welding

Handbabk specifications

v.

ButtJoint--

(11 Butt. joints are easy joints to -

prepare and can be welded with
or without-filler rod material,
`depending on the. thickness of

-the metal

(a) 'Metal up to .030 can be
welded without filler rod

(2) Joint fi t-up .for. a square edge

butt -joint should always be true
enough to permit 100% penetration
with good fusion

(a) ..-On metal. up to .030, n.o

:spacing necessarynecessary

30

(3) -.Metal preparation and -set up
-

(a) Metal . should. always _be

free of burrs

(b) sJoint edges must 'be. cleaned"

a al l foreign material.

(c) Fixtures are used' for metal
al lgnmcnt-, but the main

purpose is, to.:dissipate

excess heat

(d) For'butt joints of 'a thick-.
ness Igreater than .030 inch

the work shouldbe. set UP
with_ the .edges. spaced very

slightly

(c) When -yielding _butt joints

outs i de,of "a fixture , .the

joint edges should be atigned
paral lel , spaced approximately
the thickness of the metal

(4) Machine setting and 'equipment

adjustment

(a) CU-rrent DC straight

polari ty



(0) 'Argon flo.0--

05=20 psli
liters

,tc). Electrode - 2 Throiated

tungsten

(a) Electrode should extend
1/4 to 5116" beyond the
edge of the_cmp

(c) Water flow - 1-2 pints.

. per minute

(5). Welding Application.

-(a) if electrode becomes contam-
inated strike the arc on a
piece of- copper P late until
the erratic tendency of the
arc smooths out. If this

does not work,'grind the

- contamination off on ,the

grinder

(b) Use the foot control to adjust
the arc to desired heat required

(c) Travel should be the fore-hand
method ad'di ng fi 11 er rod -to the

forward edge of fhemolten pool
a_you travel along

.(d) Wlien terminating the weld the
foot control should be swung
to the low position, the arc
broke and the-shielding gas
.alloived to flow over the weld
area -until it has cooled

(e) In order to prevent overlap
when restarting a weld, the
arc is struck approximately
1/4" ahead of the terminated
wild and then moved back to
the end of the weld so as to
bring it to the molten state
before adding' filler rod

Weld specifications are:
Bead width - 2 to 3 T
Penetration 100 %.

Reinforcement - S to .30%



(6)

.=,..--
, - '-

Defects to be avoided

(a) Undercut caused by poor
set: up, improper backing
or excessive -heat

Overlap caused by insuf-
ficient heat'or adding
too much filler rod

1

(c) Too wide a bead caused
,by: traveling -too slow

(d) Insufficient penetration
caused by inadequate
spicing_of the_pieceaprior

or- insufficient
heat or traveling. too fast.'

(0' Smoky oxidized appearance
caused by insufficient flow
of shielding gas or improper

4. Weld lap joints of heat:and-corrosion

resistant ferrous'alloys to- Modern
Welding.. Handbook specifications

a. Lap joints areused to join
two.overlapping. iheeti. can also
be used where you'have poor fitup

b. Three types of la15-Soints

:41) Doubledf

-(2) Single'

(3) Joggled
.

:it:: Doubled wied.ing of lap joints is
the strongest

d. Single- wee lap Soihts_are;umially
edfficient for most- applications, but

. apingle±weIded_Iapjoint.in sheet.:
'metal will not develop the flail
strength of the base metal

e. Stainless steel lap welds made
by the heli arc process in light .

gauge metals up to .060 can be
- set up and' welded Without filler
rod

(1-.) The,eledtrode is so directed
as to melt the upper edge of.
the joint,- giving_a_smodth*:

. slightly convex weld:



Pi4ded td be rap welded should
be sheared leaving a square

edge free of .burrs and warpage

(2) Joint edges.musi.be throughly,
cleaned of: 41 foreign mateiral

(3) NO _fluxing is necessary

Machine and equipment adjustments
are ,the same as the,butt joint

h. Welding AppIicaticn

(1) use forehand method melting
back about 1 to 2 T of the

top. plate

i.- Weld epecifications

;(1) Bead width - 2 to 3 T

(2) Upper-Leg-='equals 1 T------

(3) Lower Leg - equals.1 1/2 T

(4) Penetration 25 to 80%

J. Defects to -avoid

(1) Undercut

(2) Too wide a bead

(3) Excessive Burning back
of the top plate

(4) .'Smoky oXidized weld

(5). Excessive, penetration

r

k. Inspection (ViSUA1);

(1) _Reinforcement should not
extend above-the thiekness
Of the upper sheet.

(2)' The contour.of the bead
should:be slightly convex

(3) The surface appearance should

--
be from a dark:bronze to a
light purple

I

33



weld ng tabOOk_SpeOflicatiOns

Tee joints are-frequently_nade.to
join sheets.oI unequal thickness

b._ Tee joints are made. to join plates,

at toptoximately 90 degrees of each.othar.

c. Specifications for tee joint

1

(1) Legs- 1 1/2 T

(2) Penetration 25.ta en:

(3) Bead width - 2 to 3,T

(4) Bead should be slightly

ooncavetoconvex

d. Mchirie setting and:equipment

(1) DCSP

(2) Water flow is from 1 to 2
pints per minute

(3) Argon flow should be aboUt
15 to 20 Psi

e. Welding application

(I)._ Strike and adjust arc on the

copper.plate

(2) Hold torch to bisect the Angle'
As near to perpendicular to the

axis -of- -the- weld

(3) Add the filler rod at the
root of the joint and for -

edge of.thameten pool

(4) Let the inert gas cool the
weld when the weld is

terminated

f. Defects--

(1) Undercut

(2) 'Tao little filler rod

-(3) Wrong torch angle

. Characteristics of.good welds

(1) No overlap or undercut



3)": Good 'Penettationt25'td 80%

Ccirner---,:cfint_

(1) Used mainly on box*
frameni etc.

.(2) Spedifications

(a) Legs.are equal to T

(b) ThroAt equal to T

(c) Penetration - 100%

(3) Machine setting

(a) DCSP

(bY Argon flow should be
-15-td 20 psi

-(cY-714te-IIO0-='1 to 2 pints.

-per' minute

. (4) Welding applications

(a) Torch angle 75 to 902

(b) Strike Arc and itabilize on

copper plate

(c),, Allow shielding gas_to-flow
over terminated weld

(5? D-fects to avoid "1

d)' Undercut

(b) overlap A

(0- Excessive penetration

(d) Wrong torch angle

1. UtiliLe health and safety equipmit:at'

(1) Machiltery guards

(2) Proper eye kntection -

(3) Ttotedtite clothing (gInvesi etc.)



I. Students will performthe Equipment used in lesson,__Inert Gas Shielded

following: _
Welding Station Complete Power Shears.

a. 'Preparation of metal

-b. .Set ipof.joint

c. Weld Edge joint
. _

C. Observe all safety_precattions
during the accompliethment'of
the project

Evaluation:

1. Sitdent will be checked for
priiper wading techniques in
welding edge joints

2. Assistance will be given when

necessary

Summary:

CTT
Assignment -POI Objective2C

POI Time 2 hours

. Remotivation

END OF DAY MAURY Day I

1. Preparation of material

2. Set t1 of edge joint and

lap-joint

3. Setting and adjustment of
equipment

.4. Weld backups

SafetY

1. Read.3ABR53131- SG=5o2 and
-answer questiond at . end "of

chapter.

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY:INSTRUCTION Day 2

2. Review Evaluate'CTT Assignment & Critique Missed .Items

Preparation of metal.
Set up of edge and lap joint

c. Setting up. and adjustment of equipment.

d. Back ups -.

e. Techniques of welding edge and lap joint

Study Guide 502



r: 'Welding Joints of Heat .& Corrosion 'Resittant Ferrous Alloys

Application : Objectives 2a, bi.c

I. Stddentd will perform'the f011owing:

a. Preparation of metal

b. Set up of joint

C.- Weld edge, lap and butt joints

.d. ObeirOd all'Safety_precattions
during. the accomplishment of

the project

Evaluation:

1. Stddentvill.bechedied for
Proper welding teChniques in
weldinibutt joints

2. Assistance will be given when

necessary

Summary:

Assignment:

1. Reactivation

2. Review

37
Equipment used throughout lesson,.
.Inert GasShielded Wilding StatiOn.
COmplete Power Shears.

i

END or DAY SWIM DAY 2

1: Preparation of material

2. Set up of edge,:lap and butt
joint

. Setting and adjustment of

equipment

4. Weld back ups

5. Safety'

1. None

INTRODUCTION' TO NEW DAYS INSTRUCTION

_

a. Types of butt joints

DAY 3



Settingivp and adjustment of equipment

Tetbniques in welding lap joints

e. Safety

Overview: Welding Butt joints of heat & Corrbsion resistant ferrous'alloys

Appliiition:

1. Student will perform the following:

a. Preparation of 'metal

b. Set up of joints

c. Welding of butt joints

d. Observe all shop safety rules

Evaluation: .

1. Student will be checked for
procedures and techniqued in
welding butt joints

2. -Assistance Will be given when necessary

Summary:

CTT AM:ligament: ,Poi Objective 2d
Poi Time 2 hrs.

Equipment used: Inert Gas Shielded
-Welding Station Complete Power
Shears.

END OF DAY SUMMARY DAY 3

1. Types-of butt joints

2. -Preparation of metal

3. Setting up'and.adjustment of
equipment

4. Techniques in welding butt joints

5. -Safety

1. Read Itodern Welding Handbook
Chapter 18 Para 18-1 Thru 18=19

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTION DAY4

'Remotivatprt

2.- Review

a. Evaluate CTT Assignment & Critique missed items CMOdern Welding Chap.18)

b. Preparation of Material.



c. Set up df Metal .

A. Weld tee and corner joints to Mbdern

Welding Handbook specifications

e. Observe all shop safety practices

39

OvervieW: Welding Tee and corner joints of heat and corrosion resistant ferrous

alloys.

Application: Refer to initial application step page 6,

part II LIP for equipment used. Inert Gas Shields

1. Student will perform the following: Welding Equipment Complete, Power Shears

a. Preparation of metal

b.- Set up of metal

c. Weld tee and corner joints to Modern
Welding Handbook specifications

EvaluatiOn:

0

1. StUdent_Will be checked for proper procedure
and.teChniqUeS for'welding tee and corner

joints of heat and corrosion resistant ferrous

alloys.

_2. Assistance will be given when necessary.

END OF DAY SUMMARY DAY 4 _

Summary:
a. Types of tee and corner joints

. CTT Assignment: POI Objective -
POI Time 2 hrs.

2. Preparation of-metal

"3 Setting up and adjustment of

equipment

4. Techniques in. welding tee and

corner.joints

5. Safety

Read 3AER531317SG-503 and
Answer. questions at end- of

Chipt4r;

INTRODUCTION TOHNEW DAYS INSTRUCTION DAY 5 2 hours

1. Remotivation

2. RevieW,- Evaluate CTT Assignment and critique missed items (SG503)

a. Types of tee and corner joints

r

a



b. Preparation of material

c.. Setting up and adjustment of equipment

d. TeChniqUes in welding tee and corner, joints

Safety

Application:

1. Student will perform the following:

a. ?reparation of metal

b. Set up of metal

c.. Weld tee and_corner joints to Modern

Welding Handbook specifi Lions

d. Observe all shop safety preCtiCes

-Evaluation:

1.. Student will by checked for proper procedUre and

techniques -for welding tee and coiner. joints

of heat and Corrosion resistant ferrous alloys.

. ,

2. Assistance will be given when,necessary;

CONCLUSION

1. Summary:-

a.. Sit up of edge, butt; lap, tee and

'corner joints of heat and corrosion

resistant fdious alloys ,

b. Preparation of metal for all joints

C. TeChniques for welding all joints

d.. Shop safety procedures

2. Assignment: None

3. Remotivation:

4. :Closure.

t I yO

Equipmint used, Inert gas,
shielded welding. station
complete, power shems

Tite-:. 10 Min;

'Tay 5, 2 hts..:
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(Chapter 18) -

: rRi TE RION (Mgt LIVES AND 1 F ACHLIRG 'S

Given.inett gas shielded welding equipment and_heatand corrosion resistant
ferrous_illoy specitiensi_ "stet up and_Weld butt _jOints-in die horizontal position-
With 100Z 'penetration* free of otierlap and.Undercuti. for :a -total' cotbined distance
of no less than 3/4 of the length of the specimen; excluding -the inch
start and the last 1 /2 'inch finish. L11 shop safety; good housekeeping and fire
prevention measures must be observed.

=.

b. Given -inert gas shielded. welding equipment and -head and corrosion resistant
"ferrous alloy specimens,! set up .and -weld butt _joints in the .vertical position 4.

. With 100 of .overlap_ and undercut* for _a total.cobliiiied distance
of no less than 3/4 of the length of the specimen,. excluding the first 1/2 inch =

start-and the last 1/2 inch finish. All 'shop* safety* good housekeeping and fire
prevention measures must be observed.'

-0.'::.-.

*3A

roam;''''-'4kATe 72 f. 1,.13

Teaching steps are listed in Part

. . -
.; - -



INTRODUCTION

1. Attention:

Time: 10 Min

2. Review:' Evaluate CTT assignment and critique missed items;

3. Overview: At..the completion of the lesson you will have.lenrned the
position welding of heat and corrosion resistant ferrous alloys.'

4. Motivation:

BODY Time: 5 Hrs 40 Min

Presentatioh,:

(Refer_to objectives 3a, b)

1.-3et up and make correct apparatus
'settings for welding heat and cor-
rosion resistant ferrous alloys.'

i. Machine -setting

(1) Dui.

(2) Low range - 90%

.(3) High frequency start

(4). Water flow - 1-2. pts per min

(5) Gas flow- 15-20'liter/min

11:- Metal set-up.

(1) Use batreup with fixtures
--(5 _cu ft/hr)

) Tack weld if fixtures are
' not used

(3) Metal (joint) must be_at
least a 75 degree angle

1



A. Position welding of htat. and
corrosion resistant ferous
alloys -to Modern Weldin) Hand-
book specifications.

a. Vertical Butt Joint

(1) Due to the force of gravity
the bead has'a tendency to
run down

(2) Torch angle should be an angle
of 145 degrees upward

(3) Filler rodEilibliiTiiiadedio
forward leading edge of molten
pool

(4) A downward flow will form a good
bead and a\good blending ;-ico":
the parent metal.

.

ti proper heat control is very
important to insure 100%
penetration .

b. Weld specifications

(1) iead:width - 2 to 3.

(2). .Bead heigth - 5 to 30%

(3) Pinitration - 100%

c. Defects to Avoid

(1) Undercut'

23 ,overlap

(3) Too little or too much penetration

3- Position-weld heat arid' corrosiom resistant
ierrotis alloys jverticai and horizontal)

:Horizontal weld butt joint.

(1) Gravity pulls the molten
pool.downward

(4 Torch angle should be as close
to 90 degrees as possible =



rod..is added to forward
leading edge of molten pool

-.(4) :100% penetration is necessary

b. Weldspecifications. are:the same as
vertical 'butt ,join .

z. "-Practice shopsafely

Lpplication: .c

:Refer to objectives. 3a, b)

itudent will perform the following:

Preparation of metal

Students will use equipment_
in shop. Inert gas shielded

welding_ station complete,
power shears

Set up of joint

1. Weld butt joints of heat and corrosion resistant
ferrous alloys in the vertical and horizontal
-positions -

Observe all safety precautions during the
accomplishment cf the project

Student will be checked for the proper
procedures and techniques in welding butt
joints in the vertical and-horizontal
positions

Atsistance will be given when necessary

4.mmiary:'

I. Preparation of metal

8etjtp of joints to be welded

Weld spetifiCations

ObserVt.safety precautions

qAgnment: POIJ3bjective 4a, POI Time 2 hrs.

END OF DAY SUMNARY

ad 3XER53131-SC-504 and answer
mations at end::-of chanter:"

DAY 5'



INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTION

1; ReMotivation

2. Review: Evaluate CTT Assignment and Critque missed items (SC 504)

a. Welding procedures for vertical
and horizontal butt joints

Practice shop safety

c. CheCk on homework assignment

Overview: Position welding butt joints

Application:
(Cont, Refer to objectives 3b

(horizontal position)

1. Student will perform the following:

a. Preparation of metal

b:- Sdt up of joint

C. Weld butt joint in horizontal position
- to specifications

d. Observe all safety precauti,Ins

Evaluation:

1.

,

'Student will be checked for prOper. procedures
and techniques in welding a:horizontalbutt
joint.

2. Assistance will be given when necessary

CONCLUSION

. Summary

a: Preparation of metal and material

Set up of joint

c. Weld specifications

d. .Observe all safety precautions

\,4

Students will use equipment
in shop. Inert gas shielded
welding station complete;
power shears

. . .

10 Min

..1
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None 1. 3ABR53131-SG-504
Consolidated .- c

2. Modern WeldingWe1dixtg Station ppit c. -. (Chapter 18)Complete -
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a Given inert gas sheilded welding equipment and aluzuinum and aluminum alloy sheet:

specimens, set up and. weld lap joints, free of excessive penetration,' overlap,
and undercut, for a. total. combined distance of no less than 3/4 of the length of
the spenimen, excluding the first. l/2:inch start and th last 1/2 inch finish.
All shop safety, Qousekeeping,_and fire prevention measures must be bserved.

b. Given inert gas shielded welding equipment and- aluminum and alluminum alloy plate -

specimens, set up and wel butt joints with 100% penetration, free of overlap and 1.
undercut for a total combined distance of no less than 3/4 of the length of the
specimen, excluding the first 1/2 inch start and the last. 1/2 .inch finish. All ",
shop safety, good housekeeping, and fire prevention measures must be observed.

.., , s. .- &

c. Given inert gas shielded welding equipment and aluminum and aluminum alloy sheet
.specimens, set up and weld, tee joints, free of excessive penetration, overlap, and'
undercut,' for a total combined' .distance of no less than 3/4 of the length of the.

.specimen excluding the first 1/2 inch start and the last 1/2 inch finish. All ,,-

.'shop safety, good housekeeping, and fire prevention,measures must be oserved.

Teaching steps are listed in Part II. "
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1. Attention: _

INTRODUCTION Time: 10 Min

2. Review: Evaluate CTT assignment and critique missed items SS9564

Overview: At the completion of this lesson you will have the Introduction
and. Welding of Butt, Lap, The of Aluminum.

-4. Motivation:

Presentation .

(Refer to.objectives 4a, b)

1. Factors such as thickness or
.gauge; design of parts.; finish
andappearance desired; and
availableequipment must be
considered in selection of the
heli arc welding method to be
used in joining aluminum.

BODY

TIG is used for welding
aluminum section which is
less than 1/8" in thickness.

Welding fixtures are sometimes
necessary-and should be used
when welding thin gauge material
to prevent warpage.

3. .The arc is established between
a nonconsumable tungsten elec-
trode end the parts to be
welded.

4. Flux is not required in inert
gas welding because the action
of the arc breaks up the oxide
film.

5. Power Source

a. AC high frequency is recom-
mended for welding of aluminum

b. 'DCRP may be used if AC isn't
available for aluminum

Time: II hrs. 40 Min.- 1

Show Trainer 4404 Tugstort
Inert Gas (TIG) Shielded
Welded Specimens
Students Issued 3ABR53131
SG501 Modern Welding
'Handbook

the end of Blk. IV.



Explain alternating current

a. AC is a combination of Dap
and MEP

b. When high frequency_is super-
imposed upon AC-Welding current
a- continual flow of electrons
is jumping the gap between the
electrode and:the work piece;
piercing the oxide film and
fora0g a path for the weld-
idg current to follow;

Aluminum alloy most tidily used

a; 1100; 3103; 4043; 5052; 6061,
7075 and 2024

_1100=pure-aluminum
3003-manganeee-can be heat
treated but must-be annealed
before welding
4043-Aluminum silicon
5052-magnesium-heat treatable
and weldable
6061-magnesium/ silicon-
Weldable-

7075-zinc-heat treatable,
nonweIdabIe
2024-copper-heat treatable
non weldable

8. Welding equipment

For telding_above 100 amps a

water cooled torch is used

Water used to cool the weld-
ing torch should-be clan to
prevent clogging or flow
restriction;

(1) OVerheating can meltthe
'silver.brased metal joints
in the torch and the plastic
water tube which sheaths the
electric cabie

Show Film- FLC-2360
(Welding Aluminum)

418



alloe welding equipment
is- provided with- solenoid

valveS_And valve timimg
controls.to.r.ontrol the
flow of water and as

during weldtag-

(3). When welding is stopped.
the timer allows the water
and gab to flow for a
suffic5..7m4t length of time

to (-Inc* the tungsten
aec--:rocie to cook, thus

preventing- contamination
waen expoiied to

c. Recommendelectrode sizes
for various ranges Of welding current;

Filler material

a. Additional filler metal is
not necessary in TIC welding
when enough parent metal is
provided by the joint design
to form the weld bead.

b. The filler rod should--
always be within the inert_
gas.shield and at the leading
edge of the weld pcioI.

Too large a rod distrubs and
often freezes the pool, while

a rod too:amaIl in size forces

theeldir to feed too fast
for steady operation.

10. Preparation of metal

a. 'Cleaning of the surfaces to
be Welded is Of major iM=
portance in all Altainum
joiningregardIess of the
welding process.

b. Oxide,-_grease. or oil film'

remaimimg on the edges to
be joined will cause unsbund-

ve1.4*



C. Afild alkaline solutions and

commercial degreasers- that

do not give_off toxic fumes

during welding are used suc-
cessftlly to. remove surface
contaminants before welding.

(1) Atetone-alkaIine solu-

tion-explosive.

(2) Alcohol-alkaline solu

tion-explosive

d. Oxide film can also be re-
moved by .mechanical means

(1) Aluminum wool

(2) Stainless steel brush

11. Joint Requirement

a. The choice of joint design

and root openings required
for its welding are deter-
mined by the structural
requirements of die weld.

b. The basic types of joint

designs are the butt, lap,

corner and edge.

(1) Almost any fabrication
will have one or a com-
bination of two or more
of these basic types,
depending upon the phyiicil
properties desired, type
of material being welded,

the size, shape and appear-
ance of the assembly.

12. Weld specifications

a; .Butt joint

(1) Metal up to and including
1/8 can be welded with
no edge preparation other

than removing burie and

Cleaning.

74



(2) Welding is done from one
'side onlyi on metal of

1/8" or less

-(3) On material over 1/8"
and up to 1/4" thickness
a square edge butt joint

can be used joint

bis to e welded from
both sides

(4) A single-vee butt joint
is used on metal 1/8:
to 1/2" thickness where
welding is done from
one side only

(5) Metal over 1/2" ia:pre--
pared.with a double -vee

or doubleru.

(a) Vee or U joints are
filled With filler
rod

(6) Specification for Butt
Joint

(a) Penetration-100%

(b) Width=2 to 3 T

(c) Height-5% to 30% T

13. Lap joint

A lap joint needs no metal
preparation;other than
cleaning and removing burrs

b. Plates must be in close
tontact_along the joint
edges,_tp_prevent burning
away of the upper plate.

c. On material up to 1/4"
thick4 a lap joint can
be made with or without
filler rod



11!=as

(I) Lap joints are not
recommended on metal
over le thick except
for rough fit up

(2)Threetypes_oflap
joists

(a) Single welded lap

(b) Doubled welded lap

(c) Joggled lap

(3) Specifications for lap
joint

(a) Lower. ieg-1 1/2 T

(b) Upper leg - T

(c) Width bead 2 to 3 T

(d) Penetration-25 to
80% of T

14. Tee Joints

a. The plain tee joint, which
is used on material up to
1/8" thickness, needs to
havb special preparation
other than cleaning the edge
of the vertical sheet and the
surface of the horizontal
sheet where the weld is to
be made..

b. Welds made on metal having
a 14-4-'ness of 1/8" or

squire beveling
of the.. vertical sheet.

(l) A single bevel is used
on metal up to 1/2"

where welding is done
,from one side only

(2) A double bevel is used -

where the joint can be
welded from both sides;
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(1) Lower leg-1 1/2 T

(2) Upper leg-1 T

(3) Width bead-2 to* 3 T

.

.(4) Penetration-25 to 807 T

15. Welding procedures

Back up plates are rec-
ommended wherever pos-
-sibIe to control weld
penetration and permit
faster welding speeds.

b. Tack weld at about 1"
to VI" intervals, they
should be neat and small.

c. The arc is started by
:bringing electrode close
to the Work surface.

(1) Electrodes do not
haVe to touch the
work surface.

d. Hold long arc

(1) Between 1/8" to 3/16"

e. Keep filler_rod fdirlY
flat to -work surface.

'(1) Between 10-20 degrees

- Application:
(Refer to objectives 4a, 4b,

EVALUATION:

1.- Student will be checked for proper
welding procedure

2. ASSiStande will be given when
necessary

6.3

Students will use equipment in
shop. Inert gas shielded_ welding
station complete, power Shears



Preparation of material
-'!1

fan

:OR

. Welding procedures and techniques.

3. .Aluminum alloy most widely'used

4. Alternating current
-

5. Lap Amid burr -row"r ..periFfellrows

OTT Atsignment

Day 6

Read Modern Welding objective 4b, 4c

Para 18=35, pare 23-21 POI time 2 hrs.

and pare 24 =21

INTRODUCTION_TO NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTION .Day 7

53%

EValuate OTT and critique missed items. (Modern Welding para 18-35
para2321 and para 24-21).

2. Remotivation:

3. Review:

a. Preparation of material

b. Set up of joint

c. Welding procedures and techniques

d. Safety

Overview:. Tee joints of aluminum.
Students will use equipment in shop

Application: Inert gas shielded welding, station

(Refer to objectives 4c) complete (power shears)

Student.wilr perform the following:

1. Preparation of material

2. Set up and tack

3. Weld tee joint to student guide
specifications

Observe all safety precautions during
accomplishment of project

Evaluation:

1. Student will be checked for proper
welding procedures.

2. Atsistance will be given when

necessary.

8

8



SumaQ/la :
END-OF_DAYSUMMARY

1. Preparation of material

2. _Melding procedures and techniques

3. Aluminum alloy most widely used

4. Alternating current.

5 Tee joint. specifications

CTT Assignment: Rea 3ABR53131 SG-505Answer
Questions at end of chapter
Read chapter 18 ModerftWelding

\

' 1. Remotivation:

. Review:

it i k TRUCTION.

Day

POI. Objective 5a

POI Time 2 hrs.

Day 2 hrs;

Evaluate CTT Assignment and critique missed items (SG 505)

a. Preparation of material

Set up of joint

C. Welding procedures and
techniques

Safdty

Overview: -Tee joints of aluminum.

. Application: (Contid)

-Student will perform the following:

1. Pr6paration of metal

2. Set up of joint

3. Welaing procedures and techniques
for lap and tee joints

Evaluation:

1. Student will be checked for proper
. procedures and techniques;

2. Assidtance will be given when
necessary.

-9

Students will use equipmaue
in shop inert gas shielded
welding station complete
(Power ShearS)



'1; Summary

CONCLUSION.

--.a. .Preparation of-material

b. Welding procedures and techniques
of, butt,.lap and tee joints -

Specifications for butt; lap and tee
joints

d. Safety

Assignment.- Aro/yr

Remotivation:

4. Closure:

Time: 10 Min

r
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Attention:.

INTRODUCTION Time: 10 Min

Reyiew: In the last block you 'learned how to set up and prepare for
welding aluminum butt, lap and tee joints using-the gas shielded process.
Evaluate CTT assignment and critique_missed items.

.
Ppon;cempletion of this Iesson;_you,will leirn and apply

proper procedureS for-Welding magnesium butt joints.,

Motivation:

BODY Time: 7 Ars 40 Kin

Presentation: > "

(Refer to Objective 5a)

1. General information

a. World's lightest strtictural
metal- :

-

(1).'Alumipum is times.a.S heavy,
Iron and steel are 4 times as
Aleavy and.copper-and Lnickel
aftpys are 5 times as heavy..

'Magnesiumis:alloyed with other
MettIS-inclue,ing aluminuminc,
manganese and.Others.:

(1) MagnesiuM:tontaining ThoriuM
and redioactive4'

_ .

Uses' of magnesum,aredivided into
two types .-structural and nonstructural

(I) Structural-Uses include, fuselagei,
wings,. landing wheels4:engine parts
:and nacessories.

(2) Nonstruntural
-
uSes are its uselas

an all ,oying elemenr inlaluMinum
lead; zinc and other nonferrous
alloys.

Show trainer 4404 Tungsten
Inert GI:s (TIC) shielded.-

-welding !specimens



Welding-butt joints of Magnesium to

Modett Welding Handbook specifitattOnt

a. Numbering System

(1) Two letter* f011owed by two of

three nutbers

. Welding machines and torches

(1)' Direct Current machines and

alternating current machines
with a high_frequency currer
superitPosed

(2) For thin gauge material, bot-

types of machines are_usedt_but

on *aterial over 3/16 ". thick, AC_

s are prsferred because of

enetrtring power. .

t. "Shielded

(1) Helium and argon are both
suitable for welding of

magnesium

(2) Argon id used with alternating

current, elium is used with
reverse p latit.

(1) MagOest oys are UsUally supplied

with_ an _oil sting or chrome

piCkl-- or surface protection

duristg shipment and storage;

(2) OilCoatingH

(a) Preferred for materials to be
welded since they are easier to

clean.

(b) Paxts to be piited after welding
should be made from chrome pickled

metal.

(3) Cleaning

(a) Chemicals



Vapor degreaser
7-

2 ketone

3 Hot alkaline sauti6ii

(B)' mechanical

1 Stery cloth

I Stainless steel-wool'

3 Wire brush

p; Joint. Preparations.

(1) Edges should be free from loose

pieces or pits-which may_contain
contamination such as 011 or

oxides

(a) Milled, sawed, sanded, routed
or filed edges are satisfactory.

-

(2) Fit = up should be 1116" gap or lebc:

for butt joints.

(3) Welding fixtures are necessary when

: welding thin gauge material to
prevent the plates from overlapping

and to dissipate excessive heat..

Welding polarity

(1) DCRP is used when there is no

ACHF available.

(2) Altehlating current with high fie=
quendy superimposed is normal-ly

v3ed.

;a) Electrode is held flush or
slightly below the surface of
the work for maximum penetration

_

'(b) torch angle should be from 75 to

902

60



Practice Safety in Performance of- required
tasks.

2.7. Remove all jewelry

b. Wear protective clothing

c. Check water, gas, power cables and
water cables

4. Demonstration

5. Practice good housekeeping consistent
with safety and fire prevention

Overview: Welding butt joints of manesium

Application:

1. Student will be given material and
equipMent for welding butt joints of

magnesium;

a. =Prepare joints for welding

b.. Weld joints to Specifications

Observe all safety precautins

Evaluation:

1. Student will be given assistance when;

ssary

2. Welds will be visually inspected for
eight, vidth, overlap, undercut, and

penetration

Slums ry : END OF DAY SUMMARY

1.. Preparation of metal

2. Welding procedures. for butt
joints of.mignesium

3. Specifications-for joint

CTT Assignment: POI objective 6a POI time 2 hrs.

1. Rhad SG 3ABR53131=SG-506 and
Answer questions at end-.of

Chapt

2; Read ter 18 Mbdern Wading-Para 18=20
Thru-I 22.

Students will use equipment in

shop. Inert gas shielded welding

station complete, cleaning equipment:

power shears;

DAY 8

0



INTRODUCTION_TO_NEW_DW-SINSTRUCTION DAY 91

I. Remotivation

2; Review: Evaluate CTT Assignment and critique missed items (SC 506)1

A. Preparation of Metal

b. Welding procedures and specification: for
butt joint

3. Overview: Welding butt joints of magnesiuw.

Application: (Cont) t Students will use equiplcant in
shop. Inert gas shielded welding

Student will perform the following: station complete; cleaning equipment 1,
power shears

/I. Preparation of metal

2. Set up of joint

.3.- _Weld butt joint to specifications
in.the Modern Welding Handbook

Evaluation:

Student will be_checked for. proper welding
procedures

2< Assistance will be given when necessary

CONCLUSION Time: IC Min

I; Summary

a. Set' up and preparation of butt joints of magnesium for welding,

b. Use of proper welding procedures and techniques.

c. Joim. to be welded to specifications in the Modern

Remotivation

3- -Assignment None

5

WeIdins Handbook;
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INTRODUCTION Time: 10 min.

1: Attention

2. Review: In the lett lesson you learned how to prepare and Set up for

welding magnesium butt joint in accordance with specifications. Evaluate

CTT assignment and critique masse ems.

3. OVerview: bpon completion of this letSon student will learn andapply

proper procedures for welding A-286 butt and tee joint to specifications.

4. Motivation:

BODY Time: 13 hrs. 40 mln.

Presentation:
(Refer to objectives '5a; 6a)

I. General Information

a; A7-286

(1) Designed for parts requiring
high strength up to 1300 degrees
F;andoxidattln resistance up to

1500 degrees F

(2) ShOuld be welded in the
solution-treated condition

(3) Strees relieve (1650° F
1 hr - air cooled)

(4) Chemical composition

(a) Chromium

(b) Nickel

(c) Iron

b. only properly trained men will
perform welding on aircraft pa-ts

llOw_trainer 4404 Tungsten;
Inert Gas ,(TIG)- Shielded

Welditit spacimets;

(1) Specification MIL-T=5021
outlines welding qualifications
for aircraft welders

c. TIC welding is the best suited welding process for repairing or welding A=286

alloy

o d. The possibility of A.=-286 cracking is more critical than that of stainless steel

2. Welding equipment an materials

ai= waditg nachite-AC7DC rectifier with firiot control rheostat

b. Light'wedght (inert gas) are welding torch



C. tungsten electrode

d. Shielding gas (argon or helium)

e. Welding tense (No. 8, 9 or 10)

f. Light weight gloves

g. Filler material

(1) Hastelloy "W"

(2) A-286 sheared stock

3.. Welding pzocedure

a. vapor degrease the part of remove all grease, oil or other organic material

(1) Area to be welded may be cleaned with cloth soaked in acetone or petroleum

benzine

b. Grit blast may be used to remove dirt, scale, carbon, rust or other inorganic

matter

(1) Stainleat steel power driven rotary brush or emery cloth may also be used

c. Where a crack is suspected:

(1) Kee: dye check to determlae exact location

(2) Inspect both sides of the area to deter e exact location if crack

penetrates the material

Prepare cracks for welding as follows:

1) Up to 0;043" thick grind co A depth of 50% of parent metal thickness

(2) 0.045_to 0;090" thick grind to 75% of parent metal thickness

(3) Over 0.090" thick grindeto within 0;030" of opposite side

e; Set current for thiekneSS of to be welded

f. Cheek all tacks; (tacks that are cracked will be ground completely &it and

made over)

g. Vie copper tab to start arc on whenever possible

h; Keep filler rod under gas stield

1; Grind oUtpoint where Weld was terminated, before restarting

EliMinate crater cracks
-

k. NUltiOatt welding - each head shall- be thoroughly cleaned by grinding or rotary-

filling, folloWed by the wire brushing to -ux?..:Iletely remove all oxide

2

isgka AW.:1101: 144110410. "I4 A( is ;AC 14414



1. Clean repair welds with fine emery cloth and dye check

4. Weld requirements:

a. Butt joints

0) Penetration-100% T

2) Reinforcement - .5-38% T

(3) Width = 2.=3 T

b. Tee joints

(1) Penetration - 25-80% T

(2) Leg width - 1 1/2 T

(3) Width = 2=3 T

'7

ApplicaLion: (Refer to objectives 6a)
Students will use equipment
in shop: Inert gas shielded

Evaluation:
welding station complete (2)

cleaning equipment(3) power

1. Student will be checked for proper welding power shears

procedures.

2. Assistance will be given when necessary

Summary:

IND.OF DAY SUMMARY

Welding equipment and material

2. Welding procedures

3. Weld requiremer-s

CTT Assignment: 1. Read Modern Welding Para. 22-1 thru 22-5

POI Objective 6b
POI Time 2 hcurr

--1TRODUCTION TO NE-14-DAYIS_ INSTRUCTION.

Remotiva

Review: Evaluate CTT ASsignment r-d critique missed items

S. Welding procedures

-b. Welding equipment and material

DAY 9



3. OverliieW: Welding bUtt joints of A-286

Application: (Continued)
(Refer to 'objectives 6A)

Student will perform the following:

1. Preparation of material

Set up and tack

3. Weld joints to student guide specifications

68
Students will use equipment
it shop. Inert gas shield

. welding station complete
Cleaning equipment; power shears

4. Observe all safety precautions during accomplishment of project

Evaluation:

1. Student will be checked for proper welding procedures

2. Assistance will be given when necessary

CONCLUSION DAY 10 Time: 10 min.

1. Summary

. a. Preparation of metal

b. Shop safety
c

2. CTT assignment: -01 objective 7a POI time 2 hours

. a. Review notes taken during class

b. Read 3ABR53131-SG-507 and answer questions at end of chapter.

3. Remotivation:

4. Closure:
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INTRODUCTION

1. Attention

Time: 10 min

2. ReVieW: In the last lesson you learned how to prepare and setup for
welding magnesium bUtt joint in accordance with specifications; Evaluate

CTT assignment and critique missed items.

3. Overview: Upon completion of this lesson student will learn and apply
proper procedures for welding A-286 butt and tee joint to specifications.

4. Motivation:

Presentation:
(Refer to objectives Sa, 6a)

1. general Information

a. A-286

(1)

BODY Time: 13 sirs 40 min

1)wgned for parts requiring
high_strength up to 1300 degrees
F and oxidation resistance up to
1500 degrees F

(2) Should be welded in the
solution-treated condition

(3) Stress.relieve(16500 F
1 hr - air cooled)

(4) Chemical composition

(a) Chromium

(b) Nickel

(c) Iron

b. Only properly trained Men will
perform welding on aircraft parts

(I) Specification MIL-T-5021
outlines welding qualfica-
tions for aircraft welders

Slow -71;:vwe* 7avcrlirw =fee
Gots C7:6) lisieirfouer .131 -

'news.

19-



Acetone maybe used

ch) Grit-blasting may be used to remove dirt; rust and scale.

1 If grit blast is used; the SUtfeOe shall be polished with a rotary

stainless steel brush to remove blaSt residue from the surface.

b. Prepare crack for welding

(1) Completely grind out any crack that does not penetrate the'naterial.

(2) For through cracks frind out to a depth of 502 of metal thickness; keeping

width to a minimum.

(3) Weld immediately after pre-heating (700-800) degrees F and stress relieve

iiediately afterward.

(4) Check for cracks

c: waiditg equipment and material

(1) AC=DC rectifier welder

(2) Water led torch'

(3) Tungsten electrode --2% Thoriated

(4) Argon gas for priipary shielding, helium for back up shielding'

(5) Filler rod

(a) Sheared s;ock

(b) Copper coated filler wire - to protect wire from corrosion

d. Joint preparation.

e.

(1) Remove sharp edges or burro

('2) --ftracing 2T'

Sheilding as - 12 cu.'ft/hr.

(4) .Back up gas - 32..) cu. ftt/hrt

(5) Torch-angle

(a) Butt i 75-90 degrees

(12 Teel- 45. degrees
.

Weld specifications

(I) Butt joint -
#L

(a). Penetration - 1002 T



(c) Bead shape = slightly concave to slightly convex

3. Practice safety in performante of required tasks

a.

a. Remove all jewelry before operation of equipment

b. Wear protective clothing

c. Check water, gas, power cables and water cables

4. Demonstration

5. Practice good hedSekteping corzistent with safety and fire prevention;

Auplication:

StUdOit will be given material and equipment

fcr welding butt, lap, and tee joints of thtemoloy.
_ .

1. Prepare joints for welding;

2. Weld joints to spec ations.

3. Observe'all Safety precautions.

17 Evaluation:

1. Student will giver. assitance' when necessary.

2. Welds wdll

Summary END OF DAY SUMMARY

.1. Preparativn of 71.-ctn3

2, WeldirA

.. Shop F-ety.

CTT Assignment:

1. Read Hbodern Welding PAra 22-6 thru 22-4

INTRODUCTION TO-NEULDAYS1NSTRUCTION.

Evaluate CTT and critique missed items.

tudents will use_equipment_in
shop. Inert gas eitelded welding

tion complete, cleaning equipment
er shears.

411y inspected for height, width, overlap,

1 Remotivation

Review

a. Welding equipment and materials

b. We`. ling procedures

- _

ct.Weld reqUirements

3. Check on home assignment

undercut. and penetratiiii

DAY 11

DAY 12
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Overview: Welding, butt and tee

APPLICATION: (Cont)

Student will be given material and
equipment for welding required joints.

1. Prepare joints for welding.

shop_safety

EVALUATION:

1. Student will be checked for proper
welding prpcedure

- 2. 'Assistance will be given when
necessary

1. Summary

a. Preparation of metal

b. Shop safety.

oints of chromolQy (Objective 7b. c)

CONCLUSION

2. CTT assignment: POI Objective. 8a

Students will use equipment in shop;
Inert Gas Shielded Welding station
complete, cleaning equipment, power
shears.

POI time 2 hours

Time: 10 min

a. Read 3ABR53131-SG-508 and answer questions at end of chapter.

b. Review notes taken in class

3. Remotivation:

4. Closure:

.11
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INTRODUCTION

1. Attention:

Time: 10 min

76

Review: In the last lesson you learned how to set up and we/d Chromoloy

butt, tee and lap joints to specifications. Evaluate CTT assignment and

critique missed items.

3. Overview: Upon completion of this lesson, you will learn and apply proper procedures

for welding nicke hese butt, tee and lap joints.

MotiOation:

Presentation:
(Refer to objective 8a)

1. General information

TBan Time: 5 hrs 40 min

DAY

Good mechanical properties (strength,and ductility)

b. Coefficient of thermal expansion of inconel is about the same as thaeof carbon

_steels

Warpage and stress resulting from the application of heat will be approximately

the same
(1)

(2) Welding fixtures should be used wherever possible to help dissipate heat

2. Weld butt joints of nicke base alloy (TIG) Show Trainer 4404 Tungsten Inert

to study guide specifications GAS (TIG) shielded welding specimens

a. Metal preparation

(1) Chemical cleaning

(a) 'Vapor degreaser

(b) Acetone

(2) Mechanical cleaning

(a.) Sand blaster

(b) Stainless steel wire brush

(c) Grinder



4 '
b. Welding.equipment

(1) AC-DC rectifier weldei

(2.) Inert gaS.(a.rgon) :

-(3) 2.% ,Tho ria tee tungsten

electrOde

(4) Welding fixtlfre

C; Curreht and filler rod

.

(1) DCSP

.

.

(2) Amperage depends on thickness
of material

.(3). Filler rod

_ (a) Inconel 62 or 69

(b) Sheared stock'

d. Torch angle

(1) 75-90 degrees

(2) Apon_compietion of wed, leave
torch in place untii:§6S flow
stops

3. Butt joint specifications

fa. Penetration - 100% T .

7

b. Bead width - 2-3 T

-C; Reiriforcement - 5-30% T

4. Practice :safety in performance of

required tasks

5; Practice good housekeeping onsistant
with safety and fire prevention

a. Remove _all jewelry before operation
of equipment

7-77-4

-b; Wear protective clothing

-c. Check water.) gas power cables
and_ water lines '

:t: 2

.7 .;
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6. Demonstration

APPIZCATION:

.......,-... ...

Student will be given material and
equipment for.welding_bUtt joints of
nickel base alloys

Students will use equipment in shop;
1. Inert gas shielded welding station complete
2. Cleaning equipment

3. Power shears

-1. Prepare joints for welding

2. Weld joints to specifications

3. Observe all safety precautions

EVALUATION:

1. Student will be given assistance
when necessary:

Welds will be visually inspected
for height, width, overlap, under=
Cut and penetration

CONCLUSION

I. Summary:

a; Preparation of joint

b. Weld specifitations

Welding procedures

2. CTT Assignment: POI Objectie 9a

a. Read 3ABR53131-SG-509 and answer

b. .Read Chapter 24 Para 24 -26}

Modern Welding Handbook

3. REMOTIVATION:

4. CLOSURE:

!POI time 2 hours,

Time: 10 min

DAY 13'

,,,lestions at end of chapter.
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INTRODUCTION

I. Attention:

Tithe: 10.min.. 80

Review: In the last lesson you leatned bow to set up and_weld butt

joints of nicke base alloys, according to specifications. Evaluate

CTT assignment and critique missed items;

3. Overview: Upon completion of this lessOni you will learn and properly apply

procedures for welding butt joints of titanium and titanium alloy

sheet;
^ _

4. Motivation:

BODY Time: 9 hrs 40 min

Presentation:

(Refer to objective 9A)

I. General information

a. Melting point of commercially pure titanium 3140 = 3274iF

b. Discovered in 1795

2. IdentifidAtidt
Show Trainer 4404 Tungsten
Inert (TIG) shielded welding

a. Grinds very slow and gives off specimens

bright, white sparks with traces ending

-In in white hursts. (Spark Test)

b, Aircraft parts fabri.:Ated of titanium are identified by the word "titanium"

etched or stampt,-1 om the part.

Identilidd ilf_manufa ers code and specification number Statpedon sheet,

bur; plaza and tubing stcck.

Hydrochloric acid test

(I) Used to distinguish between commercially pure titanium and its alloys

(2). Put piece to be identified in 50cc of hydrochloric acid (solution will

become violet after I hour)

(3) 1,1 5cc of solution, add 3% of.hydrogen peroxide

(a) Commercially pure strip will

turn orange-yeIloW

(b) 4.21 alloy of titaniuin will

turn a deep red-orange

102



Characteristics

a. Light weight

(1) Compares:favorably to stainless
steel at temperatures below
800=900 degreeS'F.

.

(2): Lighter than stainless steel and
slightly heayier than aluminum

Corrosion resistant

(0Greater corrosion resistance than
aluminum

(2).. It appears. that titanium wilt replace-__
Aluminum in aircraft where high strength
Arid resistance to 'Sea water are.prire

:considerations

4; Some uses of titanium

a. Aircraft skins

b. Frames

c. Hydraulic lines

5. .Compcsition.

a. Commercially_pure
.04 (4900 t 4900

Alloyed with aluminum; manganesei
iron-, chromium and carbon

6; Welding techniques

8/

Show Film: FLC 8160

.2. Most weldments are made with How to Weld Titanium

commercially pure titanium

b: Stronger alloys are not suitable
for welding' because of brittleness

along the -heat affected zone.
and -Beta types)

2
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c. TtG or RIG is the-only protess
redommended for welding titanium

_el
(1) Reason-controlled atmosphere.

(argon &

Can also be spot welded or silver
soldered

.

(2)

(3)

(a Only used for glueing applications

(b) Cannot be used to obtain strength
of base metat because of absence
of inert gas

Argon or heli.um4ir a mixture of the
two are used to dispell oxygen and
nitrogen, allowing welds to be made
that reach base metal strength 4.

Purge chambers

(1) Impractical for air force use

(2) Waste gas, bukly and expensive

A

7. Weld butt joints of titanium to Modern
Welding Specifications

a.- Preparation: of metal

(1) Solvent degreasing
" .(./apor degreaser)

(a) .lot trichloroethylene
(180:degrees F)

(b) Used to_remove organic_contam-
inants (Grease, oil, etc)

(2) -Chemical Pickling

(a) Time - 1-20 min

(b)- 80=160 degrees

(c) RinSed in hof water

-1

(d) Alkaline dip used to remove
organics (Gease, oil, etc)

re,
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(3) Grit Blast;

(a) Used to remove inorganics
Illusti.scale.& oxides)

(4) Grinding; Wire Brushing mery^
. Cloth

414eldIng titanium

INI (1) Non-consumable or consumable
inert gas shielded welding

7rriy be used

(2) .Shielding Gases)-

I

04
I Extend behind torch

Porous diffusion of -gas

(argon & atmosphere)

(d) BaffleS

(4) Argon or helium or both

Argon gives a more stable arc
than helium

2 Argon is heavier than helium
and preferred for open-air
welding because of it(blanketing
effect

Filler rod should be kept under
gas shield to avoid oxidation
Of hot filler rod

(c) Trailing shields

Helps keep gas around
. weld area

2 Helps keep atmosphere away
-frOm weld area

(3) Current

(a) Direct current straight polarity

T1G - 2% thoriated tungsten electrode
_ = (helps keep a steady arc)
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.ic;* Jnynt Preparation

() Remove sharp edges or burrs

(2) Torch angle 75-90 degrees

(3) Position gas shielding and back-up
-gas (use generous cup size)

d. Weld specificaions

5201!

(1.) Penetration - 100% T

1,
NOW rm.
%"...ft

(2) Bead width - 2-3 T

(3) Reinforcement - 5-30% T
Ate
.....

....p 3. Practice safety in performance of0.v.
.

.......

..... requi red tasks

mm
(.W..; a...F.= Remove all jewelry before operating

wg.7F
equipment .

'.;,-...w.

o: Wear protective clothing.

C.: Check water,.gas, power cables
and water.cables

rt;

riA 4. 'Demonstration
Yff "P.......

1

5. Practice good housekeeping consistent ,.......

,-- with safety and fire preventionKv=

APPLICATION: Students will, use equipment in shop.

......

1. Inert Casa shielded welding Station complete

1. StUdent will be given material and 2. Rectangular dri bel bubble, (3) cleaning

...7.7.-:- welding equipment for welding butt equipment.

joints of titanium

ma..
...- 2. Prepare Joints for weding---

V11,1..

c7..:.t 3.. Weld joints to specifications .

..#,P.

4 Observe all safety precautions

"1179)4P.t;.

EVALUATION:

Student will be given assistance

When necessary

2. Welds will be visually inspected
for height, width; overlap, under-

cut and penetration

5
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Summary: _Oa OF DAY SUMMARY DAY 14

1. Preparation of metal

2. Set up of joint

3. Shielding gas

4; Welding procedures

Assignment:

1. None

INTRODUCTION-TO_NEW DAY'S-INSTRUCTION

1. Remotivation

2: Review

a. Preparation of metal

b. Set up of joint

c.- Weld specifications

Overview: Welding butt joints of titanium and titanium alloy sheet.

-DAY 15--

Application: (Continued)
Students will use equipment

Om shop:

1. Given material and equipment for welding .V.. Inert gas shielded welding

titanium butt joint, student will station complete
2. Rectangular Dr. tell bubble

44491 à: Prepare joint
3. Cleaning equipment

b. Set up of joint

c. Weld joint'to specifications

Evaluation:

1. Student will be checked during

the accomplishment of the project.

2. Assittance will be given when necessary

I
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Summary

.a. Preparation of metal

b.: Set up of joint'

c. Shielding gas

2. .CTT Assignment: .POI objective la POI time 2 hours

Read 3ABR53131-SG-601 and answer questions at end of chapter.

Remotlgation:

4, Closure:

011
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CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND 1 EAcNING STEPS

a: Given inert gas shielded welding equipment andchromoroy.specimens;'set

Weld lap joints free of excessive penetration;:overlap,

-combined distance of no less than 3/4 of the length of

the first 1/2 inch start and the lett 1/2 inch finish;

housekeePing and fire prevention measures must be observed;

. .

GiVii:itett gas shielded welding equipment and chromoloyo.

.

weld buttjoitts with 100% penetration;-free of overlap

coMbined,_dittante of no less than 3/4 of the length:of

first 1/2.!,iiidh start and the last 1/2 inch finith. All

keeping and fire prevention measures-must be ob6Prved.'

.

-' Given inert gas shielded'Velding equipmentano.chromoloy

weld tee 'joints free of excessive penetration; overlap;

combined distance of no 1666 than 3/4 letigth_of.the specimen,

-- fittt 1/2 inch start, and the last 1/2 inch finish. =All

keeping, and.fire prevention measures Must .be Observedi

Teaching steps are listed in Patt II.

up and
and'updercut for a total
the specimen, excluding
AU shop safety; good

,

c

specimens;:zsetup and-
and Undercut; for a total

the'specimen;'excluding the
shop safety; good house-

..:-..

sPecitens; setup and
and landercut_for a "-total

excluding the
shop "safety; good hOlite.-.=

' -



I. Attention:

INTRODUCTION Time: 10 min'_J.,n'

Review: In the last class you learned how to. prepare and set up for Welding:
A-286 metal according to specifications. Your application included'
welding a butt joint and tee joint and learning about the character-.
istics of A=286.
Evaluate CTT assignment and critique missed items.

Overview:: Upon completion of this lesson-,- students will learn and apply
proper procednresfor wading chromoioy buttiIapand tee joints
in the flat position according to specifications;

. Motivation:

Presentation
(Refer to Objectives 7a, b)

I; 1%.General Information
"

BODY.

a. Weld repairs on chromaoy parts
should be.performed by 'certified
welders.

Iron base

,

c. Meets the medium-high temperature
service requireMents needed in the
jet engine turbine' section.

d. , Normalized at 1725_degrees F.for
2 hrs then air cooled.

e. Chromoioy is one of the.easiest
of .the super alloys to wad;

.

2. 'Weld butt, tee and lap joints of
-chromoloy to lspecifications,

Time: 11 hrs 40 min

Show trainer: 4404 Tungsten

Inert gas (TIC) shielded
welding specimens

a. Preparation Of chromoloy for
welding.

(1) Cleaning

',(a) Vapor degrease to remove
grease and oil.

110



(2) Clean area to be welded

(3) Tack and check alignment

(4)- Run root or penetration pass

(5) Use stringer beads for filling
vee

(6) DCSP

di 'GO-6d Housekeeping

(1) Safety,, measures

(2) Fire prevention

APPLICATION:

;.= I; Students win weld stainless steel pipe
butt joint lAW TO 34W471-5 and SG-601.

StUdentt will weld 'stainlgss steel tee
- pint IAW 34W4-1-5 an&SG=6121.

3; All safety rules-and good housekeeping.
will continue to be'observed at all times;

od..4 EVALUATION: J.
1. Instructor will assist and check each

student for proper welding procedures and
for their observance of good housekeeping
and safety.

END OF DAY'summAirr

Summary: . 1; Types of stainless tel
2. Types of filler rd
3.. Welding procedures for butt

joint_ ,

.
4: Good housekeeping and. shop

'safety

CTT AsSignmenr:
POI. item 2 hrs

.3ABR53230-SG-&02 and answer -

questions..

2



*(Day 2; 2 hrs)

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTION

1. Remotivation: Restate previous

2; Review:

a. Evaluate CPT assignment critique missed items.

b. Types of stainless steel pipe

c. Types of filler rod

d. Welding procedures and techniques

e. Safety

3. Objectives to be covered'

I. Welding stainless steel tee joint

Applicatioh: (cont)

1. Students will continue welding staitlesS
steel pipe specimens in accordance .

.._2with..20.14W4m1=5andS.G4.0.1..:_ Instructor
mII1_assist vhen necessary.

Allsafety ruIesand good housekeeping wil
continue to be -observed at all 'times;

EVALUATION:

1. Students will turn completed butt and tee joints
of stainless steel pipe, provided they meet all
required criteria. Performance of students in
Shop safety and fire prevention will be considered.

Given a series of questions concerning welding
prOcedureaand.techniques of stainless steel
pipe welding; itudents are required to select.
correct responses with.,;4 minimum of 75i

accuracy.

r-

"CONCLUSIONS L,Time: 10 min

1. Summary:

. Type of.stainleSs steel pipe

.3
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..-
nt

rc't
bt.:4

.60.

Type of filler rod

c. Wald procedures for tee joint

d. Good housekeeping and shop safety

2. CTT Assignment:

. Read 3ABR53230-SG-602,and answer questions.

b. POI Item 2av (4 hrs)

.'. Remotivation

Closing statement

'I
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CRITERION OBJECTIVES NO 1F ACHING STEPS

a. Given inert gas Shielded welding equipment and .heat and corrosion resistant

ferrous alloy pine-specimensi-set_up and. weld. butt_joints,with. 100% penetration,

free of overlap and undercut, for a total combined distance of no less than3714 7

of the length of the weld. All shop safety, good housekeeping
and fire prevention

measures must le'pbscrved.
_

Given inert gas shielded welding
equipment and heat and corrosion resistant,

ferrous alloy pipe specimens, set up and weld tee joints with 30% to 80% .

'penetration, free of overlap and undercut, for a toeal 4:ombined distance of no

---:_aess than V4 of the length of the weld. All shop safety, good housekeeping, and

fireprevintion teasins-must-b
s observed

Teaching Steps are listed in Part II.
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INTRODUCTION
.

1. Attention: Welcome to Block VI

TIME: 10 min

--2T Review: Cover aspects and procedures of heli -arc welding which students
"learned in Block V and relate them as important for the skilled

welder to know in the field. Evalutate OTT aF.. ignment. Critique

missed items.

3. Overview: Upon completion of this lesson, students will set up and weld

stainless steel pipe while observing all rules of good house-

keeping and safety.

4. Motivation: You now are proficient_in welding S/S sheet So we now will

try S/S pipe; with 360° welds.

BODY

PRESENTATION:
Ref. Objective III

1. Students will participate in discussion
of various procedures_for welding
*stainless steel pine in the -.kertizal

rssitioni

a. Types of stainless steel for welding
pipe.

(1) 321 = titanium stabilized stain-
less steel

(2) 347 - columbium stabilized stain-
101 less steel

(3) Extra low carbon stainless steel

e_of-filler_rod-for:stainless steel
pipe

(1) 321

(2) 347

c Welding Procedure

(1). Form pipe bevel to a standard vee

I

TIME: 7 hr 40 min

b



1 Acetone may be used

(b) Grit-blasting maybe used to

remove dirt,.rust and scale.

I If grit blast is used, the

surface shall be polished
with a rotary stainless steel

brush to remove blast residue

from the surface.

b. Preparecrack for welding

(1) Completely grind out any crack

that does. not penetrate the

Material.

( ) For through cracks grind out to a

depth of 50% of metal thickness;

keeping width to a minimum.

(3) Weld-immediately after pre-heating
(700-800) degrees F and stress

relieve immediately afterward.

(4) Check for cracks:

c. Welding equipment and material

(1) AC-DC rectifier welder

(2) Water cooled torch

.(3) Tungsten electrode--2% Thoriated

1,

.(4) Argon gas for Primary shielding,

helium for badk-Up shielding

CI Filler rodFiller

.(a) Sheared stock

(b) Copper coated filler Wire-

to4motedt wiri from corrosion
.

.

Joint preparation

(1).. Remove sharp edges or burrs

9/C



(2) Spacing 2 T

(3) Shielding gas - 12 cu. ft./hr.

(4) Back up gas - 3-5 cu. ft./hr.

(5) Torch angle

(a) Butt- 75-90 degrees

(b) Tee - 45 degrees

C. Weld specifications

(1) Butt joint

(a) Penetration' -

(b) Width - 2=3 T

100% T

(c) Reinforcement - 5-30% T

(2) Tee joint

(a) Legs - 11/2 T

(b) Penetration - 100% T

(c) Bead shape - slightly con=
cave to slightly convex

Practice safety' in performance of

.required tasks.

A: -Remove all jewelry before operation

of equipment

b. Wear protective clothing

c. Check-wateri gas; power'cables7an

water cables

Demonstration

5. PreCtide good housekeeping consistent
with safety and fire prevention;

3

91P
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Application:

Student will be given mate.:ial and equipment
for welding butt,.Iap, and tee joints of
chromoloy.

1. Prepare joints for welding.

2. Weld joints to specifications.

3. Observe all safety precautions.-
_

Evaluation:

Student will be given assistance when
necessary.:

2. 2. Welds will be visually inspected for
height, width, overlap, undercut and
penetration.

Summpry
-

I. Preparation of metal

END OF DAY SUMMARY

2. Welding Procedure

3. Shop iafety-

dIT Assignment:

1. Read Modern Welding Para 22 -6 thru 22=11'

S(Z7;

Students will use equipment in
shop. Inert as shielded
welding station complete, cleaning
equipment, power shears.

DAY 11

INTRODUCTION_TO_NEW-DAY'S-INSIRUCtiOR

Evaluate CTT and critique missed items.

Remotivation

2. Review

a. Welding equipment and
materials

b. Welding procedures .

c. Weld requirements

Checln home assignment

.0 8

O

DAY' 12-

r.1
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3. Overview: Welding, butt and tee joints of chromoloy (Objective 7b; c)

APPLICATION: (Cont)

Student will be given material and
equipment for welding required joints

1. Prepare joints for welding.

Observe all shop safety.

EVALUATION:

- :L. Student will be checked for proper

0 welding procedure

2. -Assistance will be given when

necessary

:

Summary'

a. Preparation of metal

b. Shop safety

CTTassignment:

97F

Students will use equipment in
shop. Inert gas shielded welding
station complete, cleaning
equipment, power shears.

CONCLUSION Time: 10 min
S

POI objective 8a POI time 2 hours

A. Read 3AER53131-SG-508 and answer questions at end- of chapter

B. Review notes taken in class

Rerdotivtion:

4. ..4aloSure:

rt.
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EQUIPMENT cocATEp
IN LABORATORY

E go LPIA_E_N t_
F %OM SUPPLY C L ASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIOS AN -D_

UNCL ASSIF tE__D_NA7CRIAL

I. Inert Gas
Shielded Welding
Station Complete

-2-7.-Pcit4t.t---StVr- _.--
3. Cleaning Equipment

.

.
.-

16olkit
_-

.

None

.

1. 3ABR53131-SG-602
2. TO 00=25=224_
3. Charts: CAFE

637502i Pipe
Welding - Ertel.

Sequences

.

cRI1 E RION MEC T tyEs AND' 1 EACHINO STEPS

a. Given,inert gas shielded
specimenz; set up and wcld
.and undercut; for a total
of the weld. All strip

must be observed;
.

b. Given inert gas, shielded
specimens; set up and weld
overlap and undercut; for
length of the weld., All
measures 'must be observed.

. .

._
. .

Teithing steps are listed in

welding equipment and aluminum alloy pipe
butt joints_with 100%.penetrationi free

combined distance of no less than 3/4 of -the

safety; gt.. .. housekeeping* and fire prevention

. -

welding equipment and aluminum alloy pipe
toe ;joints- with 30% to 80%_penetrationi-free

a total combined distance of no less than
shop safetyi good hOusekeeping; and fire prevention

.

.

.

.

Part II.- -

.

'-i()-_ . .

and tubing
of overlap;

length.

measures

and tubing
of;

3/4 of the

,

. .

. .
.



INTRODUCTION

1. Attention: Stainless pipe wasn't hard now for alum.

TIME: 10 min

2. Review: Discuss important points of ferrous alloy pipe welding coverer -n

previous lesson: Evaluate CTT Assignment. Critique missgd items.

3. Overview: Upon completion orthis lesson, Students will set up and TIC

weld specimens of aluminum alloy pipe: Jointt to be welded

are butt and tee welds.

4. Motivation: Alum is not hard ft) wela neither.

PRESENTATION:
Ref. Objective #1 and 2

_- BODY

1. Students will discuSs procedures \:
involved in welding butt joints.ofl
aluminum alloy pipe in the vertical,

position.

a. Types of aluminum for welling'

pipe.

(1) 3003

(2) 5052

(3) 6,261-F

b. Eil-let--rod for aluminum:.

(1) 4043 - alloyed with

sflicon

(2)- Shear stock or base metal

rod

Welding Procedure:

(1) Form pipe bevel to a
'standard vee

(2) -Clean area to be welded

C.

121

TIME: 7 hr 40 min



,, .1: q.4.1,0

o -

(5)

Preheat with TIG torch

Tack at 3 or more locations
make them small with 100%
penetration

Weld root or penetration pass

(6) Use stringer beads for filling

vee
4

(7). Cover beads can be either
stringer beads-or weave beads.

(8) -PMEIF

APPLICATION:

1. .Students will weld butt jcints'of aluminum
alloy pipe in the vertical position, while
observing good housekeeping, shop safety
and fire prevention..

EVALUATION

'Instructor will check for proper welding
Rrodedures, and insure that all rules of

good housekeeping; safety .and. fire pre-

vention'arebeing followed.- .
.

le

2. Students Will turn in a butt joint of

= aluminuit'afloy pipe, which will meet
requirements prescribed in the criterion

checklist.

-crT AssignMent: .

POI Item.2ai 21:i 2 his

END_GFADAY SUMMARY

1. Types of alurLum pipe

Filler rod .

3. Welding Procedures for
butt joint

1. Read 3ABR53230-SG-602,
Answer questions

-;

"ti



(tray 3; 4-hrs)

.1. Remotivation KIA

INSTRUCTIpN

2. Review:

Evaluate qTT assignment.
Critique-missed -items.

b. Types Of aluminum pipe

c. Filler rod

d. Welding procedures

3.. Objectives to be covered

a. Weld procedures

TRESENTATION(Cont)
Ref. Objectives # 1 & 2

Students will discuss characteristics
of a pipe tee joint of aluminum alloy
and the procedures involve n proper

,e,set-Up and welding.

a; Welding procedure

.(1) Insure proper bevel and
fit-up of pipe specimens for
the tee joint

(2) Clean area to be welded

(3) Preheat 'entire joint .set -up

with TIG torch.

(4) .Tack evenly and check for
proper. alignment.

(5) Weld stringer beads; obserVing
all proper specifications.

(6) ACHF'''

AFPLICATIONt

1. Students will weld aluminum alloy pipe
tee joints in accordance with TO 34W4-1-5
and SG=602.

-



.2; All safety precautions, fire pre-
..

vention-dri4-good hoUsekeeping.will
be observed at all times.

EVALUATION:
_ .

1. Instructor will check for proper.
.welding procedures, and insure that
all ruIei,of good housekeeping and
fire prevention are being. followed.
Assistance will be given as needed.

Z. Students will weld and turn in a tee
joint of aluminum alloy pipe,-whiCh
will meet all required specifications
and criteria.,

3. Given a series of questions regarding
ainum alloy pipe welding, shop safety and:
fire prevention; students will answer correct
responses with 75% minimum accuracy.

CONCLUSION:

1. Summary:

a. Types of aluminum pipe

b. Filler rod

C. Set up of joints

d. Welding procedures for tee joint

2. CTT Assignment

POI items 3a,3b,3c,3d, 4 hrs

a. Read 3ABR53230-SG-603, Answers and
Questions

3. Remotivation

4. Closing statement

TIME: 10 _min.

I
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PRE,CLASS PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

EQuIPmENI
FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS AND

UNCLASSIFIED "

1. Inert Gas
Shielded_Velding
Station Complete

2. Pneumatic Grinder
3-i Trainer 3215

4.= Cleaning Equipment
5. Selected Condemned/

Defective Part(s)

.

Toolkit

..

None
.

.

.

1. R53131-SG-603
2..TO 2J-6 Series'
3. TO 2J=1=13 .

.

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

a. Vithout_reference,.state
with 75% accuracy.

.

b. Given. TO, identify
hot section parts

c. Giventechnical Orders,
techniques fom weld

d.. Given inert gas shielded
up_and make butt
undercut, for a total
weld excluding 1/2
12*, and fire prevention

;:Teaching steps listed

.

location
without

_,

repair

patch weld
combined

inch

in:Part.II.

the functions ofvarious jet engane hot section parts

,

requirements pertaining to,jet engine

methods, repair procedures, and

and.jet engine hot section parts, set
I00%,penetration,_ free of overlap, and 1

of no less than 3/14 of the length of the
finish; All shop safety, good housekeep-

be observed.

.

and service
error. .

_---

select cleaning
without error.

welding equipment
repairs with

distance
at the start and
measures must

4

AIC "1"1
AuG

*GPO lira 779.300/23
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INTRODUCTION

Attention: What is a butt patch?

TIME: 10 min

.

2. Review: Briefly mention the important skills learned in pipe welding.
Evaluate CTT aiSignment, critique misseditems.

3. Overview: Upon completion of this lesson, Students will be familiar with
jet engine hot section components, know how to use the
applicable tech orders, and weld patches on the various
thot section parts.

Motivation: Now is the time to Start on Jet Engine par'ts.

BODY TIME; 17 hr 40 min

PRESENTATION

1. Students will participate in
discussion concerning the location,
function, and service requirements
of the various hot section parts.

a. Area of hot section;
Between compressor and turbine'
section.

Parts composing the hot
section:

(1) Transition duct

(2) Combustion liner
assemblies

(3) Inner-conibuttiOn casing

(4) Outer cobustion
casing

(5) First stage turbine
nozzle.



c. Function:of.the hot section:

J1).___RUelTisinjectedand
air iSforced into combbs-
tion_liners through the
transition duct.

(2) Fuel-Air mixture is'
then supported and ignited
in the tot section;

(3) Resulting gases rush
from.hot section to
turbinei thus driVing the
-compressor and accessory drive

- section;

d. _Service Requiremenrsf,

(1) Weld_repairof parent.
metal crackS

(2 epair or replacement
of burned and eroded metal

:(3) Repair of buCkles and
bulges:

APPLICATION:

1. Obtain the proper -6 series
Tech Order

Know the-proper.nomenclature
of the part and look it 'up in the
table of contents or index.

Locate part in Tech Order.

Turn to the appropriate Page
and paragraph, and check for
instructions and further references
given such as:

a. Serviceable/repairable
table for the particular
component.

EVALUATION:

1. Conducted throughout lesson. EONS

2

99



Day 3

SUMMARY;

END OF DAY SUMMARY

REVIEW;

1. Function of jet engine hot
section parts.

Identify location and service
requirements of jet pngine hot
section parts.

1_ -

3. Cleaning methods, repair
procedures, and welding
techniques.

CTT Assignment: 1. Review 3ABR53131-SG-603

POI jtpke 3a, 3b, 2 hrs

. (Day 4, 6 hrs)__

2. Review-- TO 2J-1-13

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTION

1. . Evaluate CTT assignment
critique missed items.

2. Remotivatj.on
3. Review

a. Jet engine hot section
components

b. Use of tech orders
4; Overview

a. Cleaning methods
b. Repair' procedures

c. Welding techniques

BODY

PRESENTATION

a. Weld Data Table

b. Cleaning methods
requirements

c: Acid etching; (if
applicable'to the part)

d. Welding Procedure

(1) Current Setting

3



(2) Back-up and shield-
41g gas flow

(3) Other important
data such as cautions
and suggeitioni.

A./61 d Specifications

(1) Bead height' and

width

(2) Penetration

(3) Pneumatic Rrinding
and tolerances allowed.

(4) Stress relieving
requirements, if any

1. Use tech data at all times.

2. Make sure patch repair metal
is the same type and thickness
as prescribed in tech order.

When making patch:

Cut but defective area
with a hack saw and in
accordance with the TO;

Make template for
shaping the patch and
form to contour and size
according to tech order
specifications.

Clean the area as outlined
in the tech order.

. When using_the pneumatic
grinder:

a. Make sure wheel with
proper RPM rating is used.

129
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b. Check wheel and' grinder

for defects.

c. Always use a face--

shield,

d. No jewelry or improper

clothing.

e. Never tap grinder on
part while grinding

f. Never hold' grinder -in

one place .on the part for
too long.

Keep grinder moving
smoothly and evenly,
avoiding nicking edges.

h. Always disconnect air
from grinder when not using
it.

6. When welding the patch,
insure full compliance with the
appropriate tech order as to:

a. Proper current Setting-.

b. Proper shieldfng and
back up gas 'pressure:

Proper filler wire and
tungsten type and size

. Proper spacing and
tolerances* if any

e. Applicable specifications,
suggestions and precautions.

Observe all measures of safety,
good housekeepinl and fire

prevention.

APPLICATION

I. Given the appropriate TO. 2J -6
.series, sutdents will use this

130
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publjcation to determine cleaning
methods, repair procedutes.and
techniques for weld repair without
error.

2. While bbserving<all measures of good
housekeeping, safety, and fire prevention,
sutdints will set up and weld butt patches
on jet engine hot section parts on full
accordance with TO 2J-6 series.

EVALUATION

Instructor will check each student for
proper-compliance-with-the TO2J-6
series, correct welding procedures,
specifications, observance of good house-
keeping, fire prevention and safety.
Assistange will be given as needed.

END OF DAY SUMMARY

Summary:

CTT Assignment: POI items 3c, 3d
(2 hrs)

(Day 5, 6 hrs)
INTRODUCTION

APPLICATION: (con't)
Ref. objectives 41, 2 & 3

3.

4.

433

Use of tech data
Patch repair .-

Use of pneumatic grinder
Welding procedures for patch-
repair

1. Review 3ABR53230-SG-603
2. Review TO 2J=1-13 _

TO NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTION -

1. 'Evaluate CTT assignment
Critique missed items

2. RemOtivation
3. Review:

a. Tech data
b. Patch repair
c. Use of pneumatic grinder
d. Welding procedures for

patch repair
Overview:

1. Students will-continue to use the
appropriate TO 2J-6 series to determine

a. Cleaning methods
b. Repair procedures
c. Weld repair techniques



cleaning methods, repair procedures
and techniqyes for weld repair without
errtr.

2. Students will continue, to set up

and weld butt patches on jet engine
hot section parts in full accordance
with the TO 2J=6 Series. All rules of
good housekeeping, safety and fire
prevention will be observed.

END OF DAY SUMMARY

Summary: 1. Use of tech data
Patcn-repair

3. Use of pneumati c gilnder
4. Welding procedures for

patch repair.

Assignment: 1. Read 3ABR53230-SG-004,
Answer questions..

2. Read TO 2J=1=13

INTRODUCTION

(Day 6 4^ hrs

0 -NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTION

1. Evaluate CTT assignment,
critique missed items.

2. Remotivation
3. Review:

a. Use of tech data
. b. Patch repair

c. Ute of pneumatic grinders
d. Welding procedures for

patch repair.
. Overview:

a. -Cleaning*methods
b; Repair procedures
c. Weld repair techniques

APPLICATION: (can't)

Refer objectives #1, 2, & 3

1. Stud ents will continue to :use
the appropriate TO 2J=6"series to
determine cleaning methods, repair
procedures and techniques for weld

repair without error.



2. Students will continueand com-
Plete their work in setting up and
welding butt patches on jet engine

=. hot section patts in full compliance
with TO N=6 series. All rules of
good housekeeping', shop safety and
fire prevention will be observed.

EVALUATION

1. Students will complete and turn
in their butt patch welds, which
will meet all standards,,of the cci-
terion checklist, and all specificat-
ions and requirements contained in
the ipkopriate TO 2J-6 series.

2. Instructor will check each student
for proper compliance with TO 2J-6
series, correct welding procedures,
specifications, observance of good
housekeeping, fire prevention and
shop safety, Assistance will be given

'as needed:

3. Administer appraisal test.

e

4..

Condlutkin: iMe: 10 Min

1. Summary

. a. function of hot section
b. parts of hot section

c. use of -6 series TOs

d. welding procedures
e. pAtch repair
f. weld specifications

g. use of pneumatic grinders

h. shop safety

2. CTT assignment: POI item 4a, 4 hrs

a. Read 3ABR53230-SG-604, Answer questions

b. Review TO 2J-l-13

3. Remotivation

4. Closing statement

133
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INTRODUCTION TIME: 10 min

1. AtEention:- Conserve; conserve, conserve:!!

2. Review: Cover important aspects of butt patch repair learned in
lesson 3ABR53230=603. , Evaluate CTT assignment critique

missed items.

3. Overview: Upon completion of this lesson; students will set up and
make fillet weld repairs on jet engine hot section parts.
Work will be done only:in_fulIaccordance with the appro-
priate TO 2J=6_Ser1et; while all rules of shop safety;
good housekeeping; and fire prevention are observed.

4. Motivation: By using proper Tech Data will keep your ass in a safe place

Appropraite -6 TO t -

BONY

PRESENTATION:

Ref-objective 11

1. Obtain the proper -6
series tech order.

2. Know the.proper notencla=
ture of the part and look it
up in the table of contents or

7 index.

3. Turn to the appropriate
page and paragraph; and Check
for instructions and further
references given such as:

a. Sericeableirepair=
.

able table for the parti-

cular component._

b. Weld data table

c. Cleaning methods
and requirements

d. Acid etching; (it
applicable to the part).

1



Welding Procedure -

(1) Current Setting

(2) Shielding gas flow

`y(3) -Other important - '

data such as precau-
tions and suggestion's*

Weld specifications

.(1) Bead height;
width and contour

(2) Penetration

(3) Pneumaiic Grind-
ing abd rolerances
allowed

(4) Stress_ relieving
.requirements,,if any.

4. Make sure patch repair metaf .

type and thickness corresponds
owith that pregcribed in the
,-tech order; and the part to

be welded.

When makimg_patch:'

. Remove defective
patch or metal in complianbe
with the tech order..

Etch test'. as: necessary

.._. .

...t. Prepare_paten to prescribed
.sizei -shape .and contour according.

to tech order specifications.

.a

r.



t=7:714.

Clean the area as outlined
the tech :order.

When welding the patchi'insure
full compliance with the
appropriate tech order as to:.

a. .Proper current setting

,Proper shielding gas
presstre

_ - _

c. ,correct filler wire
and tungsten type and size.

d.- Proper spacing; place -'
went and tolerances if any.

Applicable specifica-_
tions; suggestions and
precautionS4

8. Observe all measures of
safety; good hotsekeeping and
fire. prevention as follows:

A. Insure maximum safety
when_using the pneumatic
grinder.

Faceshield

(2) Correct RPNLtAt=
ing of wheel to
grinder

(3) No or
improper clothing.

- (4) Never tap grinder
on part or bind wheel
in tight areas.

(5) Always disconnect
.

air from grinder when
not using -it.



I t

t. . Careful handling and
use of acetone or other

- cleaning:agents;

t. Wear_gloves when using
itching solution-alWays
add acid to/water, never
water to acid.

d. Dispose of oily rags
in metal container with
lid.

e. Using power shear, n
jewelry and
one man at. a time on

= machine;

f. Be safety conscious
when using all shop -equip-
ment, and keep all a eas dean;

APPLICATION

I. While observing all measur s of
good housekeeping, sa fire
prevention, students will set up and
weld fillet patches on jet engine hot
section parts'in full accordance with TO
2J-6 series.

EVALUATION:

2w Instructor Will. check each student
for-proper compliance-with. TO 2J -6
Series, correct welding procedures,
specifications,_observance_of good
houtekeepiii4 fire prevention.and
shop safety. --Assistance will be
given -as needed.

END- OF DAY SUMMARY

Summary 1.' Use of tech _data:

'2; Serviceable/repairable parts
3. Welding procedures
4. Weld specifications



CTT Assignment: Students will read/review
completion of the assignment_ students will

accuracy. 1. POI item 46, POI Time2.hrt

(Day 8, 4 hrs) INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S

5. PatEh repair
6. Good housekeeping

and shop safety.

the following assignment after _-

be able to answer qUeStions with 75%

. Reach 3ABR53131-SC-604.

INSTRUCTION

APPLICATION (omit),

1. Students_will continue to set up.

and weld fillet.parches_on jet_engine:,
hot section:.parts in full compliance
with =TO 1J-6 Series. .All rules .of

good housekeepingi safety and fite
prevention will be observed.

EVALUATION:

1. Instructor willcheck'each stu-
dent for proper compliance:with the
T0237-6 Series; correct welding pro=
cedUres;'specificationsi observance.
Of kood_housekeepingi fire preven-
tion. and shop safety. Assistance

will be .given at needed. .

.

39

1. Evaluate CTT Assignment
Critique missed items."

Remotivation when is FMS
you will daily work with

4.

A/C parts'.

Review:

use of tech data

S. serviceable/repairable
parts

c. welding procedures
'd. 'weld specifications
e. patch repair

Overview

a; Set up and weld fillet .

patches.

.0
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END OF DAY SUMMARY_

Summary: 1. use of tech data
2. welding procedures
3. weld specifications
4. patch repair
5. good houSekeeping and shop

safety

CTT Assignment: Students will read/review following assignment after
ccmpletion of assignment will be required to answer
questions with 75% accuracy.

POI Item .6a, ( 2 hrs)

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTION t.

APPLICATION
. :

L Students will tOtititilit and :complete
their work in setting up and welding
fillet patches on jet engine hot
section parts in full compliance
with TO 23-6 Series; All ruleS or
good houSekeeping, shop safety and!
fire-prevention will be observed.

EVALUATION

1. *Students will complete and turn
in their best fillet patch welds,'which
will meet all standards of the criter-
ion checklist, and all specifications
and requirements Contained in the
appropriate 2.74Series 'tech order.

1. Evaluate - CTT assignment
Critique missed items.

2. Remotivation

3. Review

a. _tech data
b. welding procedures
c. weld specifications
d. patch repair_

4. Overview

a Set up and complete
welding fillet patches



110

CONCLUSION

I. Summary:

a. tech dita
b; weld procedures
c; 'weldmiecification
d. patch 'repair

2. CTT Assignment: Students will read/review following assignment After assign =

meat will answer questions with 75% accuracy. Read:

3ABR53131=SG=605

Remotivation

. Closihg Statement
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CRITERION Maeiris S AND TEACIIIING STEPS .

A. Given technical orders, select,cleaning methods, repair procedures, and
techniques for weld repair Without'error.

Es; Given a list of materials, select materials required for. repair of reciprocating.
engine exhaust manifold parts and assemblies with:75% accuracy:

c. Given inert gas shielded welding equipment and reciprocating engine exhaust and
manifold assemblies, set up-and make weld repairs free of excessive penetration,
.overlapi_and undercut, for a total combined distance of no less than 3/4 of the
length -o£ the weld, excluding the.first-1/2 inch start and the'last 1/2- inch finish.
All shop.safetyi good housekeeping,: and fire prevention measures must be observed.

Teaching steps: re listed in Part 11;

ATC "r°" 770
ic- 72

1S 779.3re/81



INTRODUCTION TIME: 10 Min

Attention: Now that recip's are on the way out; we will learn how to
weld on them.

2. Review: Fillet welds on jet engine hot section parts.. Evaluate CTT
assignment critique missed items.

Overview: Students will set up and weld butt and lap joint repairs on
reciprocating engine manifolds in accordance with the TO 2RA
StritS.

Motivation: You may have to someday work on recips.'

PRESENTATION:
Ref Objectives #1, 2, 3

:BODY

1. Cleaning methods in accordance with
TO 2RA series

a. Degrease all-exhaust assembly
components using a solution of
compound-carbon. removal.

b. Rinse with hot water under
pressure

c. Inspect all exhaust assembly
components for hard carbon
deposits.

d. After degreasing, clean com-
ponents in A 15 %; by weight,

solution of caustic soda solution and
water.

e. Steam clean all parts thoroughly
and rinse in cold water.

f.° Clean both inside and outside
of cracked areas with a stainless
steel brush or very light sand
blasting.

TIME: 5 Mr. X40. Min.



Minor crack repair--:cracks less than
one inch long:

a. Apply flux to underside of crack

b. Heliarc weld using 19 -9WX or
18=8 type 347 weld rod

than one inch, or holes requiring
patchis:

A A. Cracks longer than one inch

- (1) Level edges

(2) Tack weld every 1/2 inch

before attempting final
weld repair.

I (3) Start welding from ends of
crack, working both ways
toward the center.

4; Patch repair of thinned areas and holes:

a. Cut away thinned area -and smooth
stack body material. edges.

. b. Make patch 14 inch larger than removed
body material using same gauge
material as the original material.

c.- Insure minimum radius of Z on all corners

d; From .patch to fit contour of stack

t. Insure 14.6veriap of patch over damaged

area
"

f; Make sure area to be welded is clean
on both sides and then heaarc weld.

5. Welding Current

a; DCSP

b. 50-60 amperes

1/4



. Torch gas = .10 -15 cubic feet per hour

Materials required for repair of air-
craft parts and assemblies

a. Vapor degreaser

b. Sandblaster

c. Hand tools for cleaning and joint
preparation

. Appropriate tech data

Various gauges and types of-metal
for patch weld repair

Appropriate weld rods according
to tech data

g. Complete heliarc weld station and
accessories

Safety itemS.

FlUX

j. Heat treating furnace

APPLICATION:

1. Given inert gas shielded welding equipment
and exhaust manifolds, while observing
all shop safety and fire prevention
measures, set up and make weld repairs in
accordance with TO 2RA Series.

EVALUATION:

1. Instructor will check students for_proper
weld procedures as outlined in TO 2RA.Series,
and see that all measures of goodhousekeeping,
fire prevention and safety are being observed;
Assistance will be giyen as needed.

2. Given the applicable_ publications, usetechni-_
cal orders.tO determine cleaning methods, repair
procedures and techniques for weld repair without
error;

3

t.



END OF DAY SUMMARY

ummary:

-//8
Cleaning methods

2. Minor crack repair.
3. Major crack repair
4. Patch repair
5. Materials required for repair

of aircraft parts.

CTT Assignment: The students will read/review the following assignment, after
.completion of the assignment students will be able to answer
questions With 75% accuracy:
POI items 5abc, Time 2 hrs Read_3ABR53131-SG-605

(Day 9 4 hrs) INTRODUCTION_70 NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTION

"1. Evaluate CTT ASsignment
Critique missed-items

Remotivation:

3. Review:

Cleaning methods

b. Minor crack repair

. Major crack repair

. Patch repair

e. p safety

4. Overvie4

ai WeId'repairs on reciprocating
engine exhaust manifolds.

APPLICATION: (C- ont)

1. Studentswill continue to set up
and weld repairs on exhaust mani-
folds in accordancewith TO 2RA Series,
whiIeobiervingall measures of good
housekeeping, fire prevention,and
safety.

EVALUATION:

1. Given the applicable publications, use
technical orders tp determine_ cleaning
methods' repair procedures and techniques
for weld repair without error.

;
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2. _Given -a series of- questions concerning

'the materials required for repair of
aircraft parts and assemblies; select
the correct responses for 75% of the
questions..

3. Students will complete and turn in weld
repairs performed on engine exhaust mani-
folds; which will meet all requirements
outlined in TO 2RA Series and the
criterion checklist. This includes indi-
vidual observance of all rules of good
housekeeping, fire pt.-vrItl.^n and safety.

CONCLUSION

'J. Summary:

a. Cleaning methods

b. Minor crack repair

c. Major crack repair

d. Patch repair

e. Material required for r4;air'of aircraft parts

TIME:

lIT

2. CTT Assignment: Students will read/review following assignment, after
completion of the assignment students will be able to
answer questions with 75% accuracy.
_POI Item 6a, 6b, time 2 hrs Read: 3ABR53131-SG-606

and answer questions

3; Remotivation

4. Closing statement

ti_
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CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND 7 FACMING STEPS

Given materials, tools, and required equipment, lay out and fabricate tubular

joints and assemblies without; error.

. Given oxyacetylene welding equipment and tubular specimens, set up and weld

tubular joints free of excessive penetration, overlap, and undercut for a

total. coMbinea distance of no less than 3/4 of the length of the weld. All shop

safety, Good housekeepinm and fire prevention measures must be observed.

0 .

Teachirgrfteps are listed in part II.
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/2/

meomucTiox TIME: .10 Min..

1. Attention: Used oriengd.ne mounts and some maintenance stands.

2. Eeviewl Itiefly cover what was learned concerning welding of reciprocating,
manifolds.

Overview: Students will cut out and fit up tubular assemblies-and splice
repairs and oxactylene weld tham according to TO 1=1L=1.

Motivation: Last joint before blodUng out.

PRESENTATI0N:
Ref Objectives a and b.

BODY TIME:

1. aonsult TO 1-11 -1 for tubular welding
for the :.

a. Type of metal being welded And means
of identification

(1) Chemical composition

(2) Tensile and yield strength

(3) Beat and quench. test

Factors concerning the type of
metal to be welded in this case
4130 chromoloy steel tubing.

-(1) Preheating temperature and
requirements

(2) Veldability

(3) ,gtress Relieving and other forms
of heat treating, temperatusts,factors
and requirements.

(ii.) Required cooling. method's

Lay out and fabricate tubular joints and
'assemblies

a. Tools to be used



) Files - round and half=round

types

(2) Hacksaw - adjustable type with
flexible blade

(3) Combination set with. square or
protractor head

Layout and assemblf of station joint

(1) inch_ and 1 VS inch OD 1430
chromoloy 'tubing is used.

(2) 'Length of tubing as given in
study guide:

(t) A-tube is
1" OD

(b) B-tube is 5i" long, 3, 1/8" OD.

3 /4" long

c) C -tubes die 1,en long, 1" OD

(d.) D - gusset. plates are 0.093 ".

X 3/14." X 21" -

(3) Proper -fit of tubing

(a) Square-B tube at both ends
to a 90 degree angl!.

(b) Square A tube_ at one end to
90 degree :angle. Rotigh grind

other end of the tube to fit
contour of B -tube. laniSh-
coritour,_fit with files. _

Square one end of C tube to 'a
90 degree. angle. Rough grind
other end t6 'fit contour of B
tube. Finish-contoc fit with files.

Layouts and fa.b±idation of scarf and fish-

month', splices

(1) ',Toth splices may be used -where
partial replacement of a damaged
member is necessary.

A.!



(2) Splices are never placed in middle
1/3 portion of atember.-

(3) Only one splice per single tubular
member..

(4) Angie of cut-on both splices is 30
degrees

(5) Length of fisbmouth sPlice is 40

(6) Length of scarf splice is 6i fl

Welding specifications and proceduxes

Penetration = most important factOr

(1), On 1/8" Tor greater, bevel edges
:boa 45 degree angle to eliminate
need for spacing.

Use'neutxal flame for best
results- and to prevent ahangiqg

'metal properties'.
-

b: Overlap - caused by fear of burning
through thus adding finer rod too,
rapidly.

c. Shallow-welds = lack of filler metal -
thickness-of weld, should be greater

that parent metal..

BUrnimg- 4130 melts at approximately
2600 degrees F; 300-400 degrees above
this point may endanger any Of. its
'propentieS.

e. Undercutting

(1) Strength is reduced

(2> Torch is at improper angle

(3). Elatinsted by angling the flame.
more directly at the edge that
is being undercut.

T; Uniformity of bead

123



`-(1) LaSt and probably least most
important

(2). Uniformity of the width is more
important thanJunifOrmity of the
sUrface.

g. Changing rodli

.(1)- Necessites most of the stopping
and starting

(2) Flame envelope should continue to
the----solidIfied puddle to

prevent oxidation.'

h.- FinishinE;Welds.

(I) Lap over distance of 1/8-1/4"

(2) The crater shOuId always be filled.'

(3) The flame should be withdrawn
(usually ahead of the puddle)
and the puddle allowed to solidify.

(4) Pinholes, caused by contracting of
uzeiirgmetalvshould be rewelded

-5

just enough to gerrid of the hole.
If necessary a. drop of rod should be

added.

Sum;mazy:

CTT Assignment
POE Items' 6a, 6b

END OP. RAY summtin,-.

/RV

Metal identification.
2. Layout and...fabricate

tubuIar.assembIies
3: Welding specifications and

procedures.

1. Review 3ABR53131=SG=606
2. Review Modern Welding

Chapter 18.
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INTRODUCTION Tb NEW. DAY'S INSTRUCTION

Evaluate CTT assignMent
Critique missed items.

2. Bamotivation:

3. Review:

Restate previous

a. Metal identification

Factors concerning the type of metal to be welded.

c. Lay out and fabrication of tubular joints.

d. Welding of tubuIar,assembIies.

..

4. Overview

a- Layout and fabricate tubular joints

b. Weld tubular joints.

APPLICATION (Cont)

1. Students will continue to lay out and
fabricate tubular joints and assemblies.

2. While observing all shop safety, good
.housekeeping and fire prevention-measures,
students will continue to set up and weld

. tubular joints.

EVALUATION:

1. Student performance in the laboratory: on
the layaat, fabrication and welding of ;tubular
joints and assemblies will be evaluated by the
instructor. Proper observance of good
housekeeping, fire prevention and shop safety
Will be considered:

2. Students Will complete and turn in their
work on tabular joints. Jclints must meet all
specifications of the criterion checklist. -



r.

CONCLUSION

1. Summaiy:

a. Meta' iaentification

b. Factors concerning the type of metal to be welded

c. Lay out and fabrication of tubular joints-,

d. Wading tubular assemblies

Assiinment:

TII91E: 10 Nlin..

A. ,.Mead 3ABA53131-SG-701 an4 702 answer questions.

b. Raaa TO 1 -1A =9, pars 2-43 thru 247i pages 2-8 - 2-11

BemotivaLion

Closing statement
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Study Guides and Workbooks are training publications authorized by Air Training Command (ATC)
for student use in ATC courses;

Tlie STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the information you need to complete the unit of instruction or
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Metal & NbI Branch'
Chanute APB, Illinois

INERT GAS SHIELDED WELDING.

OBJECTIVES '

3AB1153230=SG=501

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruc-

tion, you will be able to:
.

I. Understandand apply the principles of inert gas shielded

welding for fabricating different types of joints on various types

of metal.

INTRODUCTION .-,

Inert gas shielded welding is a welding, process which uses

an inert gas -to protect thee, weld zone from'. ttospheric oxidation

which would contaminate the weld. It produces welds that are stronger,:

more ductilei-and.MOre:corrogion resistant than welds
made with ordinary

metallic arc welding. The protective shield that envelope the weld

enables the joints to be fabricated without the use of flUx,'thus_

eliminating the corrosion due to flux entrapment, and also expensive

postwelding operations. The-entire welding operation "takes plate

Without spatter, sparks, or fumes,

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE ENERGY AND RESOURCES

While you are in BloCk V, there is.to be no-Writing in training

literature_ provided to redistribution to subse4dent

cIasses. _Also, while you are on regular, scheduled breaks, you will

146.4e lights on in the classroom unless you will be out of the cIassrodm
.

for 20 minutes or, more:

.During clean-up of classroom and other areas, use of cleaning

materials should be kept to a Minimum it order to reduce cost,: These:

;t0dedures shodldbefollOwed throughout Block V.,

TIG WELDING

There are mad, inert gas shielded welding processes.,: The process

that you are going_to'becOme familiar with is the tungsten_iftert

.

gas (TIG), figure 1. tungsten inert gas" uses a nonconsumable tungsten

electrode;

The tungsten inert-gas Shielded welding process: is especially

adapted for ueldi4 light gage work requiring the highest quality

aadior finieh because of the exceptional concentration ofheati.

precise heat control, and-the ability to weld_ with or without filler

metal: It is one of the few processes which permits the rapid welding

Of tiny or light-waIled-Objedte.
\

1
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TUNGSTEN
ELECT R 0 DE

ELECTRODE
HOLDER

LEG.
CON DU CTOR

INSULATING
SHEATH

WELDING
MACHINE

WORK SI-II EL DI NG
GAS ;.-

GAS
SUPPLY

f'iguz'e 1. ,Inett-Gas Shiadadiroceaa Monconsumane,Eleetrode) TIG

An arc from thefungsten electrode in the atmosphere of'inert

gas provides an intense source of heat whith is very clean and operates

very- quietIy;: The inert gases provide an altdst ideal shielding

coverin Which-tb melt most metals for welding, refining, or tasting.:.

Becauseof this; the.inert gas proces6.is.generally adapted for
.welding a wide'rangeof materials.

.

.Most-metals-or-alloys=Whith,do_not vaporiie under the heat

of the arc, and which solidify without cratking,_can be weIded;=

Sould.of the metaik that can be.satiafactorily welded by: 'this method

are most grades'of carbon steel alloys, stainlesi Steels, aluminum

and aluminum alloys, magnesivat.and its alloys,- copper, Copper=tiCkelo

phosphor bronze,_tin bronkes of_various'iYpesibrasses, nickel,
tonel,"inconelo_high temperature-alloys, titanium, zirconium, gold,

and silver,

The basic rectuirementszfor inert gaS shielded ,are welding consist

of a power unit, gas7shieIdeA.weiding torch, shielding gases, auxiliary

equipment; and. protective Welding equipment. .

Power Source,

The welding current may be-supplied through either a welding

generator; Be rectifier, or an AC transformer. It is important

that the unit have good current control at the lower_end of the

current range; Standard Be welding machines are employed and selected

on the basis of the 'current output and the range necessary to meet

the requirements of the work; Superimposed high frequency is used,

in some machines tO_permit starting the arc without the electrodd e-
.

contacting the work.

2



Torch

Thereare several types and models of gas shielded welding

1 torches being used today. The operation and design are basically

the same with the exception of the manner in which they are cooled.

SLEEVE

TORCH
.HANDED.

131

GAS IN

COLLET BODY
(ELECTRODE HOL

TUNGSTEN
ODE

CABLE ADAPTOR
CABLES

IIIEMPLY

Aix -Cooled,. Gas Shielded AraWeldingTorch.2

The air-cooled torch, figure 2; is- designed for manual welding

of high thin gage materials and is excellent for weld repairing

thin section jet stgine_parts; This torch. can be used. for welding.

with high - frequency stabilized alternating-current or straight polarity

direct current, depending on the job requirements. It.,can.perfOrM"

coniinucausIy on AC or DC CIA-tent up to 100 amperes; ;

TORCH HAND HOSE . POWEE
OU

R_ WATER

GAS I

GAS ORIFICES
WATER HOSE GAS HOSE_ , WATER IN

EitiA
filf/Zeg ELECTRODE HOLDER

AS SHIELDING CUP
Strr'1"1"

TUNGSTEN ELECTRODE
GAS PASSAGES

q WATER ELOW

Figure 3. Water-Cooled, Inert-Gas Shielded Arc Welding Torch,
e

The water-cooled torch, figure 3, is designed to operate at

higher current ratings above 100 amperes and up to 300 amperes-current.

capacity. Water-cooling of,the torch and power cable forinert

gas shielded welding makes possible the use of lightweight parts

capable of carrying the rated current withbut danger of overheating.

The power, cable is locatA in the water discharge hose. Water requirements

are from one to two pints per minute. A special fuse of about-45

amperes 'is installed in the power lead line to the torch to protect

the equipment from overheang in case of water stoppage. The torch

head basically consists of three parts: the collet or electrode

159
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holder, the gas'ishieIdipg cupi.and thetungsten.electrode. The

thieldtaglas_enters through a pIastic'hose fitted to the rear of

the_tordh_handle, passes through the body. and emerges 'from the gas_

.orifices id-the torch head. It is then guided down toward the weld

or molten pool by the gas ahieldiag_cup 'that surrounds the eIedtrode.

The tungsten.electrode is held firMly in place by a replaceable

electrode holder (collet) that screws into the torch head. :Ma
threaded end thatscrews into the torch head is split into four parts;

When the electrode holder is tightenedi.a clamPing action takes

place on.the eleattdde and:holds it in place; The.hoIders are made

in various sizes and hold eleatrodes from ;020 to 1/4 inch in diameter

and from 3 to 12 inches long. .

- Gas shielding cups are made.from plastic, metal, and ceramic

tile. al.They'areade in various sizes and the size selected. depends

on the size Of the electrode to be used... The cup number indicates

the diameter Ofthe cup opening io0JI6ths of an inch. Continued_

use of the torch at high amperage tends to deteriorate, the shielding

gas cup. For this reasoh,Atetal water -co- cups are used with

currents above '100 amperes.
4 .

Hose

13

.

.

Rubber or plastid hose' is used to circulate waterJOr cooling

the tordh_and_p6wet cable lead; The bare flexible lead .cable is

'enclosed in the water outlet hose; A separate hose is used for the

water inlet sad-another for feeding tht-shielding.gas to the torch.

In case of water stoppage;.Weldiag must be stopped to prevent damage.

to the welding equipment.. ,

Water stoppage May'reialt from an accumulation of_dirt,in the

small passages of the torch.' This condition can usually be corrected

by disconnecting the water linesand-momeg-the flow
of water. Three possible causes of leakagePin water.Iinea are: an

excessive high.waterpreaSurd,,mistreatMent of equipment, and improperly

sealed. hose connection. If leaking occurs in the torch handle,

Soldeie4 repairs may be necessary. :When the hose is damaged near

A connection, it is onlyolecessary to cut away the broken section

and reinstall it to the fitting; Rubber cement or a hose clamp

may be Used for securing a-leakpro4joint._ When repairing the'

water Outlet hose,: it is' necessary. to remove an equal length of electrical

z cable.

The argon or helium hose must be gastight. If the molten pool

becomes cloudy or the tungsten electrode turns blue'on cooling, it

is an indication of a leak in the hose orhoad connections. If,

for any reason, the plastic hose is Subjected to temperatures above

125 degrees, it becomes soft and loses its strength. It should

be, protected carefully and not allowed to come in contact witb-hot

metal. Hose that has been burned or broken should be replaced because

it cannot be effectively repaired. Leaks cause the shielding gas

to become diluted with air and causes_ contamination of the molten

pool and the adjacent metal;
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Tungsten Electrodes.

-;
Four typei of tungsten electrodes are usedfor_gas.shielded

welding. They art.._ commercially pure tungsten; 1% thOriated tungsten;

2% thoriated tungsten, and tungsten containing thirtY to fifty percent

zirconium. The thoriated tungsten-electrodes are superioi to pure

tungsten electrodes because of their higher electrode floW; better

Arc starting And stability; high current carrying capadity; and

higher resistance to contamination. The tungsten_ electrodes containing

zirconium hand been refined and improved to make them better than

the thoriated tungsten. electrodes but are cohaidered.to
be-too expensive

for normal Air Forde use.

The tungsten electrodes are cadt coded for easier selection.

Pure tungsten has a grien'ilidi. 1% thoriated. has a yellow end, 22

'
thoriated has ared end; and the zirconium tungsten tas a brown

end.

',.Tungsten eledtrOdes are ractically nonconsumable,'-but when

the electrode unintentionally touches the molten pool,-A small -ball

forms on the end; which may cause- ail erratic arc. This metal pickup

Should be removed by grinding or bieaking it off with a pair of

pliers. 'Electrode loss due to oxidation can be prevented by leaving

the gas on a short timeat-er-tlfea-rc-7-iS-1:tribkttri-talowing--it-to-bool

in the protectine:attbsphere of'the shielding gas. :Tungsten electrodes

are available in diameters of ;020 to 1/4 inch and in lengths of

3 to 12 inches. The diameter of the electrode to be used depends

upon the current setting used in welding: /

Foot Control
-

The fbdt control is a foot-operated rhediStat-which is installed

in the field circuit -of the welding machine to change
the arc for

varying thidknesses of metbt. This control enables:You to start

and stop the machine, an i7.onidesa convenient method of making;

current settings duiing \.7e' :Lin. Another disadvantage is that the

control shuts off the welLug current and_atthe same time allows

the gd to flo4; which protects the weld during cooling;; and helps

to control.dtater cracking.

GaS Regulator

A combination re tor7flowmeter, figure 4, has,een developed

to control the flow of shielding gages:. It steps down the high

pressure -in the cylinder or manifold to lower working pressures..

The gas flOW.to the_apparaius is indicated on A flowmeter-iube

In operations in Whith the gas bonsumption is high, a central cylinder

.manifold system can.be installed and the gas piped to the various'

welding Stationsi The flowmeter is equipped with a manual throttle

naive for gas fIow adjustment and the welder can set the gas flow

reqUited. The flowmeter tube is calibrated at a positive pkessure

which,nOrMally exceeds any back pressure pro- uced by-the.equipment.

This makes a true reading of the gas pressure possible.

5
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Figure 4. Argon Regulator Flowmeter.

For economic reasons and for ease in handling, both manual
and-mechanical shutoff valves are made available in the power unit.
Electric solenoid valves are installed in the unit, allowing the
flow of'shieiding gas and water t6 be turned on automatically when
the foot control is,used. These valves are designed in such a manner
that they can be timed to allow the gas and water to flow before
the arc is struck. When the foot control is used to stop the arc,
the gas and water continue to flow for a_specified time The flowing
of gas and water after the arc is stopped permits cooling of the
electrode and the molten pool, protecting them from atmobpheric
contamination;

Welding Current

DIRECTiCURRENT. The'welding-circuit may be connected up as

either straight or reversepoldrity. The choice of polarity depends,
upon the type of metal to.be welded.

,I/16" ELECTRODE

WELDING.
GENERATOR

GAS
IONS ELECTRONS

D.0 STRAIGHT POLARITY

A
Figure 5. Welding Current.

6
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In direct_current straight polarity (DCSP)-welding, the electrode

is negative. and 'the work is positive, as shown in A of figure 5.

...In straight polarity welding, the electrons strike the plate at high

velocity, producing a concentration of heat effect upon the plate.

The heat not only influences the welding action, but the shape of

the weld also. DCSP produces a deep. narrow weld, as shown in B of

figure 5. -

WELDING-
'GENERATOR

111

I/4"ELECTRODE, .

REQUIRES-
BIG ELECTRODE.

(iN!LEcTRoNs

A

_D.C. REVERSE POLARITY

Figure 6. Direct Current - Reverse Poloritity.

in direct.currentieverse polarity (DCRP) welding, the electrode

is positive and the work is negative, as shOWn in A of figure 6;

In reVerte polarity welding, the electrons are floWing 'from the

_plate to the electrOde. This requires-the use of large diameter

-electrodesto absorb the extra heat generated.and'helps- to_tirevent_

the elecrode,from_burning off. DCRP prdduces shallOW weld,

as shown in B of figure 6:- For any given-welding=current, DCRP,

:requires a larger diameter electrode than DCSP;

I-
_

ONE
COMPLETE CYCLE OF

DCRP DCSP ACS

Figure F. AC Wave..

TWO_ COMPLETE_ CYCLES OF AC. WITH
RP COMPLETELY RECTIFIED

Figuri 8. Rectified AC Wave.
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ALTERNATING CURRENT. Alternatihg current (AC)_welding
combination-of DCSP and DCRPmelding current. One half of each
complete cycle is BCSP and the other half is DCRP, as shown in figure

-7. 4Poteign matter; such as moisture, oxides,- or scale on the surface
Of the plate, tends to prevent the flow of current in the reverse
polarity direction. If no current flows in the reverse direction;
rectification is takihg place and the current wave would look like
-figure 8. To prevent this from occurring, it is common practice
to supekiMOose high voltage, hiih frequency additional current on_
the standard welding current. When high frequency is superiMposed

0 upon AC welding current; a continua' flow of electrons is jumping
the, gap between the electrode and the work piece, piercing the oxide
film and forming a path for-:the welding current to follow; Some
advantages_that are obtained from using_high freqUency current are
'Starting the arc- without touching-the aectrode to the work piece,
better arc starting and stability, a_longer -arc is:possible;:welding
electrodes have a longerlife; and wider current ranges can be used.
A typical weld contour produced with-high frequency stabilized AC
.is shown ihfigure 9, with DCSP and DCRP welds for comparison;

WELD RESULT=SUMMARY

D.C. D.C. A.C.
STRAIGHT REVERSE WELDING
POLARITY POLARITY

Pti"gure 9. Coyarison of Weld Cdrztoure.

Nei di ng Gas

. Although there are several_ inert gases which may beused for.
gas shielded welding, argon and helium are the two most commonly_
.used.-The-main reasons for this is the complete chemical inertness
-and 'insolubiiity-in-moItenmetaIs; electrical characteristics that .
_are.favotable to_smooth, quiet arc action, and efficient metal transfer
atliigh:Curtent density. Whether -argon or helium is used forthe
-shielding gaiepeads._On the.distiactive.characteristica.tequired
to produce the_desired<resdlts. Argon is usPd_in-most cases, but
helihnvia.usedwhen morel!lat per ampere oi! ,;elding current is needed.
This'characteriitic.of helLom-hecomes a diss,:lvontage when welding
very light gages of.metaliII32ch or less:

_. .
. _

The.term "inert gas" stwests_sckiimically inactive gas, one
not combine With any other eletent; The two gases. produce

'different.effects upon theMateiials to be welded due to arc voltage,
7amion,produding'a narrow bead with deep center penetration, while
heIlL*14,21ces a wide bead: with Comparatively shallow penetration.
These dif.-xenced often. make one :or the other of the two gases;
ot:i-MiXture of -the wo, preferable for specific aPplications..

A
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Many other types of gases and gas mixtures have been tested,

but all have some deficiencY which prevented them being used, such

as causing rapid deterioration of the electrode, porosity in welds,

and arc instability. Some have been found quite useful for specific

purposes, such as nitrogen, which is used as -a shielding gas for

welding copper. Also, mixtures of argon, helium, and hydrogen have

been used in welding heat and corrosion resistant ferrous alloys

and some nickel=bearing alloys, such as motel. Both gases are plentifUl,

but due to the difference in weight, three times as much helium

is required for shielding as argon. -

_ARGON; argon is a colorless, odorless, nontoxic; and nonflammable_

iiiert_gasi which iS somewhat heavier that air. It is supplied in.. /

cylinderSISitilar it:sizeand shape to oxygen.cylitdersjcarrying
pressurebetWeen_2000 to 2500 pounds per square inch. The cylinder

May be identified bY:thedistinctive:coIor markitgs of gray with /.

a white band painted hOtiaontally around the.cyllnder. The:._CYlitder

i.ttinsidered empty whet:the pressure is reduced to 40 pounds per

square inch and should be. replaced with a full -Cylinder.. '

Ges purity may have considerable bearitg Otyelding;.depending

upon the extent to_which materials areiffected by impurities; Stainless.

steel, as a rule, is not SigAificaUtly'affected. by metals, such

as aluminum or tagnesium,_Are relatively sensitive to impurities

and-are best welded with high - purity. ;gas-:- The argon and helium

gases which arecommerciAlIy available from most sources are of high

purity_and_Averagewellover_99.95Z_Ture..
'_.

Atgoa,is generally:used for all Alternatitg current welding

applicatibtS, z as welding aluMitumi. Magnesium, or topper; The

'arc is relatiiiely hard to start inlhelium gas shielding when very .

low welding outtent_is used. This:difficulty is not ettOtttered:

with argon and the IOW arc voltagecharacteristic is.partiddlatly

helpful in the welding of thin material, because the tendenCY toward

burnthrough- isreduced.'
I

HELIUM. Helium is a. coIorIeSS, odorldS8, titittOkid and tasteless

inert -gas. It. is much lighter than air, beitg the- second lightest

of all gases. _Helium is nonflammable and is placed under pressure

in:cylinderSi like'argot,_with 2000\to 2500 pounds per square inch.

The cylinder may be idettified by the distinctive coIoi'markings.

of gray with a buff top.(light brown. .The cylinder is considered'

empty when the pressure is rednced toT25_pounds per sqUare inch

and should be replaced with a full cylinder'.

Helint it used mainly with direct 'current welding machines,

using DCSP. This Shielding'gas isure4to weld magnesiUM .using

;DCRP. High arc voItageand_current are desirable for welding

thick metallic materials WhiCh have n.i.gdheat conductivity.

9
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-WELDABILITYM VARIOUS TYPES OF METALS

Heat.and Corrosion Resistant Ferrous Alloys

liAt and corrosion resistant ferrous alloys are probably the__

most easily welded of 'all metals by the gas shielded-process. They

are generally welded with direct current straight polarity, using

argon as_the shielding-gat. These factors give maximum heat input,

resulting in deep penetration and fatt welding speeds. This technique

minimizes carbide precipitation in nonttabilfzed heat and corrosion
resistant ferrous alloys and helps reduce distortion on thin sections.

Aluminum

Aluminum and aluminum alloys, along with heat and corrosion
resistant ferrous alloy, make_upthe bulk of the metals joined by

inert gas shielded welding. The welding method preferred is alternating

current, high frequency stabilization, with argon as the shielding

gas. Aluminum can aIsobe welded with direct current reverse polarity.

Magnesium

Magnesium was largely responsible for the development of the

gas shielded welding procesS because -it is virtually,the only process

that can be successfully used to weld magnesium. Magnesium alloys

can be welded using AC or DC Current If DC nachines are_used,
reVerte polarity with helium gas for shielding is used. When AC

machines:With high frequency stabilization are used, argon is used

as the shielding gas.

Monel and Inconel.

Monel and iconeI are both readily weldable by -gas shielded welding.

The basic procedure is the same as for the heat and corrosion resistant

ferrous alloys, using direct current straight polarity and argon
AS the shielding gas.

A=286

A-286 is best fabricated or repaired by tungsten -inert gas=

shieldedwelding'(TIG). Argon is the preferred_ shielding gas on

the lighter gage metals and helium for the heavier gage metals.

During welding, the_heat input should be kept as low as possible_

While t.tir obtaining proper fusion; WeldingA -286 is more critical

than welding other sikilat Itypes of alloys; If A-7286 is not properly

shielded, or if it is Pertitted.tO burn through without a backup

of:either shielding gas or a copper backup plate, there is a high

probability that the weld will crack.'`

ChromolcY

Direct current straight' polarity is used in the fabrication

and repair of this material. This new allay-is being used in our

I0
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present day: aircraft aid missiles because it meets the_tedium-high.

temperature service requirements needed in the jet engine turbine .

sections. --Chtomoldy is one of the easiest to weld of the new alloys

and should present no problem to you as a welder.

QUESTIONS

Note: AnsWerthe queStions at the end of this dhapter-on a

separate sheetof.paper.

I. Define an inert gas.

2. How do welds made by.the inert gas method compare to those

made by metallic arOgelding?..

3.. List five metals which can be satisic:torily welded by

the TIC ptoceis.

4. ' What is the purpose of the 45 amp fuse installed in the

power lead line?

5. From what material are gas shielding cups made?

6. -Why are thoriated electrodes more superior to the pure

tungsten electrodes?

7; What ditertines the choice of welding polarity?

8. Why are large diameter electrodes required for welding
-

with DCRP?

9...What_are the weld characteristics produded when welding

with DCRP? DCSP? AC?

IO. What is the purpose of the foot control?

REFERENCE

1. Althousenurnquist/Bowditchi Modern Welding Handbook, Chapters

11 and 18,-1967.
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:Metal & NDI Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

JOINTS OF HEAT AND- CORROSION RESISTANT

FERROUS ALLOYS

3ABR53230=SG=502

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruc=

tion, you will be able to:

1. Apply the techniques and procedures for welding joints-

heataad.corro-sion re-Sista= -ferrous alloys using the TIG welding

-process;

INTRODUCTION

Inert gas shielded welding is used very extensively for the

fabrication and repair.of_jet engine aircraft parts because it prevents

oxidation of theWeld, maintains the maximum of corrosion resistance

in the welded part; and helps keep warpage to a minimum: The use

.of_specialweldingfixturesi Cload,control_of current settings,

and the_ application of certain welding techniques and welding speeds,

assist in producing welds_of a highest qUality.

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE ENERGY AND RESOURCES

.When welding heat and corrosion resistant :ferrous alloys, the

bead will be completed with a minimum amount of filler rod. After

completing a weld,_you will cut the apedinn as ciciee to the bead

as possible, and utilize the remainder of the speditst.

FACTORS PERTAINING.TO WELDING±OF.HEAT AND

CORROSION RESISTANT FERROUS ALLOYS

The coefficient of expansion for heat_and corrosion ferrous

resistant alloys is approximately 60%Ireater than for carbon steels, -

and sPedial_pretautions.are a necessity. To resist the tendency ------

to warp during_Welding; joint-edges uffst Tiecoirectly aligned and

properly spaced. Tack welds must be closely spaced it_attordance

with metal thickness. Thit_gage metals offer less resistance -to

warpage when heat IS applied and must, therefore; be tack welded

at closer intervals than heavy gage metals;

Carbide predipitatiari\is another important factor to consider

in welding heat and corrosion resistant'ferrous alloys. When the.

metaI-is-kept at an elevated temperature for any lengeitif time

the carbon combines with Chromium and forms chromium carbide. In

-13
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the region of thIs carbide formItion, a loss of corrosion resis-

tance re .ults and the tensile strimgth and dutility are reduced.

This usually oczul* zee the fusion line in the welding of heat

and corrosion resistant ferrous alloys. The effect can be reduced

to a minimum by confining the arc or heat to as small an area as

possible. This means that best results are obtained by the use

o smaller electrodes, bigher amperages, and faster welding speeds.

':net gas shielde welding is very adaptable in this respect as

the tungsten electrode ha: a very high melting point, allowing the

use of high amperages with smaller diameter electrodes. This permits

higher welding spee&, anarrow heat affected zone and more rapid

cooling of the metal.

On Some gas shielded welding applications, the joint edges

should be backed up to obtain best results. On light gage material;

backing is usual-Ty used to protect the underside of the weld from

oxidation.

CORNER AND EDGE JOINTS

Corner and edge joints are the easiest types of joints to weld.

With proper setup, no filler rod is needed on metal up to 1/8 inch

thick. Very close fitup is necessary so the edges will fuse together

without the use of filler rod. The different types of joints and

setup are shown in figure 10..

Figure 10. IVIDes of Corner cd Edge Joints;

metal Ptepaeation and Situp

The preparation of an edge or corner joint is simple. Clean

the edges thoroughly to remove all,foreizn material and make sure

14
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that the edges fit together evenly and that all burrs have been

removed; A very close fitup is necessary for the edges to fuse

together without the use of filler rod;

General Welding Procedures

1. Strike and hold an arc until a molten pool develops.

2. Hold the electrode as nearly vertical to the joint as possible;

3. Regulate the speed of travel to produce a uniform bead.
1

4. Toterminate the weld, swing- the foot control to the Iow

position to break the arc and permit the shielding gas to_flow- over

-the weld area until it has cooled.

5. A slow welding speed will cause molten metal to roll off

the edge of the metal. -

6. Irregular or rapid speed of travel will produce a rough,

or uneven surface.

WELDING BUTT 'JOINTS

The square butt joint is an easy joint to prepare and can be

welded with or without filler material, depending upon the thickness

of the-pieces being welded. Joint fitup for a square-edge butt

-joint shoidd always be true enough, to assure 1002 penetration with

good fusion; In welding light-gage material without adding filler

metal, extreme-care should be taken to avoid low spots and burn-

through. The heavier thicknesses will generally require filler

metal to provide adequate reinforcement.

Metal Preparation and Setup

Light gage sheet stock to be butt welded must be accurately

sheared and free of burrs. Joint edges must be thoroughly cleaned

of all foreign material.. A fiicture; such as shwa in figure 11,

may'be used' for holding the pieces in alignment. For butt welding

a thickness of...030 inch or less in a fixture, the work may be set

up with the edges butted together, and clamped tightly in the fixture:

For butt - joints of a thickness greater than .030 inch, the work

should be set up with the edges spaced very slightly. The backing

pIate.fOr metal above .051 inch should have a V-shaped groove equal

in depth to the metal thickness and about 1/8.indh wide. The clamping

bars should be set as Iose-to the joint edges as will permit manipulation

of the_electrode without the shielding cup touching.

When welding butt joints outside oCa fixture, the joint edges

should be aligned parallel, spaced approximately the thickness of

the metal and tack welded, as shown in figure 12.

15
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Machine Setting and.Equipment Adjustment

For metal thicknesses ranging from .030 to .081 of an inch,

the foIlowiag approximate settings can be slightly altered to fit .

the individual thickness of metal. The fact that the metal is being

welded in a'fixture which_ dissipates heat from the weld area also

may affect the current setting.

1. Current - DC straight polarity, 15 to 90"amperes.

2. Argon flow - 12 to 15 cubic feet per hour (cfh).

3. Electrode_- tungsten - .040 to 3/32 inch.

4. .Electrode adjustment - To extend 1/4 to 5/16 inch beyond

edge of gas shielding cup;

5. Water flow - Approximately 1 pint per minute.

General Welding Procedures

1. Strike and hold an arc near the joint edges.

2.. If the tungsten electrode becomes contaminated, strike

the arc on a piece of--copper plate until the erratic tendency of

the arc "smooths out."

3. Use the foot control rheostat to adjust the arc to the

approximate desired heat.

4. Move the-erc-to the joint edgesand travel steadily along'
(forehand), holding the electrode as nearly vertical to the joint

as possible.

5. Filler rgd should be added at the forward edge of the

pool;

Note: Manipulation of the torch is not necessary to obtain
the properyidth of weld in light gage metals;

6. To terminate-the weld, -the foot control shouIdbe swung

to the -low position, the arc broken, -and the shielding gas permitted
to flow over the weld area until it has cooled to a blatk heat.

7. In order to avoid overlap in restarting a weld, strike
the arc ahead of the terminated weld (approximately 1/4 inch)- and

then move it back to the end of the weld so as'to bring it to the

molten state, before adding filler rod.

8. Weld specifications of penetration, reinforcement, and
width of bead are shown in figure 13. .These specifications are
approxiMations.of acceptable variations for heat and corrosion resistant

ferrous alloy welds on jet aircraft parts;

17
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APPROXIMATE
WIDTH OF BEAD
'-2 -3 r

APPROXIMATE
REINFORCEMENT

5-30%
PENETRATION

100%

Figure 13. Butt Weld Specifications.

9. Defects to be avoided are:

a. Undercut - Caused by poor setup, improper backing

or excessive heat.

b. Overlap - Caused by insufficient heat or adding too

much filler rod.

Weld Requirements

Heat and corrosion resistant ferrous alloy butt welds made

with the inert gas shielded welding process may be narrower with

less reinforcement because the highly effective shielding of the

inert gas results in a weld of high ductility and tensile strength.

The high amperage carried by a small electrode permits a narrow
weld having fusion equal to that of wider welds made by oxyacetylene

or metallic arc welding process.

1. Penetration through the joint should be slightly in excess

of 100%.

2; Reinforcement for light gages of heat and corrosion resistant

ferrous alloys can .vary between 5 to 30% of T (T = base metal thicknesS);

3. Width of bead can vary from 2 to 3 T.

4. Surface appearance Should be a dark bronze to a light

.purple color.

5,-, The weld metal should.taper.smoothly into the base metal.

with no ,undercut or overlap;

18
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DOUBLE WELDED LekP

B. SINGLE WELDED LAP

C. JOGGLED LAP

Figure 14. Type of Lap Joints.

WELDING LAP JOINTS

P14

Lap joints are used to join two overlapping sheets so that

the edge of one sheet is welded to the surface of the other, as

.shown in figure 14. When the joint design does not permit welding

from both sides, the joint may be welded from one side only For

some applications, such as tubular splices, a single welded lap is

satin lectory.---Howeveri_a_singe_welded_lap joint in sheet_metal

will not develop the -full strength of the base_inetal. __Lap joints

are used extensively in the repair of weldable jet and conventional

aircraft parts because of the ease of preparation and welding. Heat

and corrosion resistant ferrous alloy lap welds made by the inert

gas shielded process in light gage metals (up to .0625) can be'set

up and welded with no addition of filler rod. The electrode is

SO directed as: to melt the upper edge of the joint, resulting in

a smooth, slightly convex weld bead.

Machine and Equipment Adjustment
.

For metal.thickhess ;ranging_ from .031 to ..081- inches, the following

approximate settings can-be slightly altered to. fit the individual

thickness of the metal. The fact that -it is being welded in a fikture
vhich dissipates the heat from the weld area also may affect the

current setting;

1. :Current = DC straight polarity - 20 to.90 amperes;

2. Iirgon flow - 12 to 15 cubic feet per hour (cfh) .

3. Electrode - tungsten .040 to 3/32 inch.



4. Electrode adjustment - To extend 114 inch to 5/16 inch

beyond edge of gas shielding cup.

5. Water flow approximately 1 pint per minute.

Metal Preparation and Setup

_ .

Pieces to be lap wilded should be -cheated,:leaving_a square

edge free of burrs and war4age. Joint edges must be thoroughly_

cleaned of all foreign materials. Steel wool may be used for thiS
_

purpose; FIuxing.is not necessary for inert gas shielded welding

Of heat ancicorrosion resistant fettOtt alloy lap_joints. Pieces

to be_welded in a fixture are set up as shown in figure 15. The

tamping bars should be set up as Close to the joint edge as -will_

permit tahipUlatiOn.of the torch without striking the shielding

cup to the clamping bats._ To avoid a binding' of the clamping bars

and possible gapping of the joint to be welded; pieces of shiM stock

of appropriate thiCkheSS are placed with fixtures as shown in figure 15.

CLAMPING
BARS

'1111111!

I:P.1'1,31111NMINS illIIII

111111 IIIIh;ii.iSHIMSTOCK

"-BACK UP PLATE

SHIMSTOCK

Figure 15. Fixture Satup For Lap Welding.

General Weldi9 Procedures

1. Strike an arc on A copper sheet -with the foot control

rheostat sec in a "high" position. Imnediately_uponestablishing

the arc, swing "e foot control toward the "low" position and back

again_ toward "high," fluctuating' the current intensity to study

the characteristics of the arc and the functioning of the foot control.

Note: The foot control rheostat controls the amount of

iheat in the arc by Changing the open circuit voltage.

2. Strike an arc on the joint edge and move steadily along

(forehand) melting back approximately 1 to 2 thicknesses of the

top sheet.
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3. Ordinarily manipulation (weaving of the torch) is not

necessary for lap welding:of light gage stainletS steel sheet. The

torch head is tilted slightly toward the root of the joint and in

the direction of travel.

TO 3 T

11/8

esT

Figure 16. Lap Weld Specifications.

25 'TO 80..% OF T

4. Weld specificationt of penetration, width of bead, depth

of throat; and length of upper and -lower leg are shown in figure

16. These specifications are approximations of acceptable variations

for welds on aircraft jel engine parts.

5. Defects to be carefully avoided a

a. Undercut = Caused by pow setup, improper .ing,

or failure to melt back enough of the top plate;

b. Too wide a bead - Caused by excessive heat, travel-

ing too slow or unnecessary weaving of the torch.

c. ExceStive melting back of the top sheet - Caused

by a gap between the two sheets.

d. Smoky oXidized appearance of the weld_-Cauded'bY

insufficient flow of shielding gas or iMproper\current settingi

(
e.: Extesive penetration of the loWer_sheet - Caused

by improper backing; traveling too slow, or too high a current setting.
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Figure 17." Throat and Leg Dimensions.
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TEE JOINTS

Theteejoint shown in figure 17, IS used'to join two_plates

whose surfaces arc at an angle of approiitately_90'degrees_to.eadh
other. _Welding_Can be done from one or both aideS, depending upon

the position and strength required.

When both piddet Of.the base metal are. the same thickness; .

the upper and lower leg_ specification Should be 1-1/2T. If one

piece is thinner than the other, the thinner piece determines the

.leg- length or height. Penetration should be froth 25% to 80% of

"T. ". The throat thickness' should be "T."

Tee joints used -in the fabrication or repair of heat and corrosion

resistant ferrous alloy aircraft jet engine parts are frequently

made to join sheets of unequal thick:nets. Although they are generally

welded from one side only, the technique_ used requires skillful control

of the arc to :obtain good fushion into the heavy gage sheet and

-to avoid undercut of the light gage sheet.

Machine and Equipment Adjustment

The following approximated settings are for instances where

both sheets to be joined are of the same thickness. For metal thicknesses

ranging from .031 to ;081, the following settings can be altered

to match the operator's' skill and the thicknets of the metal with

consideration for the quenching effect.

1. Current = DC straight polarity; 20 to 90 amperes.

2; Argon flow-7 12 to 15 cubic feet per hour (cfh);

3. Electrode - tungsten .040 to 3/32 inch.

4. Electrode adjustment - 3/8 - 1/2 inch for tee welds; 1/4

5/16 inch for corner.

Note: ildpove measured from edge of as shielding cup.

22
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5. Water flow, approximately 1 pint per minute.

Metal Preparation and Setup

.
'Seat and corrosion resistant ferrott alloy sheet stock used

for:tddijOinte ShonItLbe phearedjeaving a square edge free of burrs'

add warpage. Joint edge.; must be thoroughly- cleaned.

'Note: .0625.of.an inch,_no edge_preparation'Other

than cleaning and square shearing is necessary. Metal

over .0625 is sometimes Prepared for a single "V" tee o_r

a.dOUble:"V" tee when the joint can be .welded from_iiSe side

or When maximum strength is necessary.-,

.

:- Spacing of tee joints for inert gas- shielded arc welding is
_

not necessary because the-concentlated'hdat of 'the arc enables the

operator to:obtain proper fusion and penetration without spading.

- -

fib

Genefil Prodedures

The following listed steps are general procedures to be used

when welding tee joints..

1; Strikd and hold an arc on a piece of copper plate using

the loot control rheostat to detalilish-a stable arc of tb:-appro-

4mate'required heat.

2. Strike an' arc otC#he-joint-e4e and make a series ofstaok

.14ilda.abont.1=4/2 inches apart

'Hold the torch in-such -a manner as to bisect the included

angle made by two piedes'beits welded. and as near perpendicular

to the Wag ofsthe weI4 as pract'4.ddl.'

_Note: In welding sheetacif unequal thickness, preheat the

heavy' sheet with a longlirc and direct. most' of the head on

the heavy -sheet during the actual welging 671,ratiOn. .

kid the filler rod 'at. the root- of the joint and 'forward

--edge of thelixdit.thi'poO1,--

._S. :The molten pool end end. of the.fillet rod should` be protected

by ri*,Shielding gas during the entire. welding operation.

terminating the weld; the foot control ShOuld be, swung

to the .low poeition; thejirc:brdken; and the ahieIding gas_ permitted

:to flaw over the weld area until it has.cooled toarbladk heat.



QUESTIONS

Fate: ArFwer the questions at the end of this chapter on a

separate s-ilr of paper.

1. Why is inert gas shielded welditg used extensively on heat

and corrosion resistant ferrous alloys?

2. Whatrit
resistant fertOu?-

3. Why .is

gage materials?

-!oeffi.ient of expansion for heat and corrosion

s, compared to carbon steel?

-ing material usually use when welding light

4. What is the current setting ranl1 and argon flow range?

5i When welding-.a thin square edge butt joint with TIG process,

what is the requirement for penetration?

6; List the three different types of lap joints:

.7; What Should the color be for a properly welded joint of

corrosion resistant ferrous alloy?

8. What thodld the penetration be on a tee joint?

9. What type of current is used when inert gas shielded welding

heat and corrosion resistant ferrous Alloys?

REFERENCE

1. AIthciuteiTuthqUitt/BoWditch, Modern Welding HandbOOk, (Chapters

11 ana I8); 1967;
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Chanute 27B; Illinois

OBJECTIVES

. - .

POSITION- ELDING OF HEAT AND CORROSION
RESISTANT FERROUS ALLOYS

la
3ABR53230-SC-503

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruc-

tion; you will be able to:

1. Apply techniques and procedures for position welding heat

. and corrosion resistant ferrous alloys.

INTROWCTION

AlthOugh welding procedures change from time to time because.

of changing requirements, the positions remain the sane; Since

you cant turn an aircraft or a_power unit over or stand them on

end; you have to weld cracks and joints where they are found. It

seems_ that the 1::!ger the part; the more it craCkt vertically or_

in A horizontal position; This is why you need to know how to weld

in the vertical and horizontal positions using the inert gas shielded

procedure.

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE ENERGY AND RESOURCES

While welding heat and corrosion resistant fetrousaIIOYi,

you will utilize proper specimen setup and fleowmter adjustment

to conserve argon gas. -=--

POSITION WELDING

At first; it may seem that position welding_With_the inert

gas process isljust as difficult as position welding is with.oxyacetyleri

and the metallic arc. Even though the basic procedures: are the

samei.the techniques are a little different; Th4biggett Problem__

has always been to control the molten pool to keep it to a Manageable

size; With the smaller electrode of the inert gas shielded torch

and the foot controlled rheostat; it is very tasy to control the

molten pool; The bead contour may be a little higher due to the

force of gravity but the weld specificationt Ard;Just as easy to

obtain as they were in the fiat position.

After you have set -up the tordh; make sure that you have turned

on the water and gas. If the water is hot turned on; it can cause

the torch .to overheat and burn_Ott tie safety fuse in the power

lead. If the gas is not turned on, you do not have proper shielding

and weld becomes contaminated and may fail.
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In previous blocks when you had to change the position of the

weld, you aIso had to change the type__ of current and the electrode.

This is not the Case in this block. You use the same current for-

welding heat and corrosion resistant ferrous alloys in the vertical

and horizontal position as you did to weld them in the flat position.

DCSP gives you_the deep penetration and faster welding speed you

need to control the molten pool and minimize carbide precipitation.

It also helps you to control warpage_and distortion in thin sections.

Equipment

To weld heat and corrosion resistant ferrous alloys in the

vertical and horizontal position; you need an AC-DC welder, an inert

gas welding torch,_a 2% thoriated tungsten electrode, lightweight
leather gloves, And a welding lens dark enough to protect your eyes

from the intense light of the arc.

Filler Rod
. _

The filler rod should be 1116" in diameter and.as c3ose to

the composition of the base metal as possible; It should be cleaned

by_using emery cloth to- remove -any surface contamination, such as-

dirt or rust, and then dipped in acetone to remove any grease or

oil that may still be on it. Once the filler roe aas been cleaned,.

. do not toudb it with your fingers as this will pitt 6il flmyour.

_ back on the rod;

There may be times when the ri.z.-7er fill(er rod 1.1 ito

In this case, you can use what is kn as "shear stto-' This

is a very thin or narrow atrip of material cut from_a sheet*GF mcral

that has the same composition as the metal to be welde;

Metal Cleaning

Clean all grease or oil from zeteIi ig a cleaner

as acetone, naptha, Aldohel,'Or tr7r.,.:LlorediyIene in a vapc: degreaser.

RustisOale, and corrosion can 1,, removed byusing'a wirs brush

or emery cloth.: yee a 'file*to remove h :rs fro 2 the s: nine

metal: A Sandblaster should never 11,-?. us .4 to dlon, coriosicn

resistant.fetrous alloys because it pits the metal ard causesvegntaminatior.

Tacking

rThe_type of joint to be welded detemitegrhe ti.,:-.tber of te.ck

welds you need. Butt joints are tacked ever; 3 -1/2 t'n 2 .aches,

lap joints are tacked every 2 indhes, and t;a racked

every 1-1/2 inches.

Safety

Wear glove-a while you are handling the metal; Silrious cuts

could result in handling the metal bare=handed. P cure to wear

gloVes during welding ":o avoid getting thodked.
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Wear a_face shield while you are btffing the metal or grinding

the electrode. The tungsten electrode is very hard and brittle

and has a tendency to shatter if it is fed into the grinding wheel

too fast or too hard.
_

Be sure your helMet bts the proper shade lens for you. The

wrong shade lens can cause you_to strain your eyes if it is too dark

Or to burn them if it is too light. The recommended shades are

S, 9, or 10.

Wear clothing that cz.; protect. you froth the infrared and ultraviolet

light rayS generated in the arc.. Exposure to these rays may cause

first and second degree burps, depending on the exposure

APPLICATION

Welding Horizontal Butt Joints

WELD SPECIFICATIONS; The weld specifications_for any given

joint are deterMined_by the-type of joint and not by the position.

The horizontal butt joint should have 100% penetration. The weld

reinforcement should be 5% to 30% with a-bead width of 2 to 3 T.

TECHNIQUES. The bead of the vertical butt joint has a tendency

tO_run doWn due to the force of gravity. To control this, maintain

a 45 degree upward angle of the: torch to the stifede plate. Use

the minimum amount-of heat necessary to form the molten pool. Ohdd

the bead is started, add the filler rod to the leading edge of the

molten pool. Continue to, move along the joint. Do not hesitate

at any one spot because the excess heat may cause you to.burn through

or allow the bead to sag.

OENERAL PROCEDURES; The following listed steps are general

procedures.t0 use when welding vertical butt joints.

1: Clean two pie of metal;

2. File the burrs off the edges of th:: uet

3.. Clean the filer rod.

4. Set up the torch: Be sure to turn on the water and gas..

5. . Set the madhint on DCSP, the current on the low rhnfmi

and the start adjustment on 2.-

6. Tack the joint and set it up in the vertical position.

7: Start the arc and weld the joint.
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QUESTIONS
(.6

Note: Answei the questioru4 at the end of this chapter on

a separate sheet of paper.

- . ,

. .. .

,
. , _

fE

1; What is the biggest problem encountered in position welding?

2; Why should a face shield be worn when grinding a tungsten

electrode?

3. -What determines the weld specifications for a given joint?

4. Name the two types of rays generated by the arc When TIG

welding;

5; Which dint is considered the most difficult to weIdi

the hOritottal_§r vertical butt? 'Why?

REFERENCE

1. AIthouselTurnciuiSt/BOWditch, IWIELEEDA!aanALooii (Chapters

11 and 18) ; 1967.
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Chanute AFB; Illinois

JOINTS OF_ALUMINUM AWALUMINUM
ALLOY SHEET AND PLATE

OBJECTIVES

1510

3ABR53230=SG=504

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruc-

tion; you will be able to:

:1. Understand and apply the techniques and- procedures of

Welding ioints -o£ aluminum and aluniinum alloy; using the tungsten

Inert gas (TIG) process.

INTRODUCTION

Although aluminum iS the most abundant metallic element in

the earth's surface; ii-only rifike'fifth among. the common metals

used=today._ It,vas not until the discovery of a_heat treatable

auminUM alloy that aluminum assumed any commercial importance;

aluminum and its alloys are the most abundant materials used

in aircraft construction.

INFORMATION

gANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE ENERGY AND RESOURCES

While welding_ specimens of:aluminum and aluminum alloy thee

and platei you will complete all welded joints with a minimum

Of fillei rod. After you have_completeda weld; cut the spedtMen

as elosl. to the bead as possible; and utilize the remainder of the

specimen -to conserve materials:

ALUMINUM AND ALUMINUM ALLOYS' .

Pure aluminum weighs approximately 1/3 that of steel. It .ig

a very good conduttOr of electricity; has a high resistance to corroeion;

and is a good conductOr of heat. It_is easily fc.med by rolling,

driving, hammering; pressing; etc., into any of the many shapes

required. It has very good casting qualities by the die'dast;permanent

Mold; 6:eand casting method: In spite of these desirable properties;

aIuminUM it its pure or nearly pure form has very Ida strength characteristics:

This factor makes Unalloyed aluminumzuseIess for structural aircraft

parts;

Altuninuw-alloy-cen-ise-:inade-as,strotig as low carbon steel. In

4faCti: some fully heat-treated; cold worked; and artificially aged

aldMinnikhas the highest weight-strength ratio of any structural

known. Although the aluminum alloys; as such; possess .hiiher

btrengIh characteristics t.-..an the pure mets_; most of the auminum
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alloys _have lower corrosion resistance qualities- than the pure aluminum;

FOr thit reason, most alloys possess a cIador alcled coating of

pure AlUtinum or some more corrosion resistant alloy than the base

metal. On metal parts where this clad coating is not present to

protect the base metal other corrosion_ preventive treatment; such

as painting; anodizing; etc., is used to induce high surface corrosion

resistance. Heat treatment may increase or decrease the corrosion

resistance of aluminum

WELDING BUTT; LAP; AND TEE JOINTS OF ALUMINUM ALLOYS

Tungsteninert gas (TIG) .arc welding process is considered

the best method of welding aluminum. The_proceSs uses a chemically

inert gas (argon or helium, or mixtures of both) to keep the atmosphere

away from the electrode and the molten weld pool. The shielding

OS does not in anyay interfere with the visibility needed by

the welder to do a good manual welding job in making neat and sound

welds.

Pduminuu and aluminum_ alloys that caii be welded by the TIG

weldingprcess include 1100, 3003; 3004; 5005, 5050; 5052; 5154i,

5083; 6061; 6062; and 6063.. Welding of work hardened nonheattreatable

alloyt_:reducestheir higher strength. Heat treated Alloy in the

"as welded condition" can be expected to develop about 40 to 60

percent of'stretgth of the heat treated alloy.

TIG WELDING PROCESS

Tungsten inert gas process is preferred for welding_ aluminum

sections which are less than 116 inch in thiCknett. Welding fixtures

are socatimes necessary and should be usci in welding thin gage_

material to prevent_ warpage. TIG may also be used to weld heaVier

section. In the TIG process, the arc is established between a nonconsumable

tungsten electrode: and the parts to_be welded with a shield of inert

gas enveloping the arc and weld_POO1. The arc melts the base metal

and a bare filler rod of suitable alloy is manually added to the

moltea pool. Welding aan be done rapidly from all positions. Flux

is not required in TIG welding because the action -of the arc breaks

up the ;oxide film and allows good weld metal to floW. A shield

of inert gas surrounds the electrode and the weld pool to prevent

oxidation during welding. TIG welding is faster than gas welding

due to the heat of the-tungsten arc concentrated in a small area.

Distortion'in TIG welds are less than frit gas velds

167

-- ----Tower Source

4oh' For anyeIding process heat must be supplied to the base

natal and the filler metal_ if used) to fuse the cOmpofient parts.

The source bf heat in the TIG:prOcess is the electric arc maintained

between the'eleCtrode and the workpiect
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Alternating current is recommended for TIC welding of aluminum.

For some welding applications, direct current reverse polarity (DCRP)

is used successfully._ To better understand why alternating current

is recommended for TIC welding applications, direct current Stra,ght

polarity (DCSP) and DCRP are to be considered first. In DCSP welding,

the electrode is negative and the work positive, so that the electrons

go from the electrode to the plate. In DCRP, the electrons flow

from the plate to the electrode. In DCSP welding, there is considerable

heating of the base plate, which is receiving electrons, while the

electrode stays relatively cool. During DCRP welding, the opposite

is true. As the electrode receives the heat from the electron transfer,

it is overheated at quite low currents. This limits DCRP for TIC

welding, since there is likely to be tungsten burn-off and contamination

of the weld.

Alternating current is widely used for it offers both the advantages

of DCSP and DCRP welding. Theoretically, AC welding can be called

a combination of DCSP and DCRP welding.

t
(A)

DIRECT CURRENT
REVERSE
POLARITY

TIME
(B)

DIRECT _

CURRENT .

STRAIGHT
POLARITY

TIME
(C)

ONE _COMPLETE
CYCLE OF AC.

Figure 18. Current Flow in AC Welding.

In AC welding, when the current passes through zero, figure

18, the arc is broke;. To zestart the arc, high voltage, high frequency

(120,000 cycles) low pOwer_additionalcurrent is superimposed on

the welding current. Low frequency A7 is difficult to start and

maintain the arc. In using high frequency, a path is established

for the current to follow when the arc is Strutk.at zero current.

After the arc is stated and stabilized, the high frequency is automatically

cut off.

Welding Equipment

In a lition to the AC power source, the required equipment is

as follows:

I. TIC welding torch.

2. Inert jAS supply, regulator:flowmcrer, hoseand fittings.

3. Filler metal.

4. Water supply and fittings.



5. Helmet or eye shielding, and protective clothing.

6. Welding fiktures or backup plates.

For currents above 100 amperes, Otolitg the torch and_dower

cable is necessary because of heat generated by the arc atd_the_

:current passing through the cable. For welding currents belO4 100

amperes, air-cooled torches are satisfactory.
.

Water used to cool the welding gun should be clean -to prevent

clogging or flo4 restriction. Overheating can melt the silver brazed

metal joints-in the gun and the plastic water tube which sheaths
the electric cable; A control medhanism is available which does
not allow the welding current to start unless the water is floWing.

Some TIG welding equipnent is provided with solenoid valves and
valve timing controls to control the flow of water andgasduring --

welding. When the welding -is stopped,_the timer allows the water
and gas to flow for a SUffidiett ledgth of time to -allow the tungsten-.

electrode to cooli"thus preventing contamination when it -is exposed

to,air. The tungsten must cool btight and ShitY. Aty bluing or

blackening of the tungsten indicates a lack of gas coverage.

The TIGWelditg torch carries the welding current. and directs

the 2:Inzt gas to the weld area The torch must be properly insulated

for `1.1e maximum current ranges to ensureoperational safety; Current

is transmitted from the AC transformer through the power cable to
a colletholding-the tungsten eIet-trode. Gas ports surrounding_
the electrode permit the inert gas to enter the nozzle or cup which
is directed upon the surface to be welded;

The eledtrode shOUld extend beyond the end_of the gas shield-
ing cup a distance equal- to _its diameter_ for butt welding;and slightly

further' (I/8 to 3/16 inch) for fillet welding. Seletting the right

size_eIectrode for each job -1.s import....;:t in preventitg electrode

damage (pure_tungsten melts at 6125°F) and causing poor welds by
teiti high or too low a current; Excessive current will cause tungsten

particles co transfer to the weld while insufficient current allows
the arc to wander erratically over the end of the electrode. Recommended

electrode sizes for various ranges of welding current are shown

in table 1..

Filler Material

Addittotal fill* metal is not zecassary in TIC welding when

enough parent metal is provided -by the design .o form the

weld bead. For other welds it is often necessary to add filler__

metal. Filler metal in the form of straight length, bare rod, is

used for manual welding. The filler rod should always be placed
withid the inert gas shield and at the leading edge of the weld

pool. Too large a rod disturbs and often freezes the pool, while
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lectrode Gas Cup Welding Current (Amperes)

No. AC ' DCSP DCRP

040 6 10-40 10 -40

16 6 20-60 10-20

3/32 6-7-8 30-100 ! 30-100 15-20

1/8 6-7-8 150 100-150 / 25-40

3/16 7-8 200 125-200 40-80

Table 1. Selection of Electrode Diameter, Gas Cup and ailment Setting.

a rod too small in size forces the welder to feed too fast for steady

hand operation. Card mutt be-taken to see that a compatible filler

may result. Dirty rods will- contaminate the weld and every effort

should be made to use only clean rods.

Metal Preparation

Cleaning_the_surfacea to be welded is of major importance in

all aluminuth joining regardless of the welding process.- Oxide,

grease, or oil film remaining on the edges to bejoined cause unsound

welds. Mild alkaline solutions and commercial degreasers that do

not give off toxic fumes dUring-Welding_are used successfully to_

remove surface contaminants before welding. .A.11 welding- surfaces

should be thoroughly -dry after cleaning.to prevent porosity in. the
.

weld metal. ()tide film sh::uid be removed from the surface of the

aluMinUM by using aluminum wool or brushing With a elean stainless

steel wire brush.

11-

The choice of joint design and root openings required for TIG

welding are determln;-: the-structural requirements of theweldment.

On relatively thin materials; 1/16 to 3/16 inch thickness, the square

butt:joint satisfactory for the TIC process. Design

varies from the -citiA:a butt for 1/8 Inch sheet to 60 degree included

angle vee joint for 1/2 inch plate; The basic types_of.joint designs

are the outti lap* tea corner, and edge. Almost any fabrication

will have one' or a combination of two or more_of these basic types,

upon the physical properties desired* type' of metal being

velded_;_the size; shape; and appearance of the assembly. Weld specifications

vary-Slightly as to, the type of metal and physical properties desired.

JC NT DEIGN
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Butt Joint

The sq= e edge butt joint can be welded with or without filler

rod, dependi g upon the thickness of the pieces being welded. Metal

up to and including 1/8 inch can be welded with no edge preparation

other than removing burra and cleaning. Welding is done from one

siae only, on metal of 1/8 inch thickness or less. On metal 1/8

to 1/4 inch thickness, a iquare edge butt joint can be used if the

joint is to be welded from both sides, as shown in figure_19. A

single vee butt Joint is used on metal 1/8.to 1/2 inch thickness

when welding is done from one side only. Metal over 1/2 inch is__-

prepared with a double vee or double U, as shown in figure 20. Filler

rod must be used to fill.the vee or U.

LIP TO I/8"

Figure 19. Square Edge Butt Joints.

Single-Vee Double-Vee Doubl e -U

Figure 20. Single-Ve Double-Tree- and DaUble=11 Butt Joints;

Lap Joints

A lap joint needs no metal preparation other than cleaning,

and removing burrs. The plates must be in close contact along the

joint edges, to prevent burning away of the upper plate. On material

up to 1/4 inch `thick, a lap joint can be made with or without filler

rod; Lap joints are not recommended on metal over 1/4 inch thick

except for rough fitup. Three kindS of lap welds are the single

welded lap, double welded lap, and the boggled 140. Ih figure 21,

the_double welded lap is-the only la7l, joint that will develop the

full strength of -he base metal.
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SINGLE WELDED CAP DOUBLE WELDED LAP-
)

Fi wee 22. Type, of Ler,..? ,Toints.

110P.

JOGGLED LAP

Tee Joints

The plain tee joint; which is used_on Fetal up to 1/8 inch

' in thickness, needs no special preparation other-than cleaning the

edge of_the vertical sheet and the surface of the horizontal sheet

where the weld is ;a be made; Welds made orimetal having a thickness

of 1/.8 inch or more requires beveling of the vertical sheet._ A'titgle

bevel s used on metal up -to 1/2 desti where welding is done from

one side-only. A double bevel is use when the joint can be welded

fret both sides; Joint preparation is thcft in figure 22.

acs. PLAIN TEE JOINT .SINGLE BEVEL TEE DOUBLE BEVEL TEE

Figure 22. Types ofTee Joints.

WELDING SETUP AND APPLICATION

-

- _

Ot relatively thin materials; up to 1/8 inch thickness, the

square bUtt joint ie_satisfactory. The weld should be supaorted

a backUp ber.or. Plate when feasible; except when welding is done=

from both sides._ This backup bar may be copper; steel; or Alumni:1M.

Copper and steel-haekups should be removable; When an aluminum

backup bar cx,pIateiis used; it should be compatible with the parent

metal. iBackup plates are recommended whenever possible to control

Wild pedettatiot and permit faster welding speeds. Inert gas backup

can be used Whet high quality welding irmecessary.

.1;

1. Place the; e.es of metal in a fixture and butt edges

to-check forfitUO.en. :ligament._ Clams -the pieces for alignment

ate-spacing; C094 4o.:" fitup makes welding easier.

'41

.12.. AnjtiSt

.

the' current setting and argon floW-fer the thick-
_,

nees of the metal being welded.
--s..

At

3. Tack weldlat about'i tb 1-1/2 inch intervals; the ticks

.should ttvwrit and small

- 1
1

1

1
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_4. Start -the arc by bringing the tungsten eIectiOde close

to the WotIcsurface._ The electrode does not have to touch the work:

surface beeaUM the high frequency current forms a path to the cork

5.' Adjust the arc to the desired length, between 1;8 to 3116

inch.

6. Hold the arc at the starting point until the metal liquifies
and a molten pool is established.

7. Add the filler rod manually -to the front ..!rige of the molten

pool, melting a small amount and withdrawing the rod.

8; Point the torch in the di:ection of travel with a 10
20 degree angle from the vertical pos':ion.

9. Ked0;the filler rod fairly flat to the work surface between

15 - 30 degrees from horizontal position.

10; Advance steadi,y_aIong the_line of weld, keeping a uniform

.,,ad with evenly spaced ripples.

11 To terminate the weld,reIease pressure off the foot contrcl

Itch, k9eping the :Drell directed_on the molten pool. Gas and -.

sr will continue.to flow for a few seconds, cooling the weld,
eventing contamination of the petal and tungsten electrode.

QUESTIONS

Note: AntWer the questions at the.end of ths.chapter
cn a separate sheet of paper.

1.- How,does the weight ofaluminum compare to Steel?,

_2. How does the-corrosion resistance of aluminum Alloys compare

- to theNpure metal?

3. Hoi4 does -the strength properties of s compare

to low carbon steel?

. .

4; list' the alu m:-run and aluminum alloys that may welded

by the TIG welding prOcess?

.5. 'hat does a bluing_br blackening of the tungsten fend4caze?'

6. Ahat happens if a_t%.olarge filler rod is used -c cr 71:3

welding aluminum? Too scall_filler rod?

REFERENCE

1. Althtit ..Turtquist/BowditCh; Mode:_rm_WeIding H3ndbooki (Chaptere

11 and 18), 19.67-
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Metal &NDI Branh
Chanute AFB, Illinbia

BUTT-JOINTS OF MAGNESIUM

OBJECTIVES

A11

3ABR53230SG-5041!

After COMPleting this study gede and your classroom instruc-

tion, you will be able to:

1. Explain the composition of magnesium and magnesium alloys

and some of its uses.

2. Weld butt joincs.

INTRODUCTION

Magnesium and nia.gneSium alloys are the lightest structural

metals.. Pure magnesium melts at 1202°F and cafthes_fire very easily

At a slightly higher temperature. It burns with a flatAtOmperature

Of over 8000°F It is lightweight, easy to machine,_highly corrosion

resistant, and has high strength. It is alloed with small quantities

of other metals; -such as,aluminum, manganese, zinc, and zirconium

to obtain desired properties:; It can be welded by most of the welding

processev.. BecauSe magnesiumokidizes rapidly when ft is heated

to the melting point in air, a protective inert gas shield should

be used in TIG'weIding to.tontrol oxidation.

INFORMATION.

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE ENERGY AND RESOURCES
VII

While inert gas shielded welding magnesium sheet, you will

complete all beads with minimum amount of filler rod. After you

have compIeted-a weld; cut the specimen as close to the bead as possible

and utilize remainder of the specimen to conserve materials.

MAGNESIUM AND MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

In the wrought form, commercially pure magnesium has a tensile

strength of approximately 35,000 psi. It_is nonmagnetic and has

a relatively high thermal conductivity, which is desirable when

'rapid dissipation of heat is required. Most cold forming. operations

are impossible because theslipplanespresent in most metals-do

not exist in taguesium; For these reasons, hot. forming; bt

perfotthed betWeen 400° and 600°F. The height of the teiperature

depends upon the thibkness_:of themetil.and degree of bend required.

Magnesium and magnesi#M Alloys maintain their. structural strength

and are unaffected by heat up to 200°F. Above this temperature,

the metal or alloy tends to expand. The amount of expansion and

lbAS of strength depends upon the type of alloy and the type of

heat treatment;.
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Magnesium alloys do not corrode in dry air, but retain their

Lght silvery metallic luster. They are not severely:attacked

corrosion in ordinary moist air encountered in inland areas;

ordinary moist air; the alloy develop§ a thin gray film of magnesium

Lde and carbonate. In a salty atmosphere, the chlorides tend

increase the tendency to corrode when concentration of_ the salts

the air are sufficient to encourage corrosion. Even when a slightly

Lty_air is present, the gray film tends to retard corrosion and

went dmigerous corrosive attack for several months. Magnesium

resistant to corrosive attack by most alkalines, many organic

Nnicals, pure chromic acid; concentrated hydrofluoric acid,- solutions

Alkali_metal arsenates, fIourides, dhromates, and dichromates.

ler acid and salt solutions corrode magnesium to varying degrees.

kamcrounr-of---corro-ti-on-depelrds-upon--the-conditions of service,

well as the kind, of chemicals attacking the part. .For this reason,

ring parts of magnesium are, usuall y coated with a on treatment

some form of_paint primer. In addition to atmospAeric and chemical

rrosion, magnesium products may be tubjedt to galvanic corrosion

ring fabrication operations and in actual use because .of:

1. Rubbing against steel.

2. Cleaning with wire brush, steel cor emery clOth.

3 Shot blasting or.sand grit blasiing.

4. Gas welding.

MagnesiuM products are supplied in the best condition possible

d maximum care should be exercised during fabridation to prevent

atamination. Magnesium alloys are also subject to stress corrosion

acking. This type of corrosion takes place when the metal is

der stress in the presence of a corrosive medium. It takes place

en a part under stress begins to crack and the crz-:king causes

w surfaces to be opeqed up to corrosion. The corrosion ,then begins

the crack and weakens the part further, whiCh results in more

acking and corrosion, until failure of the part results.

Magnesium alloys are produced and used in many shapes and forms,

ch as castings, extruded bars, rods, tubing, sheets and plate,

d forgings. They are suitable for varied applications. Their

herent strength, light weight, shock and vibration resistance

e factor§ which make their use desirable. The weight for an equal

Iume of magnesium is approximately two-thirds that of aluminum

d one-fifth of steel.

mber System

MAGNESIUM IDENTIFICATION

The current sytteM used to identif ma esiUM alloys is a two

tteriand'two.or, three digit number des ation. The letters designate

e Major alloying eIemelit§, arranged in decreasing percentage order,

38
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or in alphabetical order if the elements are of equal aruounts, followed

by-the respective'digital percentages of these elements. The percentage'

is rounded off to the nearest whole number, or if a tolerance range

of the alloy is specified, the mean of the range (rounded off to

the nearest whole number) is used. A letter following the percentage

digits denotes the latest qualified version of the alloy. For example:.

Alloy designation AZ9ZA would consist of 9% (mean value) aluminum

and 2% (mean value) zinc as the major alloying- elements. The suffix

"A" indicates this is the first qualified alloy of this.type. One

exception to the use of the letter is that an "X" indicates. that

the impurity content is controlled to a low limit. Some of the

letters used to designate various alloying elements' are:

A _Altrintrmru
.are Earth

H . . . Thorium K . Zirconium

M . . . Manganese

METAL PREPARATION

Z . . ZiUt

Eages that are to be welded must be smooth and free of loose

pieces and cavities that might contain contaminating agents ;._such

as oil or, oxideS.

CleanIng 5"

An oil-coating or chrome-pickle finish is usually. provided

ofi magnesium alloys for surface protection during shipment and storage.

This oil= together with other foreignsmatter_and metallic oxides, .

must be removed froi the surface prior to welding. Chemical cleaning

IA preferred, because it Is faster and more uniform in its action.

Mechanical cleaning can be used if Chemical cleaning facilities

-are not available. A final bright chrome-pickIe finish is recommended

for parts that are to be Welded.

Grease should be removed by the vapor degreasing method in which

trIchlorethyIene is used or with'a hot alkaline cleaning compodad.

Grease may also be removed by dipping small parts in dry cleaning

solvent or mineral spirits paint thinner. _Mechadical cleaning can

be done satisfactorily with 160 to Z40 grits aluminum oxide abrasive

cloth, stainless steel wool, or by wire brushing. Immediately after

the grease, oil, and other foreign materials have been removed from

the surface, the metal should be dipped for three minutes in a hot

solution with the following compositions_:

,Chromic acid (CR 24 oz 03).

Sodium nitrate (14
a

4 oz NO3)_.

Calcium or magnesium fluoride 1/8 oz.

Water to make 1 gallon.

39
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Note: The bath should be operated at 70° to 90°F. The

work shotld be removed from the solution, thoroughly rinse'
.with hot water,_ and air dried. The welding rod should also
be cleaned to obtain the best results.

ety Precautions

Goggles; gloves, and other equipment designed to protect the
s and skin of the welder should be worn;

The possibility of fire caused by welding magnesium metal is
yremote because the temperatur of beginning fusion must Le reached
ore solid magnesium ignites and sustained burning occurs only
this_ temperature is maintained. Finely divided magnesium particles,
h as grinding dust, filings; shavings, borings, and chips present
e hazrd, since they ignite readily if proper precautions are
taken. MAgnesium scrap of this type is not common to welding

ration. If a magnesium fire does start, it can be extinguished
h dry sand, dry powdered soapstone, or dry cast iron chips. The
ferred extinguishing agents for magnesium fires are graphite
e powders.

WELDINO PROCEDURES:

Because of-i&iipid aRidition when magnesium is heated to
melting point, an it gas (argon or helium) is used to shield
metal during TIG welding.

Direct current machines of the stable arc type operating on_
erse polarity (electrode positive) and alternating curat_machines,
h a_high.frequency.current superimposed on the normal welding
rent, are used on_magnesium. Both alternating and direct current

hines_are used for thin_gage material. However, because of better
etratingpower; alternating current machines are used on material

3/16 inch thidk. Helium is more practical than argon for use
h direct current reverse polarity; however; three times as much
ium by volume as argon it required for a given amount of welding.
on is used with alternating current.

The electrodes, which are composed of tungsteni are held in
aterrcooled torch equipped with required electrical cables and
tings and an.inlet and nozzle for the inert gas.

The two magneatam 'alloys, in the form of sheet, plate, and .

rusion, that are most commonly used for applications involving
ding are ASTM-1A Uederal Specification QQ-M-54), which is alloyed
ii- manganese, and ASTM-AZ3& (Federal Specification QQ-M-44)., which

alloyed with Aluminum,"inganese, and zinc.

Less preparation is required for welding with alternating current
a with direct current because of the greater penetration obtained.

Bts up to 1/4 Ana thidkness may be welded from-one side with

luare butt joint; Sheets over 1/4 inch thick should be welded
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from both sides when the_tature of the structure permits, as sounder

Welds'mayhe,obtained Andaett warpage results. For a double V_joint,

theincludedagIe should extend from both sides to leave a minimum_

1/16 indhirooeface in the center of thesheets; It welding a dObble

V joint, the back of the first bead should_ be. chipped out, using

a,Chipping_hammer fitted with a cape Chitel, to remove oxide film,

dirt and.incompletely fused are -before the second head is added.

In this manner maximum soundness obtained.

The gas should ttatt_floviing a fraction of a second before

the arc is struck. With direct current, the arc is struck by brushing,

the tungsten electrode over the surface. With alternating current,

the arc should be started and §topped_by means of a remote control

switch. The average arc length should be about 1/8 inch in using

In welding with ahernating current, maximum penetration is

obtained when the end of the 'electrode is held flush with or slightly

below the surface of the work. The torch should be held nearly

perpendicular to the surface of the work and the welding rod added

from a position as nearly parallel with the work as possible.

Welding should progress in a straight line at a uniform speed,

with no rotary or weaving motion of the rod or torch, except for

large corner joints or fillet welds. The welding can be fed either

continuously:or intermittently, but care should be taken to avoid

withdrawing the heated end from the protective gaseous atmosphere

during the welding operation. Forehand waiding, in which the welding

rod precedes the torches in the direction of welding, is preferred.

If stops are necessary', the weld shoul& 1e started About 1/2 inch

back from the end of the weld when welding is resumed.

Because of the high coefficient of thermal expansion and conductiVity,

the control of distortion in the welding of,magnesium presents Asome

difficulties, but rigid fixing, small beads, and selected sequence

in welding minimize distortion. Magnesium parts can beVtfaightened

by holding them in position with clamps and heating to 300 to 400°F.

If this heating is done by local torch application, care must be

taken not to overheat the metal and thereby'destruy its properties.

If cracking is encountered during the welding of certain magnesium

alloys, starting and stopping plates may be tsed to overcome this

difficulty. These plates consist_ of scrap pieces of magnesium stock

butted_against opposite ends of the joint to be welded, as shown

in A of figure 23. The weld is started in one of -:.he abutting plates,

continued across the-junction, along the joint to be welded, and

stopped on the opposite abutting plate. If a V groove is used,

the abutting gates ihould alto be grooved. An alternate method

is to start the weld in the middle of th-,! joint and weld to each

edge kitem B, figure 23). Cracking may alto be minimized by preheating

the plate and fixture to 200° to 400°F, and sometimes, by increasing

the speed of the weld.



`,

QUESTIONS

STARTING
PLATE

aw111.

-----(coomtwommORK10 STOPPING
PLATE

START WELD-

FROM CENTER

FIRST DIRECTION

.SECOND DIRECTION

Figure Minimizing Cracking airing Welding.

Note: Answer the questions at the end cr this chapter on

a separate sheet of paper.

1. Name some extinguishing agents used for magnesium fires.

2. HOW is maximum penetration obtained when welding magnesium

with AC?

'3. How is cracking minimized when welding magnesium?

4. List three ways to minimize distortion when welding magnesium.

5. What is the major alloying elements in 9Z92A magnesium?

REFERENCES .

1. AIthouseiTurnquist/Bowditchi Modern Welding Handbook, (Chapters

11 and 18), 1967.

2. TO 34W4=1=5, Welding Theory-and Apaicatiolh, Chapter 7;
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Metal NDI-Branch
Chanute AFB, Minas

JOINTS OF A-286 ALLOY

OBJECTIVES

I7
3ABR53230-SG-506

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruc-

tion, you will be able to:

1. Apply the proper welding techniquei to weld joints in A-

286 alloy,

INTRODUCTION

A-286 is an iron base alloy used ta.thecoOttruction-df the

newer jet engines. It is in the work hardenable chromium-nickel
austenitic stainless_ steel group antis nonmagnetic.. It develops

hardness by titanium precipitation with a smaller hardening affect

produced by molybdenum. A-286 is able to withstand more than 10,000

-pounds per squ'aie inch -stress rupture) for 100 hours at temperatures

ranging from 1200° to 2000°F and is_ able to retain its strength

up,t1to 1400°F.

Trid A=286 alloy is a superaIIcy and is rather difficult to weld

until the technique is mstered. The weld requirements on A-286

material is very critical and all weld repairs on aircraft jet engine

carts must be accomplished by metals processing technicians who

have been trainei and trtified on A-286 metal.

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE ENERGY AND RESOURCES

While inert. gas Shielded welding' -286 alloy sheet, you Will

zompIete all beads with minimum amount of filler rod. After. you

have completed a weld, cut the_Specitet as close to the bead as

possible,- and utilize the remainder Of the specimen to conserve

materials;

WEEDING A=286

TIG welding haa been found to be the best suited fusion welding

process for repairing or welding A-286 alloy. Argon as shielding

is preferred on material of light gage, with helium being used on

heavier materiai. The welding of -4=286 alloy is more critical than

other alloys of this type in that there.is a greater danger of cracking

if the weld is notNproperly shielded or if it is permitted to burn

through without a b'ackup of either shielding gas or a copper backup

block;
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Requirements

The welding requirements of A-286 alloy are critical and in

order to produce full metal strength, the proper penetration and

reinforcement must be mentained. The weld specifications for the

butt and tee joints are given below.

1. Butt joint - 100% penetration 'inds5% to 30% reinforce=

ment.'

2. Tee joint - 25% to 80% penetration.

Butt Joint Preparation

1. Low current.setting of_35 to 40 amperes (DC - straight

polarity). ,

2. Remove sharp edges or burrs with file.

3. Clean weld area using stainless steel brush or wool. If

emery cloth_is used, remove_dust-before welding.

= 4. .Position gas shield backup or close-fitting copper plate.

5. Spacing: 0.020 inch. ,

6. Backup gas rate: 3 to 10 cubic feet per hour (cfh)..

Gas shielding rate: 12 to 15 cubic feet per hour (cfh).

8. Tungsten electrode: Grind to a needle point and extend

approximately 3/16 to 1/4 inch beyond gas cup.

9. Torch angle: 75° to 90°.

10. Edge preparation: Sheet heavier than .060 inch,

to 50% T.

Tee Joint Preparation

1. Tackidi: three places on the backside.

2. End tacks at least 1/8 inch from ends.

edges

;Clean weld area with emery paper and remove dust before

welding.

4. Thinner coupon or stock used as lower plate.

5. Keep electrode pointed. .

44
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C.:

Welding Procedures

The following listed steps are general procedures to follow

when welding A-286 alloy:

1. Clean all parts thoroughly before Welding,. All scale;

grease, and foreign material mustbe removed from the area to be

welded.

2; Set current for thickness of material to be welded.

;-)

3; Check all taCks for cracks before welding over them;

4. Use copper tabs to start and finish the arc whenever possible.

7. 5:'Keep-fEe'tiTier'wite prorett e

all times.

6. If it is necessary to stop and start again,grind'OUt

the point where the weld was stopped before restarting;

7. To stop the weld, use the foot control rheostat to help

eliminate crater cracks. Do not terminate welds on Sharp corners.

There is danger of cracks occurring if you terminate welds on sharp

corners.

.8 When it is necessary, welding Should be sequenced to tihitlt

stress introduced during welding.

9. To avoid distortion, copper and argon backup shields should

be used whenever possible. If it is possible to use both, do so;

but every effort should be made to use at least one.

QUESTIONS -

Note: Answer the questions at the end-of this chapter on a

separate sheet of paper.

1. What is the base metal for A-286?

2. To what group of stainless steel does A-286 belong?

3. How is A-286 hardened?

4. Why are welds on;A-286 sometimes sequence welded?

5. When multipass welding;what should be done to each bead

welded?

REFERENCE

1. AlthouseiTurnquist/Bowditch, Modern Welding-Handbook, (Chapters

11 and 18), 1967.
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Hetal.& NDI Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois.

,

OBJECTIVES

AP

JOINTS OF CHROMOLOYs

173

3ABR53230=SG=507

After completing thit study,guide and your classroom instruc-

tion; you will be able tcii

1. Applythe correct techniquee and procedures for welding

dhromoloy.

INTRODUCTION

Chromoloy is one of the many- new alloys being used in our pres nt

day aii-craft. This alloy meets.the medium high temperature se

requirements of jet engine turbine sections. It must be free of

all defects, such as Iaps, seams, seals, crackt, hard spots, and

any other defect which may be detrimental to the use of the material.

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE ENERGY AND RESOURCES

while inert gas shielded welding dhromoloy sheet, you will

complete all beads with minimum amount of filler rod. After you

have completed a weld, cut the specimen as close to the bead as

possible, and utilize remainder of the specimen to conserve materials:

CHROMOLOY

Chromoloy is processed in the annealed condition. After a part

has been fabricated by welding, it is normalized at I725°F for.two

hours, and then air-cooled. This proddces a hardness of approximately

RC 36-40. If it is tempered at 1200°F for two_hours and air-cooled,

the minimum hardness will be approximately RC 30.

Since chromoloy is a new alloy, you stiVtla become familiar

with its properties, dharacteristics, and the welding procedures

used to repair it. The ctual-weldin`g technique used to weld dhromoloY

should present no problem foi your Chromoloy is one of the'easiest

to weld of the new alloys used in the aircraft field.

YELDING CHROMOLOY

Thefoliawing equipment and materials are used to ensure production

of quality welds in dhromoloY:

1. "Welding machine -..AC=DC rectifier with foot control rheostat.

2; Lighttieight (inert gas) arc welding torch.



3. Two percent thoriated tungsten electrode;

4; -Argon gas for protective shielding.

5. Argon gas for backup gas (copper plate) .

6. Welding lens: Use number 8, 9; or IO: Anything over 10

is not recommended.

1; Lightweight gloves.

8. Copper-coated_chromoIoy filler wire or sheared stock for

inert gas welding.

The following steps are general procedures to be used when welding.

clhromoloy:
am.g

1; Low current setting: 45 to 55 amperes, DC, straight polarity;_

2. Remove sharp edges or burrs on material with file.

3. Clean -the weld area, usg stainless steel brush or Wool.

If emery cloth is used, remove dus before welding;

4; Position gas shield hadkup,tir cliAe fitting topper plate;

5. Spacini:. 0.020 inch.

Backup gas rate: 3 to 10 cubic feet.per hour (cfh).

7; Gas shielding rate: 172 to 15 cubic feet per hour.(cfh).

8; Tungsten electrode: Grind to a needle or sharp point

and extend approximately 3/16 to I/4 inch beyond gas cup.

9. Torch angle! 75 to 90.

IO; Remove All of the toppef coating from the filler. rod -prior

to welding;

QUESTIONS

Note: Answer the questions at the end of this chapter on

a separate sheet of paper.

1, In what condition is chromoloy processed?

What type filler wire is used for welding qhromoloy?
,*

3. What is the current setting recommended when welding chromoloy?

4. Explain the electrode preparation for welding chromoloy.

5. Explain the use of chromoloy on aircraft.

i 48
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le Althousenurnquist/Bowditcb,
ModernWel4dIng_Handbook, (,Chapters
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Metal & NDI Branch
Chanute AFB, IllinoiS

BUTT JOINTS OF NICKEL BASE ALLOYS

.3ABR532307S G-508

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your clasSroom instruction,

you will be able to:

1. .Apply the techniques and procedures to weld nickel base

alloys.

INTRODUCTION

Inconel is a nickel base alloy used in the hot section of je

engines. Although it reacts to heat much the game as carbon stee

it maintains 1.ts strength at temperatures of 1400° to 1800°F.

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE ENERGY AND RESOURCES

While inert gas shielded welding nickel base alloy sheet, you

will complete all bdadS-with minimum amount of filler rod. After

yott have completed a weld, cut the specimen as close to the bead

as possible, and utilize remainder of the specimen to conserve materials.

NICKEL BASE ALLOYS

Generally, good mechanical properties, strength and ductility

are inherent in welded joints in all nickel and high nickel alloys.

Similar to the welding of other metals, the weld joint area should

be clean. All preservatives - dirt,, grease, oil, scale, paint, crayon.

marks, etc., must be removed before starting the welding operation.

Inconel is susceptible to embrittlezZEI-by sulfur and lead which

may be contained in the residual contaminants during the welding

process.

The coefficient ofthermal expansion of inconel is about the

same as that of the ca on steels and consequently, warpage and

stress resulting from, ifflating will be approximately the same. Welding

shouldbe used wherever possible to help dissipate excessive

h us eliminating some warpage. Also, the same jOint designs

'used ar.carbon steels are used to weld iriconel.

WELDING INCONEL

The equipments used to weld inconel is the same as for the other

superalioys. -You-need a good ACDC welding machine, an inert gas

welding torch, a 3-66t-control, 2%-thoriated tungsten electrode.



The current for welding inconel should be DC strength polarity.

The current setting depends upon the thickness of the material you

are-welding. After you have selected the current setting for a particular

piece of material, further adjustments can be made with the foot

control. The foot controlalso helps protect the weld after the

current is shut off by allowing the gas to continue to flow until

the weld has cooled. This helps to.prevent oxidation of the weld

surface.

The electrode should be ground to a sharp tapering point. Be

careful not to allow'it to toudh the molten pool or the filler rod.

This causes it to become contaminated so that it has to be reground.

The electrode should not extend more than 1/2 inch beyond the end

of the gas cup--

-Be ure that th gas cup is the proper size for the work. It

should be large enough o maintain adequate gas coverage when you

are adding filler rod. A up smaller or larger may allow the surrounding

atmosphere to contact the hot weld and cause oxidation.

Whenever possible, the weld Shbuld be made in a still atmosphere,

free from air currents or drafts. It should be protected with shielding

gas ftot both sides; If a backup gas cannot be used, gas welding

flUX may be used to protect the underside of the weld.

The following steps are general procedures to follow when welding

inconel:

1. Clean the edges of the joint and remove all burrs with

A file. .

2. Select the proper current setting.

3. Check to be sure the cooling water and cover gas are on.

Select'the proper filler rode

.Set the shielding and backup gee .to'the proper pressure;

6. Start the-arc:and weld the joint, keeping a tbrdh angle

of 75° to 90°.

QUESTIONS

Note: 'Answer the questions at the end of this chapter on

a separate sheet of paper.

.1. What is the base metal in inconel?

2. What two elements cause brittleness in welds when welding

inconel? -
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3. What material is used to protect the weld if a backup

gas cannot be used?:

4; How does the coefficient of expansion in inconel compare

to carbon steel?

5. Explain electrode preparation for welding inconel.

REFERENCE

1. Althouse/Turnquist/Bowditch, Modern-Welding-Handbook, (Chapter

11), 1967,.
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Metal & NDI Branch
,Chanute AFB, Illinois

OBJECTIVES

3ABR532307.=SG-509

BUTT JOINTS OF TITANIUM AND TITANIUM ALLOY SHEET

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruc-

tion, you will be able to:

1. Apply the techniques and procedures used to weld titanium.

INT1 3DOCTION

Titanium is an abundant metal, occurring in the earth's crust

to the extent of .064 percent and is fourth in order of abundance

of the chemical agents. It is found in all soils combined with other

elements. Its ore are rutile (T:02) and ilmenite (Fe T:03), among

others, and they occur in widely distributed areas. Known ore reserves

in the United States and Mexico are estimated at 350 million tons

of refined metal.

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE ENERGY AND RESOURCES

While inert gas shielded welding titanium ana.titatium alloy

sheets;' you will .dathplete all beads with minimum amount:of filler
roth'After you-,have ;'-ileted a weld, cut the speciietas close

to the -bead as possik: and Utiiite the remainder- of the-specimen_
.

to conserve. mterials. .

TITANIUM. AND TITANIUM -ALLOYS

a light, strong; corrosion resistant and ductile

metal; fills the gap between aluminum and stainless steel so far_

as weight and strength -at intermediate temperatures are concerned.

;It is considerably lighter than stainless steel (18-8)'and someWhat

heavier than aluminum.. Its StratgthtOtpares favorably to stainless

;',Steel at temperatures beloW 950°F. Above this temperaturit absorbs

atmospheriC gases and becomes extremely brittle. Titanitm is not

atitable-f6r-appacati6ts irvhotsections of jet, cir reciprocating

engines and cannot replace'steinlesa steel 'except in application

'of intermediate.or low temperature service.

.'Some aluminum alloyg are stronger than titanium per unit: of

weights, but lose this advantage in the low temperature range. Titanium

'has a greater corrosion resistance than aluminum, but this advantage

is.offset somewhat by its greater density and leSter workability

and weldability._ Titanium is replacing aluminum ''in aircraft where

high strength and resistance tp sea water are prime consiaeratiots.
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Altminum holds its own in low stressed parts_and assemblies where_

the characteristics of titanium cannot be fully used and. where its

greater weight is a disadvantage. Table_2iComparison of Titanium

with Other Airdraft Metals, is based upon comparative studies-and

presents some comparative data with stainless steels ar.d 75-S aluminum

alloy;
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Sores Ith Per MUa wifta

Sia Water era Abseepherle
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"Stateless Sigel
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Table 2; Comparison of Titanium With Other Aircraft Metals.

Here are some new and contemplated uses of titanium. You can

visualize some-requirements of the part frint its name and location.

1. Aircraft skins.

2. Engine shrouds.

3. Fire walls.

4. -Longerons.

5. Frames.

6. Landing gear doors.

,..7u Hydraulic lines.

B. Fittings.

9. , Access doors.



10. Air ducts.

11. Fasteners.

12. RibS.

13. Spais.

14. Flaps.

15.. Slat tracks.

16. Shear pins.

17. Wingtips.

COMPOSITION YIELD STRENGTH_DESIONATION

fl

ULTIMA TE
TENSILE-STICENGTH0_

AMS 4900 Comm. Pure 55p00 psi 654000 psi

4901 Comm: Pure 78000 scpa

4908 8% Mn Alloy 11E1000 1201)00

4925 411.A1-4%Mn Alloy 1304000 1401100

Spite. MIL- .

T-9047 C12 1.5%Fe Z.7%Fe 130,00 _ 1404/00

Spec. MIL- -
T-9047 C13 3%A 1-5%Cr 140r0 160000

_ .
ese are typical strengths and may no co oral Til er spec ieat on..

Ta5te 3. Titanium Tensile and Yield Strengths.

_ .

Commercially pure-titanium, AMS 4900 and 4901, have minimum

yield-strengths of 55,000 and 70,000 psi respectively (table 3)

Tensile strengtha_are 65,000 and 80,000 respectively. They can be

cold worked, however, to reach substantially higher strengths but-

witb-a consequent loss of ductility.

:The-titanium-bangatiete alloy (AMS 4908) has a'yield strength

Of-110,000 and a tensiie:str4ngta of 120,000 psi in the annealed

condition: _This alloy_can be effeCtiVely heat treated; .but the

precisemethdda have n3t-Seen Clearly established and agreed upon .

by the leading research` laboratories; The titanium manganese aluminum

alloy has a .yielii:Strikigth ofX30;000 and a tensile.strength_of

140;090 psi; .This:alloYlit identified by
Specification AMS 4925.'

It is considered an excellent alloy -for forgingsi as-well as for .

sheet. Other alloys haVe been deValoped'containing :ious percentages

of aluminum, manganese, iron, chrotidt, and carbon. ..ome of them. .

develop wellover 200i000'psii.bUtard generally hard and have poor

work 'andweldabiliti. Gi.ades ANS 4900 and 490L on the other hand,

haVe good ductility and are weldable:
-.



IDENTIFICATION OF TITANIUM

PRODUCERS DESIGNATION COMPOSITION AMS SPEC NO.

Rem Cru RC-55 (Old'COde) Commercially Pure 4900
A-55 1Current code)

Rem Cru RC=70 (Old. Code) Commescially Pure 4901
A=70 (Current Code)

Rein Crii RC-130A (Old Code) 8% Mn Alloy 4908
C-110M (Current Coili)

Rem Cru RC-1303 (Old CUde) 4 AL=4MN Alloy 4925
C -130 AM (Current Code)

Republic Steel RS.;55 Commercially Pure 4900

Republic Steel RS-70 Commercially Pure 4901

Republic Steel. RS-110-A 8% Mn Alloy 4906

Republic Steel RS-130 4A I -414n Alloy 4925'

Titanium Metals Ti-55A Commercially Purc 4900

Titaninin Mi.ft15 Ti-75A Commercially Pure 4901

Mallory-Sharon Grade III Commercially Pare 4900

Mallory-Sharon Grade La Commerically-Pure 4901

Mallory - Sharon 8% Mn Alloy 8% Mn Alloy 4908

Mallory-Sharon 4M.n-4A1 Alloy 4bin-4A1 Alloy 4925

Table 4. Identification of -Titanium by Code and Specification Nuinbers.

Titanium, in the commercially pure fora, is silvery-gray in

appearance resembling unpolished staialess steel, but with slight

more luster. It is nonferrout and nomagnetic. It weighs 0.163 pounds

per cubic inch as compared to 0.283 pounds per cubic inch forsteel.,

It-grinds very slowly and. gives off bright) white sparks with traces

ending in brilliant.white bursts. About 90 percent of these traces

terminate.in bushy bursts within 19 indhei of the grinding wheel.

The remaining 10 percent,may reach a distance of six feet'depending.

upon ,wheelSpeeaand pressure applied against ehe wheel. This spark

.
color and behavior is unique and, therefore, reliable as a quick, --

easy shop test. Moistened titanium leavesa gray-white mark when

it is rubbed on gets. -This-mark is clearay discernible and resists

efforts to remove it by rabbing with the hands. Titanium is also

identified by the manufacturer's code stock, as shoign in table 4.

Aircraft parts, fabricated of titanium are identified by the word

.

"titanium" etched or Stamped in'a conspicious plaCe.

Some difficulty may arise in trying to distinguish pure titanium

from its alloys. This can be done by.uting a simple chemical test.

This test does mot require any special laboratOry equipment and may

be performed in the shop.
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Cut a small test strip off both pieces to be identified and

reflux them separately for one hour in 50cc of concentrated hydrochloric

acid. Both_solutions will become purple_or violet in color after

one hour. Decant the solutions separately and to about 5cc of each

solution, add an equal volume of three percent hydrogen peroxide.

If one solution contained a pure titanium test strip, it will become

orange - yellow in color; if the other solution contained an alloy,

it will become deep red-orange in color. There remaina, however,

the problem of determining whether the alloy so identified is titanium

manganese, titanium manganese aluminum, or some other combination.

This problem too can be solved by chemical tests, but the procesa

is rather involved. If quantitative analysis must be nade, the

alloy in .question should be sent to a laboratory.

The procedures for welding titanium and titanium alloys are

Similar to other metals. Some processes, however, such as oxyacetylene

or arc welding processes using active gases, cannot be used due

to the high chemical activity and sensitivity of titanium to embrittlement

by contamination. Processes that are satisfactory for welding titanium

and titanium alloyt include inert gas shielded metal arc welding

and spot, seam, and flash welding. All of these processes provide

for shielding of the molten weld metal and heat affected zones that

would be affected by active elements. Prior to welding, titanium

and its alloys should be free of all scale and other material that

misht cause weld contamination.

WELDING TITANIUM
_

most weldmenta are Made with commercially pdre-titenium; :Unfortunately:

the' stronger alloys (elphe=beta types) are not for welding

betauSe of brittleness that develops along the heat affected. zone

adjacent to the weld; These alloys are 'easily welded and the weld

tenaile strength is good; bUt-the heat affected zone is weak.

Inert gas arc, either consenable electrode;Or:tunsten; is
the'

..enlyfusion protest recommended for pure titaniut. The reason is ;

titanium's affinity for atmospheric -gases at the welding heat. -The:.

use of argon br,helium, or a mixture_of the -two;, dispels oxygen

and nitrogen and allows welds tb;be:made that reach base metal-strength.

The gas shield must be dense and both sides of tha joint- must be

protected. =_A plate of, copper or brass may be usedPfor this backup'

plate, proVided it is designedTto_afford_a high. degree-ofprotectiOn.

An auxiliary stream of inert gas diretted against this back Side ..
has aIsoheen foUnd_to be effective. A good Measureof weld protection

is the extent ofoxide,dOlOring:in the weld Area._ With a normal

argon flow: of five liters per_minute,the weld. and weld area will

range in color from gold:to blue-green to ptirp/e. SuffidientTprotection;

:Will not have been attained_dntil theSe colors disappear and the

Weld and weld.areais
practidelie.entical. to the base = metal color.

k.fIoW.through the torch of 20 cubite feet pet hour is usually sufficient

is welding thin sheet at.e slow speed of travel. Assheet.thickness

andior travelA..i increased,
shielding of-the hot metal trailing.

the arc becomes a problem. An auxiliary stream of. ieS, or an apt-mi.

Should_be used. that proVidda an inert shield fora diStande:of at

least two indheeqdepending on weldment thickness) behind the arc.
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Some manufacturers are using closed welding containers to provide

prdtection. In this process, the welding equipment and weldment

are placed:ind collapsible or rigid chamber, sealed, purged free

of air,-and then filled with,inert gas. This process has many disadvantageS

so far-as aircraft repair is concerned. The size of titanium parts

and the inac.zessibility of cracks dictates the use of conventional

equipment with slight modificaZionS to improve gas protection:

-Several such modifications and improvised methods have been

ieported. One effective and very simple method is to '...ape a strip

of paper over the penetration sic of the joint with provisions

for a stream of helium to enter one end and escape at the other.

Steel, copper, and aluminum backup plates are also used, some grooved,

with an inert atmdsphere filling the groove, and some plain and

close fitting.

Surface Preparation

Surface cleaning is important in preparing titanium and its

alloys for welding. Proper surface cleaning prior to welding reduces
contamination of the weld dud to surface scale or other foreign

materials.

Several cleaning procedures are used, depending on the surface

condition of the base and filler metals. Surface conditions most

often encountered are as follows:

1. Scald=fred (as received from the niII).

2. Light scale (after
temperature; i.e., less than

3. Heavy scale (after

at high temperature).

hot forming or annealing at intermediate
1300°F).

hot forming, annealing, or.forging

Metals that are scale -free can be cleaned by simple degreasing.

Metals with light oxide scald should be cleaned by acid pickling.

In order to zinimize hydrogen pickup, pickling_ solutions for this

operation shouId have a nitric acid concentration greater than twenty

perceit. Metals to be welded should be pickled for 1 to 20 minutes

at a.bath temperature from 80to 160°F. After pickling, the parts

are rinsed in hot water.

Metals with a heAVY_SCale should be cleaned with sand; grit,

vaporbIasting, molten 'sodiUM hybtide Salt bdths,ormoltencauseic
baths Sand;.grit; or vaporblasting ispreferred_if it isappli-

cable; Hydrogen-pickup may occur with often bath temperatuteand
_ _

PiCkliag titie Bath temperature shouId ,
held at about 750° to

850°F. Parts should not be pickIed-any lOnger than necessary to

remove scale. After heavy scale is removed; the metal should be

pickled.' N
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Surfaces 'of metals that may have undergone oxyacetylene flame -

cutting' operations have a very heavy scale and may contain micro

cracks due to excessive contamination or the metallurgical characteristics

of the alloys. The best cleaning method for flame-cut surfaces

is to remove the contaminated layer aad any cracks that may be present

by machining operations. Certain alloyt can be stressed immediately

after cutting-to prevent the propagation of these cracks into the

heat affected base metal. This stress relief is usually made in

conjunction with the cutting operation.

Shielding

Very good shielding conditions are necessary to produce arc

welded joints with maximum ductility and toughnett. To obtain these

conditions, the amount of air or other active gases which contact

the molten weld'metais and adjacent heated Tones must be very law.

INERT GASES. Both helium and argon are used as shielding gases.

With helium as the shielding gas, higher.welding speeds and better

penetration are obtained than with argon, but the arc is more stable

in argon. For "open-air" welding operations, most welders prefer

argon as the shielding gas because its density is greater than that

of air. Mixtures of argon and helium also are used. With mixtures,

the arc Chracteristics of both helium and argon are obtained. The

mixtures usually vary in composition from about 2© to 80 percent

argon. They often are used with consumable electrode process. To

provide adequate shieldingfor the face and root sidet of welds,

special precautions often are taken. These precautiont include

the use of baffles, trailing shields, and special backing fixtures

in opea=air welding and the use of Aert gas-filled welding Chambers.

WEL- DING CHAMBER- S. 'For some applications,.inert gas-filled

welding chambers are used. The advantage of using such chaaibers

is that good shielding may beobtained for the root and faCe-of_

the weld without.theyse of special fixturet. Also, the surface

appearance of such welds is a fairly reliable measure of shielding

conditions.. -The use of chambers is especially desirable when -complex

.joints,ard'being welded. However, chambers are not required for

many applications and their use may be limited.

Welding Chambers vary_it size and shape- depending on their

use and the size of assemblies -to be welded. The inert atmospheres

.
may be obtained byevcuatiiag the Chaiber and filling it, with helium

or argon, purging the diaMber with inert gas, and collapsing the

chamber to. expel air and refilling the Chamber with an inert gas.

PlaStio bags have-been used?inthis latter manner.. When the atmospheres

are obtained by purging orLcollapsing the chambers, inert gas usually

Lesupplied through the welding torch '-to ensure, complete rotection

of the welds.
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OPEN AIR WEEDING. to open air welding operations, the
methods used to shield the face of the weld vary with joint design,
welding- conditions, and the thickness of the materials being

joined. The matt critical area In regard to shielding is the

molten weld puddle. Impurities diffuse into the molten metal
very rapidly and remain in solution. The gas flowing through a
standard welding torch is sufficient to shield the molten zone.
Because of the low thermal conductivity of titanium, however, Lae
molten puddle tends to be larger than in other metals: For this

reason, and because of the very good shielding conditions

required in welding titanium, larger nozzles are used on the
welding torah, with proportionally higher gas flows than are

required for other metals. Also, chill bars often are used to

limit the size of the puddle.

The primary sources of contamination in the molten weld puddle

are- in the gas"flow from the welding torch, oxidation
of hot filler rods, insufficient gas flaw, small nozzles on the
welding torch, and impure shielding gases.

A. FLAT BUTT OR LAP WELDS

_

B. CORNER WELDS

Pig re. 24. Baffle Arrci gements Vsed to Improve Shielding
for the Face of Welds.
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If turbulence occurs in the gas flowing from the torch; air

willbeabosrbedbythemtalandcontamination
will result. Turbulence

is generally caused by excessive amounts of gas flowing through

the torch, long arc lengths, air currents blowing across the weld,

and joint design. Contamination from this source can be minimized

by adjutting as flows and arc lengths and by placing bafflet alongside

the weldt. Baffles protect the weld from drafts and tend to retard

the flaw of shielding gas from the joint area. Chill bars or the

clamping toes of the welding fixture can serve_ as baffles (figure

24). Baffles are especially important for making corner type welds.

General Information

In manual welding operations with the tungsten arc process,

oxidation of the hot filler metal is a very important source of

contamination. To control it, the hot end of the filler wire st

be kept within the gas shield of the welding torch. The we er

must be trained to keep the filler wire sh.:.eIded in weldin titan-

ium and its T-oys. Even with proper manipulation, howev r, contamination

from thit source probably cannot be eliminated complete' -.

Weld contamination which occurs in the molten weld

especially hazardous because the impurities go into_solu

do not cause discoloration. Although discolored welds may

been improperly shielded while molten, weld discoloration i

by contamination which occurs after the weld has solidified.

WATER.
INLET

TORCH

WATER -(
DRAIN

1J

I

and
eve-
caused

BRASS TRAILING SHIELD

POROUSBRONZE
DIFFUSION PLATE

NOTE

i
...-

ALL DIMENSIOr, SHOWN ARE IN INCHES

Figure 25.

5
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Most of the auxiliary.equipment used on torches to weld titanium

is designed to improve shielding conditions for the welds as they

solidify and cool. Etwever, if the welding heat input is law and-/=

the welds cool to temperatures below about 1200° to 1000°F, while

they are shielded by the gas flowing from the welding torch, auxiliary

shielding equipment_is'not required. If the welds are at excessively

high temperatureS after they are no longer shielded by the welding

torch, then auxiliary shielding should be supplied

Trailing shields often are used to supply auxiliary, shielding.

These shields extend behind the welding torch and vary considerably

in size, shape, and design. Sometimes they are incorporated into

special cups which are used on the welding torch. They,nay consist

only of tubes or hoses attached to the torch or manipulated by hand

to direct _a stream of inert gas on the welds. Figure 25 shows a

drawing of one type_of trailing shield currently in use:_ Important

features of this,shieid are that the porous diffisuion plate allows

an even flow of gas over the entire shield area and prevents turbulence

in the gas stream; and the shield fits _on the torch so that a continuous

gas Streara-bietween the torch and shield is obtained.

Baffle§ also are beneficial in improving shielding_ conditions

for welds by retarding the flow of shielding gas from the joint

area; Baffles may be placed alongside the weld, over the top, or

at the ends of the weld. In'sone instances, they may actually form

a chamber around the arc and molten weld puddle. Also, chill bars

may be used to increase weld cooling rates and may make auxiliary

shielding unnecessary.

In open air welding operations, a means must be provided for

shielding the.root or back of the welds. Backing fixtures often

are used for this purpose. In one type, an auxiliary supply of inert

gag is provided to shield the back of the weld. In the other, a

solid or grooved backup bar fitsItightly againttthe back of the

weld and provides the required shielding. Fixtures which provide

an inert gas_ shield are preferred, especially in
manual welding

operations with law welding speeds. Figures 26 and 27 Show backup

fixtures used in butt welding flat heavy plate and thin sheet, respectively.

Similar types of fixtures are used for other joint designs. However,

the design of the fikture varies with the design of the joints.

For fillet welds on tee joints, shielding should be suppIied.for

two sides of the weld in addtion to shielding the face of the weld.

for some applications, it may be easier to inclote the back

of the weld, as in a tank, and supply rt gas for shielding

.1);Jrposes. This method is necessary in welding tanks, tubes, or

other inclosed structures where access to the back.of the weld is

not possible. Also, in some weldments, it may be necessary to

machine holes or grooves in the structures in order to provide,

shielding gas for the 'hack or root of the wdldS.
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TORCH TORCH

BACKING FIXTURE

WATER COOLED

DIFFUSION PLATE

4 9 4
9.9.4,4

, A. FIRST PASS

BRASS

POROUSBRONZE B. SECOND PASS
. . RA PD 258188

Figure 26. Backing Fixtures for Welding Heavy Titanium Ptate;

1%.

1.....,.....PACKING FIXTURE

MATERIEL' FOR BACKING-
FIXTURE MAY BE COPPER.
ALUMINUM; OR MILD STEEL

HELIUM -.11s1LET _HOLES
IN GROOVES SPACED

I /2. TO 2 INCHES APART

Figure-27. Backing Fixtures for Welding Thin Sheets'.
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In circumferential welds, distortion may result_ in a loose

fitup between the material being welded and the backing fixture.

This condition may cause excessive weld contamination. One method

of overcoming this prOblem is to use-backing fixtures that will .

provide an inert gas Shield for the weld, even when there is a

.gap between the badking fixture and metal being welded. The type

of backing fixture shown in figure 16 will work in thiimanner.

Also,. a flexible backing fixture which wpuld conform to the weld

as it distorts would oliercome this problem.

Bend Or notch-toughness tests are the best methods for

evaluating shielding conditions, but visual inspection of the weld

surface, which is not an infallible method, is the only nondestruc-

tive means for evaluating weld quality at thepresent time. With

this method, the presence of a heavy gray scale with a nonmetallic

luster on the weld bead indicates that the weld_ has Seen contamina-.

ted badly and has low ductility. Also, the weld surface may be

shiny but have different colors, ranging from grayish=blue to

violet to brown. Thit type.of discoloration may be found on

several contaminated welds or may be due only to surface contamina-

tion, If'the discoloration is dud-only to surface contamination,

the veld may be satisfactory. However, the quality.of the weld'

cannot be determined without a destructive test. With good shielding

procedureS, weld surfaces are shiny and show no diScoloration. However,

if the weld is. improperly shielded in the high temperature zone

around. the arc and adequately shielded at lower temperatures, a severely

contaminated weld with a shiny surface can be produced.

Jpint Design

Joint designs for titanium are about the same as those used ___

for o.pher metals. For weIding a thin sheet, the tungsten arc process
_

generally is used. With this process,.butt welds may be made with

or without filler rod, depending of the thickness of the joint an ..-,

fitup. Special shearing procedures sometimes are used so that

root opening does not exceed 8 percent of the sheet thickness.

fitup is this good; filler rod is not required. . If fitup is n t'

this good, filler metal is to obtain full thickness joints.

In we 'rig thicker sheet (greater than about 0.090 inch), both 'thewe
tun en arc and consumable electrode processes are used with single

V Su t or square butt joints with a root opening. For welding titanium'

pla es, berg, or forgings, both the tungsterakc and consynable electrode

processes alsoart used with single and double Vjoints. In all

cases, good weld.penetration Iday be obtained without excessive "drop-'

_through." However, penetration and dropotthrough are controlled :.

more easily by the use of proper backing_ fixtures. Because of")the

low thermal conductivity.of titanium; weld beadS tend to be wider

than normal. However, the width of` the beads'is generally controlled

by using short arc lengths or by placing chill bars or the clamping

-,ttoes'of the fixtura.cloge to,the sides of the joints.
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Welding Variables

Welding:speed and current for titanium alloys depend on the

process used; shielding OS, thickness of the material being welded;

design of the backing fixtUresi-atd the _spacing of chill bars or

hold-down batt in the we/ding jig: Welding speeds vary from about

3-tO AO itdhet per minute: The highest Milditg.speeds are obtained

with the ConsUmable electrodes process. :In most cases; direct current.

is-used with.Straight polarity for the tungsten arc process and reverse

polarity for the consumable electrode process.

It setting up arc welding operations for titanium; the welditg

conditions-should be evaluated-oh the basis of weld joint properties

and appearance. Radiographs will ShoW if porosity or cracking is

present in the weld joint. -A simple betd test or notch-toughness

test will show whether or not theshielding conditions are adequate;

and a visual exaMitation_off, the weld. will show if the:weld penetration

and contour'are satisfactory. After adequate procedures are established;

careful controls are deSitable to ensure that the shielding conditions

are not changed.

Weld.Defects

Defects in arc welded joint's in titanium alloys consist mainly

of porosity and cold cracks. Weld penetration can be controlled

by adjusting welding conditions.

POROSITY. Weld porosity is rapidly becoming a =jot problem

in arc welding titanium alloys. Although acceptable limits for porosity

in arc welded joints have not been established, porosity has been

observed in tungsten arc welds in practically all of the alloys

-which appear suitable for welding operations. It does not extend

to the surface of the weld but has been detected in radiographs.

It usually occurs close to the fusion line of the welds. Weld porosity

may be reduced by agftating the molten weld puddle,atd adjusting

welding speeds. Also, remelting the weld Will eliminate some oE

the porosity- present after the first'pass. However, the latter

method of reducing weid porosity tends to increase weld contamination.

With adequate shielding-procedures and suitable alloys;

cracks should not be a problem; However; cracks have been iroublesone

in wilding some alloys. Wild cracks are attributed,to a number

of causes. Ii commercially pure titanium; welt metal cradks are -

believed to be caused by-excessive oxygen or nitrogen contamination.

These cracks are observed usually in weld craters. In some of the

alphabeta alloysi, transverse cradks in the meld metal and heat-

affected 'zona are believed to be due*to the law dudtility of the

weld zones: -However, cracks =-in these alloys . also 'may be due to contaminatiot

Cracks also have been observed in alpha beta welds made under restraint

and with high external stresses. -These cracks are sometimes attribUted

. to the hydrogea.content of the alloye. _If wild cracking.ia due.

to contamination; may be controlled byl improving shielding conditions.

However;_ repair velaing on excessively contaminated welds is not

practical ia many cases.



Cracks which are caused by the low ductility of welds in alpha-

--beta-alloys can be prevented by heat treating or stress relieving

the welded piece in a furnace immediately after welding. Oxyacetylene

torches also have been used for this purpose. However, care must_

be taken so that the welded parts are not overheated or excessively

contaminated by the torch heating operation. Cracks due to hydrogen

may be prevented by cacuum-annealing treatments prior to welding.

QUESTIONS

Note: Answer the questions at the end of this Chapter on

a separate sheet of paper.

1. DeScribe the sparks given off when grinding titanium.

2. How are aircraft parts made of titanium identified?

3. Most weIdments are made of what type of titanium?

4. Why is wading titanium in a purge chamber considered

impractical?

5. Which type of shielding gas is preferred for open air

welding of titanium? Why?

6. What is the purpose of the trailing shield?

7. What is the baffle used for when welding titanium?

REFERENCES

1. AIthouse/TurnquiSt/Bowditch, Modern Welding Handbook, (Chapter

11), 1967.

2. TO 34W4-1-5, Welding Theory and Application, Chapter 7.
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JOINTS OFHEAT_AND:CORROSION RESISTANT
FERROUS ALLOY PIPE .

OBJECTIVES

3ABR53230-SG-681

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction,

you will apply shop safety, good housekeeping and fire prevention

measures while welding pipe joints of heat and corrosion resistant_

ferrouS alloys in Accordance with the criterion checklist.

INTRODUCTION

You are about to'study one of the more difficult welding, opera=

tions you will be reqUired to perform, welding joints-of heat and

corrosion resistant ferrous alloy pipes. The alloy isn't new to you

but pipe is It is considered difficult to Veld because you have 360

Changes of direction to complete one pass. ThiS will be the major dif-

ficulty to overcome.

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT:OF DEFENSE .ENERGY AND RESOURCES

While you are in Block VI; do not-write in the training literaiure

provided you. _This is due to redistribution to subsequent classes;

AISO, while yOU are ou regular scheduled breaks, you will leave

lights on in the classroom unless the break is for a period of 20

minutes or more.

During clean -up of classrooMS and other areas, use of cleaning

materials should be kept to a minimum in order to reduce .cost In this

area. These procedures should be followed throdghout Block VI.

All weld bead§ must be completed and pipe cut so As_to.fully_

utilize all training material. After completing the weld, turn off

the argon badk-up gas to help conserve material;

PIPE WELDING TACTICS

TIG pipe_welditg'is different from oxyacetylene welding; t-The

highly doncentrated.heat-of the arc produce-6 a weld puddle which is

smaller and-eaSier to control than the weld puddles obtained With

other.processes. In addition, the weld penetration is deeper with.

the TIC process; and weIding_SPeedt are faster than with other

Methods; Because of these differendeS, special techniques have been

worked out for TIC pipe welding. EVeti thdtgh you_may..have had ex-

perience in p*ysetylete or covered electrode Veldiagt.or even in TIG

welding of -other materials, you will find that zalmnist learn e

set of skills Dor TIC pipe welding.; You will have to-be Able to.

"read" the weld-puddle And-understand what it tells you about the.



penetration and weld bead contour inside the pipe. When you are able

to respond automatically to theSe indidations_without taking the time

to think about them, you will have mastered the technique_of TIG pipe
Welding, and you will. be able to produce high quality welds in any

'joint design and in anyPosition.

TIG WELDING EQUIPMENT

Electrodes

A suits le supply-of 1/16 inch or 3/32 inch diameter electrodes,

with collets to hold them, should be available. Two percent thoriated

tungsten electrodes are preferred. Grind the electrode to a:point,

in order ta concentrate the energy of the arc in one spot.

. Shielding Gas

Weldini grade argon in cylinders or from an argon manifoId,system

is required. If cylinders are used, two cylinders; supplied with

argon regulators and fImmeiers, should be used; one for the gas sup-

ply to the torch, the other as a source of gas backing. If argon is

sUpplied from a manifold, two flowmeters are used to meter the argon

flow for the torch and for the gas backing

Figure 1. Comparison of Weide-AIMS With an Argon
Backing (Upper) and Without an Argon Edaking (`Ldiaer).

Gas Backing

is recommended as a backing gas for pipe welding, since it

is the most effective in preventing oxidation of the backside of the

weld. Figure 1 illustrates the pronounced improvement of the weld

bead when an argon backing is,used on carbon steel pipe. The lower

weld was made without gas backing; the upper weld used argon as _a gas

backing. Notice the irregularities and oxides on the lower weld, and

the smoothness and uniformity. of theupper weld. Even though the

weld made without a gas backing is irregular, it is still a great im-

provement over welds made with covered electrodes or by the

oxyacetylene irocess. The argon backing may be confined to the weld

areas by paper baffles, by completing filling the pipe'or by the use

of a removable backing device. The backside of the weld should first
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be purged with six volumes of argon for each volume between the baffles

of the backing device. therefore, a gas flow of 3 to 10 cubic feet

per hour should be maintained during welding. Higher flow rates ray .

be required if a joint spacing is used between the pipe sections.

Nitrogen has been used as a gas backing for the wilding of stainless

steel.pipe, and carbon dioxide has been tried. If nitrogen-or carbon

dioxide are used as a gas backing in welding, the backside of the weld

may be adversely affected due to chemical reactions of these gases

with the weld puddle.

Welding Power Supply

Direct current, straight polarity is used for welding all grades

of steel pipes. With straight polarity, the electrode is negative

and the work piece is positive. The power supply may be a DC

rectifier-type, of at least 300 ampere capacity. If a welding

generator is used, be sure to set it for maximum open circuit voltage,

to minimize changes in current which occur with changes. in arc length.
Rectifier-type power supplies usually do not have an open circilit

voltage"adjuttment. The 300-ampere rectifier is recommended so that

the operating point during welding will be at the steepest part of the

volt-ampere curve. When this occurs, changes in aic length will

produce only very small changet in current.

Other Supplies -

A welder's helmet with a number 10'oe number 12 shielding glass y

is needed to protect the operator's face and eyes. A pair of light

leather or cotton gloves should be worn. Avoid the use of the heavier

chrome-leather or asbestos, gloves, since they interfere with the

"feel" of the welding rod and torch 'during welding. A hand wire

brush, or power wire brush, should be available for removing any

oxide or surface contamination before tack welding. Stainless steel

Welding rod to match the stainless steel pipe being welded should

be used- _Rod of 1/16 inch diameter will generally be found acccptablc.

Rod of 3/32 inch may be used, but new operators tend to use too low

a current and welding speed with this size rod.

TIG WELDING STAINLESS STEEL PIPE

The vec-groove joint has been widely' accepted as a standard

joint design for pipe welding. The standard vee joint may buted
together and welded without filler rod on the root pass. Hnwe.i:::1.

for higher quality welds, or where porosity may be a problem, a joint

spacing of 1/16 to 3/32 inch should be used. Filler rod is then used-

on the root pass. The three standard pipe joints are shown in figure 2.

Tack Welding

The purpose of the tack weld IS to hold the pipe sections in

alignment;.and:mdmimize the amount:of contraction that may occur

during welding. If. you are going to use filler rod for the root pass

weld, you shoold-ilse.filler rod for the, tack weld. The sharp vee

joint,andr.the-Standard vee joint with. joint spacing, as. shown In

figure:2i both require filler rod for the root pass and the tack
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Figure 2. -TVpes of. Pipe Joints.

On these joints; make your tack welds about 3/4 to 1.2 inch

long_and space ihem evenly around fbe piPei about four to Sii tacks

per joint, depending on the pipe size. When7you make.the root:Patio

you may either Weld right over thetack weld (re- fusing the tack

weld); or you may 'simply tie into the edges of,the,taCk weldiand
allow the tack weld to-serVe as -part of the root pass. To stop.a

tack weldi.maneuver the weld ptddle_to one side of the pipe joint:_

and .increase 'the welding speed. This will dedreate the size of ihe:

Veld puddle; Br-dkk the arc when the.welcIpuddle has. disappeared

or decreased to a rather small size. This techniqUe is used to pre-

.vent any-dtacking which-may occur in the weld crater itself, .since .

the heal/ pipe vall,section will chill the small weld puddle very

quickly, and eliioiote any crater cracks which could later spread:

through the tack weld. If fillet rod_ia not to be used on the root

pass (such as with the U-joint, figure. filler rod should be

used on the tack weld. This time the tack welds should be relatively

small, about-1/8 indhlong,but space theM About every 2 to 2-1/2

inches around the pipe. Terminate the tack weld exactly -as before;

by carrying the puddle to the side and increasing the welding speed;

Figute 3 thbvsa:taCk weld in-a standard vee joint with joint spacing;

Filler rod_Wat Used for this vela; Figure 4 shows a tack Weld, made

.without filler rod -on TI=Joint.. Notice on both welds the way the

weId_was carried off to the side of the joint before the arc was

broken.

Starting and Stopping Weld Beads

In TIG pipe welding, all welds starts are "touch starts.
"

Simply

touch the electrode to the work piece and then withdraw the torch

about 1/16 inch to "draw" the arc. Do not let the electrode touch
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Figure 3. Tack Weld on 2tandard
Vee Joint With Spacing.

Figure 4.. Tack We4d on-VJOint.

the puddle during welding; since it may become contaminated. 'Con-

taminationaf the electrode can be prevented:by adjusting the_ _

elettrOde extension beyond the gas Cuji; so that the gas cup Will

keep the electrode from touching the puddle. If you d6 let the cup

ride on the pipe joittAnting welding; use a very light, torch Ares-

sure.. NeVet use a datbOt block for starting the arc; as the eledtrOde

will become contaminated -and cause an erratic; wandering arc. If the

electrode is contaminated; you have to retaper the point on a

grinding wheel. In piciing up a weld bead that was interrupted; begin

thi-puddle1/4 inch or more back frOM_the end Of-the previous bead to

ensure.. good fusion of the tWoeads; figure 5. Take special care

to Obtain complete_penetration_when tying in or welding over tack

welds; or where weld beads overlap. When approaching the_tadk Weld:

or the-overlap-bead; d6 not add filler rod for the last l/8 inch of

the weld; When the tack weld or he iad is reached; it will melt and

flow back over the 1/8 inch space and give complete penetration;
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STARTING WELD BEA

Figure 5. Starting and Stopping a Weld Bead.

Stopping a weld bead is accomplished in the same way the tack weldwas interrupted. Carry the puddle to the side of the pipe joint,increase the welding speed; and when the puddle edisappears or becomesvery amen, break the areby withdrawing the torch from the work, asshown in figure 5.

Figure 6. Tdrch Position &Jr Welding
Pipe in.the Yeitical Potition;

Figure 7; Correct Paddle -Shape ?or
.S'tandard Vee .With Joint S ar Cing;
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Standard Vee with Joint Spacing

After the joint has been properly tacked and placed in position

for welding; strike all arc on the pide_of_the joint and carry it to

the bottom of the joint. Let the arc dVell on the bottom of the

joint until a small weld puddle forms .on each side the vee; Then

add filler rod to the front of the weld puddle until the _puddle bridges

the joint opening. .±.(Do'not put the filler rod ditedtly into the arc.)

When you -add the filler rod; the rod should be almost tangent -to the

pipe tutfaddi.and the torch should be slanted about 15 to 20 degrees

toward the rod With 'an arc length of about-I1I6 inch; figure 6. When

the puddle'increases'to about_1/8'inth thick; remove the rod and :hold

the torch stationary. The weld puddle will now begin to flatten out

in front; forming a thin front edge And will take a wedge shape, with

rounded corners extending to the bottom of the joint, This wedge'

Shape means that penetration is complete. Figure 7 Illuatrates the

correct puddle shape for complete penetration on-this joint._ As -soon

'as penetration is- complete, as shown'by the puddle shape; add filler

rod and adVance the TIG torch simultaneously; Keep advancing the

correct.puddle shape to complete the pass. It will be necessary

for you to remove the rod -about every 1/8 inch to observe the puddle

thapd; When you_have mastered the technique, you will be able to keep

the height of -the puddle even and aboUt 1/8 inch: thick (depending:_

on thdpipe size). If the welding speed is too slow, youwIllhave
excessive penetration inside the pipe. The weld puddle will then

have 4 rounded opening at the front; which will be wider than the

joint opening (keyhole_shape); This shape is very stmilpr to the

shape of_the weld puddle for dditredt penetration on sharp vee joint.

Be careful not to confuse the two. Remember that .a keyhole-shaped

puddle for a spaced joint shows excessive penetration, since too

much of the edges are being melted hack. To overcome excessive

penetration,' add_ more filler rod to the the torch

thatply:tdOard the fillet rod cio more rod is'thelted;_andincrease

your Wdldiiig speed. The effect will be to put more heat into the

filler rod and less_into the pipe itself. This will:dlotd the en-

larged opening at the front of the puddle;

rAttntlr'Mbimm"

Figure 8. Filler Passes with Stringer Beads

(Left) and Welding Sequence (RighN.

229
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Filler Pass Welding

Filler passes ar-!used to fill the pipe joint to within approx-

imately 1/16 inch of the top surface. Larger weld puddles can be

used for the filler pass on rolled pipe than for the fiked position

Welds,_since the weld puddle will have no tendency to sag out of the

joint because of gravity.

Filler=Pass Welding Stainless Steel Pipe

For welding stainless steel pipe in any position,,the stringer

bead technique should be used. The stringer beads on stainless steel

Should be kept as small as possible, since the small weld bead will

sblidify quickly and prevent precipitation of carbides in these

steels. Small beads also reduce the tendency for hot-short cracking.

Figure 8 Showd the sequence for making stringer beads on vertical-

fixed position pipet

figure 9. TIG Pipe Wetddiiade With

Stringer-Bead Technique.

Adding Filler Rod

Place the filler rod in the-bottom of the joint and.keep feeding

it_intb the weld puddle rather than into the arc. As the filler

rod is added, move the-torch to each side of the rod to tie the

edges of the weld puddle to the sides of the pipe joint; It is not

necessary to remove the_rod froM the puddle-to observe. penetration;

but the weld puddle must- be kept thin in front and shOuld blend

evenly into the sides of the joint.. Be careful that the puddle does

-not become thick in front-and appear to be poured into the joint.

This will result in cold shuts,_ where fluid metal is deposited on

'pipe whiCh is not molten.Another'means of_judging filler pass

penetration on carbon and low alloy steel pipes is by watching for

a very slight film of molten oxides ahead-of the weld puddle. This

chin film is more reddish in color than the weld puddle, and as

long as it can be'seen, penetration is- complete. Smooth, uniform

finish passes can only be-made_if the filler passes 'are also- smooth,_

and the pipe is filled. tb a uniform leVel.. Care spent in making

smooth filler.passes will result in_finished welds of excellent_

appearanCe as well as quality. As in making filler passes, either

stringer bead or weave beads may be used-for carbon and low alloy

;0).
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steel pipesin the rolled and horizontal position. Stringer beads

must be used for carbon or low allow 'steel pipe in the-vertical

position, or for stainless steel in any position. Finished welds

Should be about 1/8 inch wider than the joint, with the overlap
evenly spaced on each side of the joint. The weld bead height
should be about 1/16 inch above the surface of the pipe and should
increase evenly from the edges to the center. Weld edges should

be straight and without any undercutting, figure 9.

Procedure for Welding Stainless Steel Ptpe Butt Joint

1. Deburr, clean, and align pipe;

2. Set welder for DCSP.

3'. Hake sure your torch angle is 75 to 90 degrees.

4. Hake sure your filler rod angle is 15-to.20 degrees.

5. Tadk weld joints;

a. -"Tacks 3/8 to 1/2 inch long.

_ _ _

b. 4 to 6 tackt per joint spaced evenly.

c. Penetration of 100 percent.

6. Weld root pass;

a. Penetrate100 percent.

b. If contamination occurs, clean weld andregrind

tungstento a

7. Use stringer beads for filling vee.

Welding a Tee Joint

The tee'joint on pipe, as on plate, is a fillet-type of meld;
The end of the vertical pipe must -be grooved out to fit the-horizontaI

pipe; This type' of 'fit -up .is called a_ saddle. After the pipe fit-13

has been made, clean the'edges thoroughl:Y and remove AIl'harrs. All

metal that is to be'fused duringwelding must be pbsolutelY
A*Did Sharp corners, or sudden changes in size or contouri since they

_might lead to concentrations of stress. Maintain joint alignment by

the use of fiktdrea.and With adequate tack welds; Tack welds; when

used for alignment'and holding, Should be of sufficieni sire to sup-,

pert joint, throughout the welding OperatibtS; The spacing between

the parts to be joined should,be careftlly considered. The edges

Should fit =Ugly; The,root.opening between the_Welding edges for a'

given thickness of metal must permit the gap to be bridged without

diffidUIty. The -torch should be held at the center of the joint and,

Moved in- Stall circles_ to ObtaincompIete.fusion at the edges - of the

weld and alto obtain the correct penetration; The completed weld





You have now completed this study guide;

Note: Answer the questions at the end of this dhapter on-a

Separate sheet of paper.

QUESTIONS

I. WhyshOuld the tungsten electrode be ground to a point men

TIC welding heat and torrosion,resistant ferrous alloys?

2; ullhat type gas is recommended for backing gas for welding

pipe joints? Why?

3. What is the angle for a standard vee bevel?

4.: What is the joint spacing for welding pipe butt joints?

5. Explain the correct procedure for stopping a-Weld bead
_

utien welding pipe butt joints.

What advantages do small weld beads have over large weld

beads:When welding pipe butt joints? .

'7. How manytaCka are required when welding pipe butt joints ? -

8. What is the - purpose- of.tadk weldsL

REFERENCES

I. .10 34144-5, WeldinaTheory and. Application.

2: AIthousei Turnqtiat, Zowditdhi Modern Welding; 1967.
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.JOINTS- OF- ALUMINUM ALLOYA3IPE.AND:TUBING:

JECTIVES

3ABR53230 -SG-602

After completing this study glade and_your classroom instruction;

y ou will'applythop safetY; honaekeeping and fire prevention

measures while welding.pipe.and tubing joints of aluminum alloy in

accordance With the criterion Cheeklist.

INTRODUCTION -;

'nu:italic:Just c ompleted _a lesson on welding stafoless steel pipe

and you are now going to Stddyjdintb of aluminum alloy pipe and

tubing.. Vuoidncm16___,betause of its "hot_start"_characteristio;

give you a few more problems.. BoweVer; if you follow the procedures

and.use.the information in this study guide you should have very

little problem.

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE-ENERGY AND RESOURCES

All weld beadt =At be tompleted; and pipe:cut so as to fully

utilize. all training Material. To help conserve resources; there Will

-benoargOa backup gas used during this exercise;

TIG PIPE WELDING

TIG piiie welding issdiffereat.fram oxyacetylene welding. The

highly concentrated. heat of the arc produces a weld puddle which -is

smaller-and easier to control than the weld puddles obtained with
other.processet.":Inaddition,'the weld_penetrationis deeper with the

TIC protess; and welding speeds are faster thanwithother methods.

Because of these-different-es; apedial techtiques_bave_beenvorked out

for TIC pipe welding. -Sven:thongh you_mayhave.had:experiencein
oxyacetylene or covered electrode welding, or even in TIG welding

of_other materials, will find that you must-learn a nemrsat,of

ikillsfbr TWILIEtwelding.- You will have to be able to "read"

the-weld puddle and understand that.it ,teIls you about the penetration

and weld bead.ttintont-ingide the.gpe:- When-yon'are'able to, respond

automatically to theae indications without taking the time to think

about them; you wil have mattered the tetbnique.of TIC pipe welding;

and._you.will.be able to produce high quality welds in any joint .

design and inlany position.. H.

TIG WELDING:: EQUIPMENT

Electrodes

I

A suitable supply of 3/32 inch-.diameter electrodes; with collets

to hold them; should be available. TOo percent thoriated turmsien

electrodes are preferred. Grind_the electrode to a tpherica,. shape.



Shielding Gas

Welding grade argon in cylinders orifrom an argon manifold sys-

tem is required.. If'cylinders'are used, two cyIinders.supplied with

argon regulators and flowmeters should be used; one for the gas

supply to the torch, the other as a source of gas backing. If argon

is supplied from a manifold, two flowmeters are used to meter the argon

flow for the torch and for the gas backing.

Gas Backing

Argon is recommended-as a backing gas for pipe welding, since it

is the most effective in preventing oxidation of the back side of. the

weld.. The argon backing may be confined.to the wad areas by the

use of baffles, by completely filling the ;pipe, or by the use of a

removable backing device.' The backside of the weld should first be

purged-with-six vaumes-ofargon-for-each-volume-between-the baffles

of the backing device. Thereafter, a gas flow of 3 to 10 cubic feet

per hour Should be maintained during welding. Higher flow rates may

be required if' a joint spacing-is used between the pipe. sections.,

Welding Power'Supply

:Alternating current, high fit-guano, is used. it welding all grades

of aluminum and aluminum alloy pipe and tubing. This current is

used be-dente it produces a good dleaning action, Whith.is veryA.m-

portant When weldingaluminum.or.aIuminUt alloy. The power tupply_tay

be an ac or dc rectifier type, or it could also be an ac transformer.

Other Supplies

A welder's helmet, with a number 10 or number 12 shielding glass

is needed to protect the operator's 'face and eyes. A,pair of light

leather or cotton gloves should be worn.. Avoid the use of the

heavier 'chrome-leather or asbestos gloves, since' they interfere-with
the "feel" df. the welding rod and tordh'during_welding. The gloves

will also protect_yoU.from. getting a and shock While using the

high frequency and' ac current. 'Cleaning supplies will also be needed.-

These will include rags soaked in acetone, files, and either a hand

.
wire brush, or a.tiower wire brush. AIgminum_welding rod _to match"'

the aluminum pipe being welded should be'usecL Rod of 1/16.inch

;
diameter will generally be found acceptable.... Rod of 5/32 inch may

be used, but new operators tend to use. too low a current and welding

speed, with this size rod.

TIG. WELDING ALUMINUWPIPE

Preparation of Edges

butt joints must be Melted throggh their full thickness

to'Obtain:a completepenetrationWeld. This can be done by using

the same joints as were discussed for stainless steel pipeweIding.

Cleaning
, -

j
Joints must be. thoroughly cleaned.to remove all foreign sub-

stances before welding. Oil, grease, dirt, paint,' and other substances

14
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will burn in the arc and generate gases which will contaminate the

inert gis arid interfere with the clean; smooth.116W,pf weld meta].

-Theselmaterials can also cause porosity; incomplete fusion, in-

adequate penetration, and tddertutting, in addition to tough welds

Of poor appearance.

Joint edges can be cleaned with solvent soaked rags to remove

surface oil, grease, and 'lift. This should be sufficient cleaning

for most joints. Suitable solvents include naptha, alcohol, and

acetone. When solvent soaked rags will not remove 'imbedded dirt,

it will then be necessary to employ files, chisels, wire brushes,

or metal scrapers. These should be cleanand free from oil.

Tack Welding

After the edges have been cleaned, assemble the joint. When
the-joint=has-been-properly ELlignetack-weld-itt three or more

locations.. The tack weld should be fully penetrated and-rather

flat; that is, not built up and should not exceed one inch in

length. Three such welds placed equal distance around the joint

will usually maintain alignment..
V.

Figure 11. Torch Position For Welding
Pipe in the Vertical Position;

Welding a, Butt Joint

.

The butt joint will-beWelded it the vertical fixed welding

position so, therefore, will be Welded_it'the horizontal welding

position. Special techniques are required to compensate for the,

sagging of the puddle due to the force of gravity. Position the

.

torch as shown in figure 11, and form the weld puddle on the upper

side of the jOint,,keepingAtslightlyabove the centerline of the

joint. 'Move the torch in small circles, from the top, of the puddle

around the. puddle to the' bottom,, and-then up the other side, to the

top.. Do not permit, the arc to dwell too long on-the'bottordi.but

permit it to dwell longer on the top of the weld. This'circular_i

motion will insure fusion of the bottom of the joint with the,filler

rod and yet wilrnot.undekcnt_the upper aideof-the weld bead.' Pre-
venting contamination of.theWeld is very Important when welding

aluminum' and aluminum alloys. If the. electrode becomes contaminated,

regrind it to .a dull point and as you are welding it will form a ball



Figure 12. Finished Horizontal
Weld Bead.

on the end. This,is what is desired. The contamination will alto

have to be cleaned off the veld in order to obtain a good weld.

The butt joint should have 100 percent penetration and the finished

weld should be about 1 /8 _inch wider than the joint, with the overlap

sPaced evenly on'hoth sides of the joint. The weld bead height

should' be about 1/16 inch above the surface of the pipe and should

increase evenly from the edges to the center. Weld edges should

be straight and without any inadercut, as shown in figure 12.

Procedure for Welding a Butt Joint.

1. Clean and deburr the pipe.

2. Align the pipe to check the fit-up.

3. Set the welder for ac current with high frequency.

4. : Tack weld the pipe.

.

ai Three or more tacks not to exceed-one inch in length.

b; Tack must be fully penetrated and flat:

3. Check your pipe for:aIignment and' contamination:

b. Weld the;14Pei obtaining full penetration and &ad fusion

Without any 'contamination.

lb
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Figure 13; Tee Joint.

7. Fill joint With stringer beads;

Welding a TeeJoint

The tee joint ad pipe, as on plat-di iS_A fillet7type_of weld.

The end of the vertical pipe mustbe grooved out to fit_the'hori-

i-hotal_pipe. This type of fit-up is called a saddle. After the

pipe fit-up has been made, clean the edges thoroughly and remove

all burrs. 'All metal that is to be fused during welding must be

absolutely Clean. -Avoid sharp corners, or suddenchanges in size or

contours since they might lead to concentrations of stress; Main-

tam n joint alignment by the use of fixtures and withadequate_taCk

Welds.Tack_welds; when used for Alignaett and holding, should be

of Sufficient size to the joint throughout the welding opera-

tion.. The Spacing between the parts-to be joined should be carefully

considered. The edges should fit snugly. The root opening between

the welding edges for a given thickness of metal,must-permit the.gap

' 17.



to be,bridged without diffieulty. The torch should be held at the
center of the joint.and-moved in small circles to-obtain complete
fusion at the edges of the weld -and also obtain the correct penetra-
tieni. The completed weld ahoUld have leg didensions of not lett_than
1-1/2 times the wall thickness; 15 to 85 percent penetration, and
the face:should'be flat to slightly convex, as shown in figure 13.

When welding aluminum pipe, it. is most satisfactory to point
the OA-Ott-Odd toward the center -or axis of the pipe. This is more
satisfactory -than trying to modify the angle of the electrode along

the length of the weld. The arc shotld be maintained at a controllable
length, usually.abouia/4 inch or just long enough to_ prevent_
tamination of the electrode when tEe welding rod is added. Shott arcs

do not contribute to ease of application or improvement-of weld
'soundness or appearance; The-inert gas should be adjusted to flow

at a tate '4hieh will provide good cleaning. AweIding rod should be
used for, all paaada and Should be used in such a manner that it does

not interfere With the:- stability of the arc. The best way to accom-

plish this is to intro-di:de the welding rod nearly tangent to the
pipe at the location of the arc; make sure that the first contact
is between the end of the welding rod and the leading edge of the

pool. Szoothi uniform forward motion of the arc and addition of

the filler rod will contribute to best results; short, jerky move-

ments will be reflected in inclusions, rough appearance, non7
uniform penetration, and difficulty in application;

Procedure for Welding a Tee Joint

1. Fit one pipe to straddle the other pipe.

2. Cleanand deburr the pipe.

3 Set the welder for-ac current with high frequency.

4. Tack weld the pipe at no less than three spots evenly

around the pipe with the tack welds not exceeding one.inch in

length.

5. .Check joint for alignment.

all:

6. Weld the joint to the proper specifications.

You have now completed this_ section of the Study guide.

Note: Answer the questions at the end of this chapterion a

separate sheet of paper.

QUESTIONS

. I. What type Wait is.,recommended for the tungsten electrode

when welding aluminum pipe?

2. 'ftplain the term "Ind" in association with welding pipe.,,

3. What type gloves should be worn when welding aluminum pipe? .

Why?

18.



a.

4, .What must be doneto keep alignment Whet welding pipe

joints?

5; What is the purpose of

welding aluminum alloys?

6. E2plainthe term "fillet."

to high frequency current when

REFERENCES

TO 34W44=5, Welding Tbstri_and_ApplicatiOni.

2: ' Althouse; Turnquist; BoWditth; Modern Welding, 1967 i
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Metals & 1I Brandh "3ABR53230-03
Chanute AFB, Illinois

BUTT PATCHES ON JET ENGINE HOT SECTION PARTS . =

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your clasiroom instruction,

you will identify: jet engine hot section parts; their location,
repairs necessary; cleaning method; and the repair procedureS and

techniques for weld repair. Also, you will apply shop safety,

good houtekeeping and fire prevention measures while making butt

patch weld repairs in accordance with the criterion checklist.

INTRODUCTION

If you are assigned to a field maintenance squadron, yot will

be responsible for repairing many different jet engine hot section

coMpOtents.---Mbst of these-repairs involve cracks in-different-areas

of these components.

INFORMATION

4s1

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE ENERGY AND RESOURCES

Lay out patch repair on aircraft part in such a manner as to get

the maximum amount of training time on each part.

Conserve patch material by laying. out the_repair patch with a
t

minimum amount of waste.

To conserve argon gas, use a copper back -up strip;

TIG WELD REPAIRS

The inert gas - shielded artweldingprocessis used alMost ex-

cIusively for repair of jet engine parts;Welds:made by this method-

are smaller and have the required physical properties which are so

critical for jet engine parts. _Bost of the weld repairs are-made

on the "hot section" of the engine. Repairs on the J-79 jet engine

Should be made by the inert7gaa=ahielded arc process. An alternate

prOdeSS can be used aniy:if allowed by the technical order.

Repair of a hdt section part is not ainesswork,Procedure.

Step -by -step procedures are outlined in. the TO covering repair of the

parocular jet engine ma-- be Vorking-on. The TO gives the

base metal of any compc it, the welding- process to use, and the type

'or. _types Of filler rod Tweded. .ThiS itt,_tif_COUrse,_if a repair_is

authorized to begin with. You may even find that although a part

may haVka craelci_the,TO tells you it is not necessaryto'repair.it;

The TO thit..pettaina to a specific repair is al4ays the final authority,

except in cases.of extreme emergency;

The TO to consult for assistance in this lesson is TO 23-J79-66.

This:TO%covers the 41-79 ingind.from-the smallest nut and bolt to the

largest of the engine's components.

21
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Figure -14. J-79 Egine.

J-79 ENGINE

The J=79=GE=19 engine is a_lightweight; high-thrust;axial-flow
turbojet engine with variable afterburner thrust. It incorporates

a 17-stage campressOr; in which the angles of the inlet guide vanes

and the first six stages ot-svanes are variable; a codbtatiOn system

\ consisting of ten combustion liners located between an inner and

outer casing, a three-stagcturbine_rotor that is coupled directly

to the compressor rotor, and an afterburner system that provides

thrust variation by means of fUel flow scheduling and actuation of

the variable area exhaust nozzle. The J-79 engine is illustrated--
in 'figure 14.

_ ------------ --
Below is a list of alloys used in making component parts of

the J=79-GE-5B; -0; and 7A model engines.

_ t

d. AlUMittif alloy
.

g. Hastelloy-X

b. Magnesium thorium h. R-41

C; Chromoloy i. R=235

A. A-286 j. N-155

e. Incoloy=T k. 321 Stainless

f. L-605 1. Inconel .

Nearly all of these alloys are repairable at field level; however;

you may not remember the various types of alloys that the manufacturer

uses for the construction of theengine. You are not expected to

remember the alloys used in the construction or the procedure used

22



to repair a "hot section," and this is why technical orders are used.
TO 23-379-66 is the technical order to consult on the 3 -79 engine.

CLEANING OF HOT SECTION PARTS

All parts that require weld repair should be cleaned thoroughly
enough to allow makingApod welds and allow visual inspection to
determine the extent of the damage. Cleaning of jet engine parts
prior to melding is outlined-in TO 2J=1-13 and the =16 for the parti-

cular engide.

Caustic Soda Solution Cleaning

Sufficient water shouliF La used to completely cover the parts

while soaking in the solgtion. As . caustic soda is highly active,

the sank should be made of stainless steel, supported by an outside
wood shell covering. The solution strength, for effective cleaning,

.should contain from 10 to 14 ounces of caustic soda per gallon of
water. The solution may be used either hot or cold; however,"cleAning

is most effective when the solution is heated to 180° = 200°F. Nhen

used at room temperature, a longer soaking time-is required. After
_the part is clean, it Should be rinsed in hot water to remove all

traces of the cleaning solution.

Hydro -Steam Cleaning

An alternate cleaning method is by hydro-steam cleaning. The

-Solutionused is a mixture of one part cleaning compound formula C

to 25 gallons of water. This solution is sprayed on the part under

steam pressure of 100 psi. Removal of heavy carbon deposits is then

made by applying a carbon remover solution. These cleaning solu-

tions are listed in AP supply catalog.

--Bless t Cleaning

There are two types of blast cleaningvhich may beused to
remove hard carbon or leaddeposits -from engine components. The

two types are' "Vapor Blasting" and "Soft GritBlasting" Using
either type,the'engine part must first be degreased or put through

a decarboniting solution and -then rinsed and dried thoroughly.

Mechanical Cleaning

Parts nothaving deposits of carbon can be cleaned of surface

oxide. by mechanipal cleaning; This cleaning is best accomplished

with abrasive cloth (80 -100 grit) steel wool, or A peach stone,

bIast.

COMBUSTION SECTION

The combustion section of the 3=79 engine, Shown in figure 15,

is also known as the "hot section" of the engine because this is

.wheid the fuel is burned.. This section is also where most of the

repair lark is done. The section consists of four-parts: bitter,

23
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.OUTER COMBUSTION CASING

COMBUSTION UNE1

COMPRESSOR REAR FRAME

INNER
COMBUSTION
CASING

TRANSITION DUCT

,/.7./ V..

. 4
6 "N:

CROSS_IGNITION__

. TUBE AND CLAMP

FIRST STAGE TURBINE NOME

OUTER COMBUSTION CASING

COMBUSTION LINER

Figure 15, Combustion Seat-ions

combustion casing, inner COMBtstion casing, combustion liners, and

a transition duct.

.Outer Combustion Casing

The outer combustion casing is split on the harizontal line to

perMit removal of half of the casing for insPection and removal of

the liners: The upper half contains port at the 12 o'clock posi-

tion for extraction of anti=icing air.- The lower half contains

two spark plug bossest.for numbers 4 and 5 combustion liners, and

a combustion system drain. A port tearthe rear flange lets air



a

flow from_the_combustion casing to the torChigniter._ A locking

striPi.Which fits along the idaide;of the horizontal flange,

-strengthens the:flange and prevents air leakage. The outer combus-

tion casing is an assembly of = matched halves; therefore; the entire

casing mast be replaced when replacement of either half is necessary.
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INNER

FORWARD LINER

SPARK PLUG__ OUTER LINER

_ FERRULE

REAR

LINER

SNOUT

FUEL NOZZLE
FERRULE

GORE

CROSS- IGNITION
TUBE BOSS

WW RING

Figure 16. Combustion Liner;

4
Combustion Liners

Each combustion liner consists of three parts riveted together.

They are: an inner liner, an outer liner, and a reavliner, as

&own in, figure 16. Tice outer liner incorporates a snout which

scoops compressor discharge air into the liner. Vanes in the snout_

distribute air uniformly around the dome of the inner liner. A slot

in the snout permit's the fuel nozzle to, extend into the inner liner

dome. The number 4 and 5 linera have spark plug holes through the

outer and inner liners. .

The'rear lineis are oval-shaped and oblique. at the rear to ,

facilitate_ their removal; A wear ring is riveted. to the end of

the rear liner. The liners fit into the inlet ports of ihetransi-

tion duct and are supported by_it; The liners have thiMble holesa
through which/Air is, introduCed to complete the codbustiOn, and

louvers that/provide a flow of cooling, air along the ..inner surface

Of the liner.' .

The adjacent codbUition liners.are joi:ded tear_the front end'

bycrois-ignition When; The flanges of adjacent.linera:are held

25
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by V-band s-to forma sturdy assembly. The liners are restrained

by retstning bolts in the compressor rear frame.

Inner tombusti on Casing

..The inner casing is an internally stiffened cylinder that
.bolts between the compressor_reariframe attithe transition liner .

and first,stage turbine nozzle. It absorbs_the torque developed on'
the turbine nozzle and'confinis the cotbustion airflow to an annular

passage around the liners. Holes near the front ofhe casing per-
tit air. Ito f_low into the 'chamber around the turbine shaft to cool

the shaft.
. _

Transition Duct

The transition duct-"provides a ring of tendVal.inIetrpOttg:
and anannular exit that has an area approxitetely one half that of

the totalarea of the ten inlets- to accelerate the.gases.into the

.Ultststage-nozzle. The. duct is supported and'is:held in 'place.by-

five pin=bolts near the rear flanges of the inner combustion casing.

The inlet:porit*of the- transition duct support the rear end of

tVed------triztv Stall louvers between the inlet pOits admit2----

coefne air. 's

PROCEDURE

You nUSt be qualified;-in. accordance with MIL-T-502li-before

.Making repair -weld enginexotponents;: You must also use the

Inert gas- shielded --arc- welding rocess to.repair-iII engine components

unless otherWiSe specified by'thepertaining TO; When welding on°

engine Components;--You:must alto be aware of residual bragnetism;

Residual magnetism is induced bY electrical current flow-through a :

part and:iCit becomesstroni'enoughi. it may attract tetallic'parti-

-plea which; if introduced into an operating.bearing; dat_CAUSe

-;severedapage. you can m47-irruze the strength of the residual
magaet-ovettlacing the ground cable as cIose.to.the-=-
work as possible.

Chitomoloy Engine Parts-
.,

Vapor degrease the;. part. the repairarea,rAth a lint-
soaked in acetone or benzine to remove any oil or.grease

on the part-. Make sure the partis clean down to the'_bare metal

in the repair area. Carbon,.scale, or- rust may be-cleaned froM

the metal surfacerby using a power-driven stainless steel rotary.

wire brush;hy using emery grit roll; or.by grit blasting. Cover

plug all openings prior to gift blasting; Polish the surface with

4sta-1-To-est-steel rotary.brush-tt emery- gtit roll after grit- blasting

to remove residualsrit. Inspect both:turfaces of the repair area;

if possible, to determine if cracks extend completely through the

Metal. ii.eMcilte.rivets11 cracks-extend under:the- rivet-head8;

. .

r.Ompletely'grind out all cracks; except for through ciagcS:

Grind approximately ,l/8 itch beyond the' eads of all cracks. .POr.

through cracks; grind to depths-depending on thickness' of the parent

26
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Metal: Metals up_to 0.045 inch thick should be- ground out -to 50

Pet-dent Of_thematil thickness. Iletalt from 0.045 to 0.090 inch

thiCk'thddld be ground:Out to 0.30 inch of the opposite surface.

After, all creckt have been grouped out, the part, should be reinspected

to be certain all but:through cracks hen been removed; If no cracks

are in evidence, clean the area with lint -free cloth soaked in acetone

or benzine to remove any residual inspection fluid.

The back surface of the repair area should be protected with

shielding gas. If the area is accessible; positiOn a coat-anted cop=
penblock containing -gas grooves, pr a gas cup containing a suitable.

diffuser, againstthid surface.- Direct-about ten cubic feet per

hour of welding grade argon or heliUm:intothe block or cups .The

block Or cup should provide eveni_honturbtlent gas flow; The gas

grooves in. thecopper block should be -about 1/8 inch wide and the

_outlet aperture should be recessed 0.060 to 0.090 inch:belowthe con-

.toUred'durface of the block; The ses.cup diffuser Should_be recessed

about 1/4 inch below the open end of the cup. '44;he baCksUrface
of the repair area is not accessible, seal the'ciVity behind the

_

repair area,. except for a gas inlet and outlet; Direct welding
grade-argon-on heliuminto-the cavity until it is completely' purged

of air;

. _

The welding machine should incorporate A±cttol:or equivalent;

'It should_ be set for dc straight polarity. The eleCtrOde should be

1/16 inch diameter- tungsten, two percent thoriated.. The end of 'the

.electrode should be pointed. The torch gas should'he'argonTi

justed to 10,to 15 cubic feet_perAtpur.'.Filler rod: thould he

ChromoIoy 1Y32=i 1-16-1 or 3/32 -inch diameter-wire, depending upon

the size of the-.cranktobe-welded.: Adjust the current for metal

thickness as listed below:

up to 0.045 .- 35 to 45'ampereS.

0.045_td 0.060 50 to 60 amperei

0.060 to 0.080 65 to 75 amperes.

0.080 to 0.100 80 to 90 amperes

0.100 to 0.125 '90 to- 100 amperes (multipass)

0.125 and 80 to 100.amperes (multipasa)

,Castings 80 to 100' amperes

_Clean the filler wire- immediately before use by wiping with

acetone. Start the arc on a copper strip if the welding machine

doet not have a high-frequency arc starting circuit. Weld the

rack and locally stress relieve each boss or gusset assembly before

proceeding to the next repair area. Ifyou are making a mUltipass

weld, clean the bead after each pass by grinding or grooving.

PoIish.withla stainless steel wire brudh to remove oxides before

welding another bead. If you are welding from both sides of a

repair area,-grind or groove the root of the first weld to sound.

_metal and inspect for cracks. Rename_ any residual grit with a



int=free cloth soaked In acetone or.betzine and polish with a stain=

less steel rotary -brush.before Makiag additional welds.

.

Stress relieve -no more than two lindar.iaches of weld heaf-

. affected zone at a-time. Use an oxyacetylene .torch to locally heat

the area; using a aeutralor_slightly reducing flame. :.To insure.

that_the heat-affected zone is heated to the correct temperature,

'Use temperature-sensitive
crayont,Ofthe.proper.teMperature range.

Noidat ajacally manufactured
shield along the edges of the heat=

affeCtedi
-h
Zofte to-Prevent exposure of the adjacent parent metal to

the torch flame. _Slowly briag the- metal temperature'.oftheheat=

affected one up to 1200 °F by intermittent applicatiOn of the torch

flame. Control the rate of temperature rise ho thatone minute

is required to reach this temperature. Hold the metal -temperature

between 1105° and 1250°F for five minutes. Time thitinterval;ac-

-cUrately, starting When' the temperature reaches 1200°F. The tempera-

ture'May exceed 1250°F for a maximum total time of one minute; -but

it must not exceed 1300°F. The teMperature_may-go beloW 1150 °F for

a maxims total of 'two minutes; -but must tot;;go below-1100°F. The

temperature and the time must be carefUlly controlled during. stress'

relieving to-insure.
satisfactorYIields. 'POlith the atress7

relieved area with a stainless steel rotary wire bursh to, reprove

all oxides; scalei: and' temperature- sensitive crayon residue.,Inspect

t46-repair to insure that no. cracks remain.

A=286,,Incoloy-T, L-605, Hastelloy-X, and 321 Stainless Steel

You should follow the same procedUrea for Cleaning and preparing

these metalt for*elding as You do-for-ChromOloy;eagine parts. How-

:ever; after all cracks have been ground and grooved. out, the area

ahOuld be treated with acid etch to remove:any smeared metal.' The

'acid etching, solution is, prepared as ZoIlows:,

77cc water

I5cc sulfuric acid (95-98 percent)

180cc hydrochloric acid (36.5=38-percent P grade)

55cc nitric acid (69=71 percent CP grade)

75cc acetic acid (99.7 percent)

45 grama ferric dhloride (FeCH3-6H20)
% .

Applythe etching solution.with_clean cotton swabs. One minute

after applyingthe etching solution, thoroughly wash the etched

area with tap water and dry with clean, lint-free cloth or filtered

compressed air. Do not permit the etching solution to contact the

skin, since severe burns will result.

.After acid etching, reinspect the repair area to insure that

all but the through cracks have been removed. Regrind, acid etdh,

and reinspect if any cracks are found. Cleaa the repair area with
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lint-free cloth soaked in acetone or benzine before starting the

weld. Provide gas backing to the repair area by the same procedure
as outlined for welding chromoloy.

All the engine parts fabricated from these alloys are-Welded
with inert-gas tungsten arc, using dc, straight polarity. The elec-

trode should be 1/16-inch diameter tungsten, two per-cent thoriated,

and ground to a point. The torch gas should be argon.; adjuated to

10-15 cubic feet per hour. Refer to the Tp-in selecting the filler
rod to be used with each alloy-engine part; lAdjuSt the cUirent
for metal thickness as listed below:

Up to 0.045

0.045 to 0.065

0.065 to 0.090

.0;090 and up

30-40_ amperes

50-60 amperes

60-80 amperes

60-80 amRires (Mdltipass)

Castings %. 60-80 amperes

CIean-thefiller wire immediately before-tse-bv=wiping with

acetone; :Start the arc on a copper strip if the welding machine
does not have a high,frequency arc starting circuit. If you are

'making multiRass welds; clean the bead after each pass. . If welding
from both sides oftherepair area;-gridd or groove -the root.of

the first weld to .sonnd_metal, acid etch, and:inspsect 'for cracks.

Clean 'the area with a_lint-free cloth-soaked in acetone and polish

with a stainless steel rotary brush before making additional welds;

After all welding has been completed, polish. the area with:a stain-

less steelrotary wirebrush to remove all oxides auctstsle; Inspect
_

the area to insure that all cracks are repaired. Clean the; repair'

area with acetone or benzine prior to returning the pazt.to service.

Aluminum Alloy

You must-be-trained-and-quaTified to weId-aiuminum alloy engine

parts. Clean aluminum Alloy engine parts by vapor degreasing or. -.

Wiping the front and back.surfaces o.fthe repair area with a lint -free

cloth soaked in acetone:or_benzine to remove oil or grease. Paint;

dirt; scale; -or carbon depOsits'must be:removed frOm theirottsud.47
back .surfaces of therepair-areaby'using a stainlesssteel .rotary

Wire_brUsh....Remove all chemical or 'anodic' protective coating'frad

the front_and back'surfaces within.one7half inch of the weld area,

-using #160 or #180 -grit emery roll,_disc; or sheet.' Inspect the

front and back surfaCes of-the,repair area to determine the exact .

location and .extent of cracks.

Completely groove out all crac excepe through cracks. Groove

to approximately 1/8 inch beyond the ds of cracks. Use a carbide

or high-speed rotary steel rotary file to groove -out cracks. Do

not use grinding wheels. When cracks go completely through the

part; they should be grooved out as indicated: up to 0.045 inch;

50 percent of: metal thickness; 0.045 to 0.090 inch, 75 percent of-



metal. thiCknessl and 0;090 inch and thickeri to 0:Q30 ihdhOf the .

back surface. Groove the back surface.of the'weid area to bletd

any sharp edges; resulting from through cracksi.ta stooth.contours..

After the cracks have been grooved, acid'etdb the repair area;

'.using an etching, solutiOt consisting of water and 5 percent (by

volume) 'of:sodium hydroxide. Apply the etching solution to the area

with clean cotton swabs; Permit the'etching solution to,remain on
----7:----.H-the=area.=for..-50-to--60-seconds;--then-WaSh-the area-thoroughly-with :--T-7

water and dry'with a clean lint -free cloth or filtered compressed air..

Reinapedt-the repair area to be certain that all cracks have_beet

removed. If ahy draCks are iftevidence; they_mnst be grooved out

and'etdhed beftikethe Wilditg is started; Thellacksurfaceof.the
repair area ahodId bej6rOtedtda with shielding gas, using the same

procedure as.foridhrombIOYi.
.

. .

.. :The_welding machine should incorporate a foot=operated current

control device. The process for welding aIumitum engine parts is

'inert-gas tUagatet=art_using ac'-with high frequency; The eledtrode

Should be two perdent thOriated.tungsten, 3/32 to 1/8 -inch in

diameter; Vse argon for the torch gas, adjusted to 10 to 15 cubic-

feet-per hour; however; if increased penkration-is requirP.0 helium

may be used; Use filler rod as designated_for aluminur4 engine parts

In TO.' Use a 1/16- to 1/87indh'diameter.fillet roc depending upon

the size of the crack to be welded:- The current can be, adjusted to.,

the approximate setting by the following formula:- for metal thickness

up to 1/8 -inch; use 1000 amperes times the. metal thicktess. Example:

1060 x 0;045 inch Metal thickness equals 45 amperes; 'Par metal

thiCkiesses 1/8-indh or greater,-;use 125 amperes; Reduce current'25

to 33-1/3 percent when you use helium torch gas:

cleah the filler rod immediately before use. If the filler rod.

is old; polish it with stainless steel wool wremove surface oxides;

Wipe the filler rod with h-a lintfrie cloth soaked in acetone.

Wher You make MUltipass welds; clean the bead with a stainless

steel rot wird-brush alter--emch-ipass7----When-you-weld fLUar Loth

sides of the parent ietaligroove_the root of the first weld to

sound -metal and acid etch before Iftspectitg for the exact crack

.Otatioft; After inspecting'the area and identifying the crack lona-

tidt, clean the area with a lint -free Cloth soaked it acetone or__

benzine befOrt makitg-additionaIWelds; After all welding has_been

completed; inspect the complete_weld.area for evidence of cracks;

if:none'are'foundi clean -the weld with acetone or benzimie prior to.

.
placing the part in service.

Note: Answer the questions at the end of this chapter on a

separate sheet of paper.

QUESTIONS

1. , What, is the function_of-each of the following

a; TransitiOn Dudt (Inlet Ports).

b. Combustion. Liner



r.

(1) Louvers

.(2) Thimble. Holes

c.. , Inner Combustion' Casing

X23

_ .

d. :Outer Combustion Casing (Top Jialf)

2: The series TO Tor maintemuume and repair of jet engines is

the

"3; What are the two types of cleaning processes and give

examples of each?
n

4. Why -is a lead pencil not used to mark damaged areas on.hot

section parts?
. ,

5; Explain the preparation necessary for welding crackle. on

jet engine parts;,

REFERENCES

I; TO 2J=6 Series, EieldHaintenance Instructions..

2. TO 23 =l 13= Turbo JetEngine_or_Zas Turbine Cleaning.
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FILLET PATCHES ON JET ENGINE HOT SECTION PARTS

JECTIVES'

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction;
you will apply shop safety, good,housekeeping and fire preVention
measures while making fillet patChet,at jet engine hot section parts
in accordance With the criterion Checkliat.

3ABR5323,07F-604

INTRODUCTION.

Fillet patches are not usedin.a majorrepair of allot section
component. However; there are:many parts that can anlybe-repaired
by this method. An improperly applied fillet weld or patCh_can do
more AdMage to a jet engine hot section than no repair at all;

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE ENERGY AND RESOURCES

In order to conserve some of our resources; do not use argon gas
for back =up purposes.' Use a copper back-upstrip After completion

of the exercise return the Capper'strip to your instructor; for use
by subsequent - classes.

FILLET'WELDS

Fillet patches are used on hot section parts to replace compo-
nents, such as'crossover tubes and heat shields_ of combustion

Chatbert._-Theae parts normally require replacement due to Chafing
wear at the crossover__ tube outlet because it has rubbed against

the tube of an adjoining- chamber.

.

Prior;torepairing.or replacing a fillet weld or patch, consult
the appropriate TO to be sure that:the repair is authorized.

JET ENGINE COMPONENTS

Field repair by.fution welding of cracks is steel parts in J-57

engines becomes a special problem. A large percentage of these

parts'are-fabricated from 13 percent corrosion-resistant chromium
steel which is susceptible to air hardening. The high temperature

at which fusion weld repairs are made and.the subsequent air cooling

of parts from these temperatures usually result in an increase in

hardness and a loss in ductility. Parts on which fusion weld re-

-pairs have been made have a tendency to crack because the steel

structure hat become unstable and highly stressed. The structures

can be improved by reheating parts and controlling their cooling.

Most repairs an the 3-57 engine will be made in the combustion

section illustrated in figure. 17. The combustion section is lo-

cated in the "hot section" and starts at the aft end of the cam-

pressor section and extends to the end of the afterburner. It gets
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the name combustion section beCause this is where the fuel is burned.

As the fuel is burned, the temperature rises to-approximately 5000°P.

and this causes great stress upon the metal, which eventually

causei cracks. There are many repairs which may be tadeitti a hot
section, but before you can make,; the repairs, you must first clean

the parts.

CLEANING HOT SECTION PARTS

Cleaning is. normally done.orOiot.settion parts prior_totheir
arrival in the welding shop; 4lhere.may be titeathet further

cleaning is required.1._There;are fourtypes of cleaning you can

Use to remove corrosion or 'contamination.

Ngreasing

Removing.all oil or grease from,parts_is;necessary to prevent'
contamination of cleaning agents during follow-hp cleaning.

.

EMULSION TYPE CLEAJIERS. These cleaner§ are safe for all metals

since they are neutral and noncorrosive.,.

CHLORINATED SOLVENTS. These solvents are usually used in the

vapor condensate method. Parts degreased by this method are absolute=
are-not-to-be-subjected-to-further-cl-eaning, must

be sprayed immediately-74ith a corrosion preventive.

PETROLEUM SOLVENT. These solventscmay be used in'a dip tank

or as a sRray.. When used as a spray, they should be used in-.a spray

booth that-has positive ventilation to the outside. Although the

flash point of these solvents is relatively high, proper fire pre--

cautions should be taken.

Decarbonizing.

Engine parts which have carbon depositt may be tlesided by soaking

in a carbon removing solution. 'Since Carbon removing solutions are

dangerout to skin and eyes, goggles, rubber gloves, and aprons should

be worn by personnel-handling these solutions.:

Vapor Blasting

Vapor blasting is. used to clean certain parts :-of hakd carbon

and lead-deposits. This cleaning is normally.done after the part

has been degreased or put through a decarbonizing solution.

tSoft Grit Blasting

This is also used to remove hard carbon or lead deposits. Many

types of grit, such as ground corn, apricot or peach pits, walnut

Shells, clover seed, and cracked wheat may be used. Some types of

grit leave-A light greasy film on-the part. This should be removed

if you have to inspect it with a fluorescent penetrant.
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FILLET WELDS ON HOT SECTIONS

_

Welds on the J-57 engine, hot section, are made using the inert
gas-shlelded arc welding process. All the welding that is done on

the hot section, however, is not guess work. There is a technical

order which details the complete procedure for cleaning_ and repairing

each part. The TO that pertains to the J-57 engine is TO 2J=J57-76.

The following repairs are just some of the repairwhich require
fillet welds on the hot section of a 3-57 engine.

AssemblyCoMbUttion Chamber Fireseal s

The fires ial assembly is made from AM 5510* and all weld repairs

this weldmentvost be made by inert gai fusion welding ubiilg_filler

.ted AMS_5680; Cracks occurring along the outer area of bolt holds

.cannot be repaired; This weldment must not be stress relieved.

FLAME TUBE

iurcQ INNER LINER
COVER SPACER

FUEL NOZZLE SWIRL CUP

FUEL NOZZLE Ali
SWIRL GUIDE

INNER LINER SPACER

NO. I

NO. 3

REAR
INNER

LINER.

440,-. S

NO. 6

Se

FRONT
INNER LINER

LINER ZOVER
O. it

NO. 8
SPARKIGNITER SLEEV NO. 7

SPARKIGN:T6. GUIGE
NO. 6

NO.- 5 OUTER
CORBLIS.:fs'd eliAMBER NO 4

AIR PRESSURE TRANSFER TUBE
LINER.

, NO. 3
LOCI.:::. = fIANGE/ No.

-- NO. '

NO.

Figure 3 6. Combus*ionLiner-aomponent YomenoLature.
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Combustion Chambers

The combustion chamber is located in the hot section, and its
purpose is to ignite and produce complete combustion of fuel. This

produces a temperature around 5000°F. The expansion and contraction
caused by this temperature produced cracka in various areas of the
chamber and must be repaired in accordance with-TO 2J=J57=76. The

nomenclature of the combustion chamber is shown in figure 18.

Diffuser Case Weld Repair Installed on Engine

This procedure provides a method, for authorized jet engine field
maintenance activities to weld the diffuser case while it is installed

on the engine. It should be used _With discretion,..since_it will not

produce a repair of the same quality as can be Obtained _by 'removing

the case from the engine; This type of repair is restricted, by the
absolute necessity of not being abIe.to remove the case.

Cracks up to a maximum of three inches long are reparable by

inert gas fusion, welding. Not morethan'one-crack is permitted.to
be repaired at each strut location and no crack or repair is Tex-

mitted at the gearbox tower-shatstrut. '"V" out the section to be
repaired and weld with filler rod AMS 5680 or AMS 5681; _Cracks can-

not be repaired more than once, If a .drack repair weld develops a

cradk, repair must-be--de--at overhaul. All repairs-to_these cracks .

must be locally stress relieved at 550' to 660°F for one'hOur:-.the

stress relieved' area must overlap and extend three inches in all

directions from the crack,.

Turbine Nozzle Assembly

Circumferential cracks (figure 19) not to exceed three inches

in length and axial cracks not to exceed three-fotrths- inch in

length are acceptable as long as normal progression will not result

in a piece of metal breaking or When breakout of a piece of metaI,

appears likely, the piece may moved as long as only one layer .

of metaI is affected. Total acel:,ulation of these cracks must not
exceed 10 inches, and no attempt should be made to repair the part

if the metal has deteriorated because of burning. Inert gas-
ard---c;re-rd'i---muSt-be-Used on this assembly and stress re-

lieving is not required;

Note: Answer the questions at the end of this chapter on a

separate sheet of paper.

QUESTIONS

1. When are fillet welds used on hot sections of jet engines?

2. After reading the appropriate TO, what is the firbt,Oing

you should do prior to welding?

3. List four (4) types of cleaning used to remove corrosion

and contamination.
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Figure 19. rcumferential Cracks ir Outer'Liner Materiai acent

and 272,alie1 to Cuter Liner Seam.

What is the main cause of combustion cracki-In a combustion
1

Chamber?

5. -.Where are fillet patches -most often used on jet engine hot

section parts?

6. What is the purpose of the combustion ChiMber On the jet

engine?

REFERENCES

TO 2.1=1=13, Turbojet- Engine--or Gas Turbint.Clenntlik.

TO 2J-6 Series, Yield Maintenance TaIntructions.
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Metals & VDT Brandh
Chanute APB, Illinois

'OBJECTIVES

3ABR53230-SG-605

RECIPROCATING ENGINE EXHAUST MANIFOLD REPAIR

9.30

After completing this study -guide ang your classroom instruction,

you will: .determind cleaning methods, repair procedures and techniquia,

and the materials required for repair on -reciprocating engine exhaust

:manifolds; apply'ahopsafety, good hhuseketping and fire prevention

..MaatUres while making weld repairs on reciprocating engine exhaust

;Maniftilds in accordance with the criterion checklist.'

INTRODUCTION

The use of.elding in aircraft construction is now recognized

' as a most-satisfactory means of joinitg:bothstructuria and non-'

structural pails and assemblies, depending, of course, on the type of

Materials, joint efficiency, cost, and other factors. =There was a

time, prior to World War when welding_wAs not considered as being

generally satiSfattory for the light meiali and was limited to as few.

.

applications as 06S:fable-in the heavy or ferrous'metali group. Today's

desighers and engiheets have a different philosophy and -take adVadtage

of every. opportunity tg'ssewwelding in all its various forms. This

philosopb3r-May-appear to aPpIy-alao to theremiz=ofaircraft parts

and lead to the false conclusion that welding- should be. the'standard

Method fdr joihing7anything and-everything. It must be understood,

hoWeVer; that welding is not to be used as the standard fabrication.

Method for. any and all aircraft parts that fail or ruptUrt. A high

degree of prudence And common sense must be exercised'in determining

the applicability Of.Welding and the appropriate.process fora given

job; Printed instructions appear ift:tedhnical orders, commercial

literature, Air Force manuals, and various welding;reference books':

These printed'instructionsi though, do not, and,oannot; cover every

circumstance with 4lidh You will, be faCed. *Ms :student study guide

is 6dhdatasidth some sources of.infOrMation and some protidures

yoU can use in = determining weldabiiity of aircraft parts.

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE ENERGY AND RESOURCES

When laying ,out the patch repair on the exhaust manifold; do so

in such a manner,.as to fully utilize the specified area;

Layout patdh.os repair metal-to cut waste down to a mitaitut.:

FACTORS CAUSING MANIFOLD REPAIRS

_

Aircraft engines have hot sections made of heat

and ddit203ion resistant steel. and inconel. These high temperature

service parts must be_weid repaired frequently. Eihaust manifolds

are partithlarly subject to cracks and worn spots caused by high.
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temperatures and excessive vibration of the engine. These hot sec-

tion parts are also subjected ta continuous heating and cool

which, of course, causes repeated expansion and contraction. ese

severe operating conditions introduce stresses that result in cracks

around welded fittings, holes, lugs, clamps, and open-end-sections.

Frequently, _a section of an exhaust manifold is burned -so severely

that part of it must be cut out and a butt or lap patch welded in

place. This study guide is concerned with repair problems and pro-

cedures common to these hot sections of aircraft reciprocating.

engines.

WELD REPAIR

Examination of Parts

The construction of an aircraft part should 1e emmnined_in ref-

erence to its ability to,carry structural la-ads.; If, for instance,

it was riveted in the initial construction, there is a good possi-

bility_that it- is heat treated or nonweldable or both. If welding

was used in its fabrication, then there is a good' possibility that

it can be safety repaired by welding. This, of course, will be

governed. by any heat treatment or cold, working that might have

been given the part after the welding used in its construction was

completed.. If the part is joined to its supporting fittings by sheet

metal screws or saap=type fasteners, or by any other low stress de-

vice, that fact Should be noted as it indicates that the part was not'

designed to carry heavy loads. The probability that it has not been

heat treated or cold worked it good; therefore, welding may be en-

tirely satisfar
!

In the final analysis,_ orders must be used to dispel

any doubt.' It SodeTcatst, it may be necessarylto.research the Ait

Force; military, or, fddetal specifications-'before you are absolutely

sure of the-..correctiProdedute to follow. In such a circumstance; by
_

all means be sure. The.tithe spent in ressarth" is unimportant com-

pared to the cost -and the tragedy that might occur should a welded

part Bail in flight

Table 1 lists the principal metals used in aircraft construction

andan adjeCtiVe'desttiption of their weldability by the several

'welding methodS.__Thigtable can be used as a guide only, as many

.`metals with excellent weldability become nonweldable through heat

treatment; plating; cold t4otkitig, or by-ths typ;e of service to which

they are subjected. A

You may arrive at the identificatioti of used in the con-

struction of an aircraft part by one t:j i.s..4_4dral Methods._ Visual

examination may be _sufficient. Techn.;:,...1 ordett; blueprints, and

.
specific-eat:int may be necessary. Tho shop methods of grinding,

chipping, hardness, and acid testing may also be necessary. No

surei short-cut formule ftii\tetal_ider.tification exists outside.the

laboratory. But welding success depends upon correctidentification

that can be made by one\of several methods or by the collective

application of several methods. Don't atteMptto weld repair an

2
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Test - Purpose prneedar-e LR-P-41-ii1tart
Acid To identify stain-

- less steel from
Inconel

Make solution of 100cc
HC1 and 10 gr CuC12.
Place a few drops on
a clean spot; allow to
stand for a few Min-
utes. Add a few drops
of water and wipe off
solution.

If a copper spot
shows, the metal is
stainless steel. A
white spot indicates
Inconel;

Spark To identify car-
bon steels and
ferrous cast-
ings.

.

-

Have a sample of each
known metal on a
panel. Compare the
spark of unknown
with the known by
testing on grinding
wheel.

Metal can be identifie
by Comparing:"
a. Lengths of stream;
b. Color of spark.
c. Shape of spark.
d. DeriSity of spark.

Flame

_

To identify mag-
nesium alloy from
aluminum or
aluminum alloy,

.
.

Obtain a chip of
metal from the
fractured area to
be repaired; Mak=
ing sure it is. clean.
Apply the torch to
Olio.

Magnesium will burn
upon becoming molten;
Aluminum "balls up"
upon becoming molten.

Caustic
Soda

To identify the non- Obtain sample and
heat-treated- alumi- place in-a solution
hurn. alloys from the of 10% caustic soda
heat-treated alumi- and and* to stand
num or the weldablefor a few minutes;
from the nonweldatle.

The weldable will stay
the same color. The
non-weldable will turn
black. Alrlad core_
will turn black. (cros
section).

Heat &
Quench

to identify low Heat sample to red
carbon steeltith= heat and quench-in
ing from X4130 water; then strike

with a hammer.

Lo ii. carbon steel will
bend or flatten out:
X4130 *ill shatter.

Table 2. Shop Tests for Identification of Metals.
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aircraft part unless you can identify the metals, since this deter-

mines Whether it can be repaired and how to repair it.

Identification of Weldable Parts

The coming of the jet engine has introduced many new problems.

Alloys used in it construction must be super metals to withstand

the severe and prolonged service to which they are subjected. The

verynature of the engine and its parts make precision welding neces-

sary.\ No longer can we "suppose" that a given welding method is

sufficient or that a given filler rod will do. Years of research

and study of welding principles and techniques are used by laboratory

technicians to determine the procedure and technique to use in re-

pairing the new metals being manufactured. Repairs 1Tade by the welder

must be as.strong as welding can make it.. It wire not be that strong

if we attempt to do a job without knowing all abcut it; its service

requirements, its strength, its corrosion resistance, its composition

and the effects that welding heat will produce.

:Earlier we discussed the composition of metal-as to its being

ferrous orjuinferrout and its original fabrication.. After these

simple facts are known, you should turn to technical orders and find

the name and function of the part, Where it is located, and estab-

lish -its relative importance and'Servicerequirements.' Knowing this,

you should research the dash six (=6), Field Maintenance and Replace-

tant_TeChtical Orders, forany_referende to the failure of that part.

If directions are given,-followthem to the letter. If none are given,

them turn to the several Shop methods of metal identification, Shown

in table 2. .If it is aluminum, you can check it with the caustic soda

solution, give it a hardness test, and establish it as pure or as an

alloy. This same procedure applies,_of_course,_tdihe ferrous metals.

The spark and hardness tests will quickly establish their approximate

composition and degree of- hardness. In some cases, it may_be_necessary

to i. heat treated.partand then reheat treat it. If this becomes

necessaryijOu must be certain that the correct filler rod or electrode

is used and that adequate fáèllities 'exist for the reheat treatment.

Blueprints are a source of information for identification of

the part or assembly. They are, or should beion file in .the line

.maintenance or engineering office. The. typa of material, condition,

and finish are indicated on the drawing._ Suppose, for example, that

the drawings specifies chrome-molY (4130) in the annealed condition.

The fact that it is annealed is.justification for welding repair,

assuming., Of course, that contrary directions for its repair do not

,eXist in.technical'Orders.

Hot section parts for today's jet engines are being made of

various-superalloy metals. Some of these are A-286, Chromoloy, N-155,

L-005, Incoloy, and 321 Stainless Steel: These superalloys'are being

used' due to. the necessity for metals which can withstand intense heat

and pressures of-more than 10,000 psi (stress rupture) for long_

periods of operation at temperatures ranging from 1200°F to 200°F.

The weldability of tUperalloys,depend more on the individual alloy

:and its Welding characteristics, than on the group to Which they

belong;. The field maintenance and replacement technical orders

.should be your welding Bible in the repair of aircraft engines using

high performance.superalloyt. 43
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L. H. ASSEMBLY R. N. ASSEMBLY

Figure 20. Engine &11:aust System Assembly; Complete.

Theenglne ekhautt SyStem_asseMbly consists oftwo'groups of.

traimese eXhaUst stackaStetblies_VhiCh are connected to port exten-

..sions on the frOni..cylinders and directly attathed to.the engine

.exhaust port pads .onithe rear cylinders. The exhaust stacks are

supported by,figure-e ght type clamps, as shown:in figure 20.

WELDING CRACKS IN EXHAUST MANIFOLDS:

Although apparently simple, this is.one of the most difficult

welds to make. It-becomes even more difficult if the crack leads to

an open end that must telescope into, or over, another exhaust sec-
tion.Thesecracks,ofcourse,form butt joints. Penetration must

f 44
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.reaChi:but not exceed 100%;, and the bead face_mugt be flat without

unde:7cut; Welding on high. temperature parts is further complicated

by their ox:LdLIL;:4 condition and by a ceramic coating caused by the

exhaust gases and prolonged heating. This coating makes the cam-

pcnentg very difficult to clean.

Figure 21. Cleaning.

To clean the components; you must soak them in a carbon removing

compound. The parts tust.be:soake&from'one to five hours. depending

on the solution strength. The, cleaning mustbe.accomplished in a

well ventilated area due to the toxic and irritating effects of the

solution vapors. Rinse the parts with hot water, under pressure.

If parts are not thoroughly clean, soak in a solution of' caustic

soda for,onetothree haurs, then steam clean thoroughly andrinse

in cold water. Clean the cracked area both insideand outside using

d'.Stainlegg steel brush or very' light sandblast, as shown in figur01;

Figure 22 illustrates the: setup for welding cracks leading to

an_open end. The C-clamp is used to maintain alignment of the joint

'edges during teat welding. Sufficient spacing and sound tack welds-

are needed to minimize warping and overlarning of the joint edges

during welding. To prevent oxidation, introduce back-up gas to the

back edge of the joint. Tack welds are then made from the fixed to _ =

the open end and spaced about one-half inch apart- They must be

'sound, with 100 percent penetration ,and -to-permit easy, un-

interrupted welding over them."-Start-at-ihe fixed end and progress
_
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TAE WELDS

RILL 12.
HOLE32

Figure 22. Set-Up for Open End Crack.

to the open end. Do not stop the weld before it is finished, as
oxidation is,Iikely to occur at the point of stopping and starting.

Where considerable welding has been done on the manifolds,

residual stress may be,relativeIy high. This condition, if allowed
to remain, will cause cracks to reoccur in the stress area and

particularly along the heat-affected zone adjacent to welds. This

stress can be removed by heating the manifold unit to a temperature

of 1900-2000 degrees F, and cooling slowly. This step is not con-

sidered necessary when only one or two short cracks have been welded.

Figure 23. Danici-g-ed Part.

Figure%23 illustrates a demaged.partwhich'requires both a
crack repair\and a patch repair over the thinnedarea.

The crack\mustbe:cleaned both-inside and outside whenever pos-

siblei The edge; of the crack should then be leveled and tack welded

46
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every half-inch before attempting final weld -omplete

the final weld, start welding from the-enda_of the and work

both_vay4 toward the center. 'During the welding procedure, avoid

overheating the material and keep the weld face flat or.lightly

convex on the welding side. Penetration-of the weld should be, and

not to exceed, 100 percent. Again, the applicable TO must be fol-

lowed to assure proper tidat treatment of the weld and possibility of

grinding the weld to meet specifications of the part.for assembly.

LAP PATCH

To repair a hole or a thinned area; a patch must be used. The

TO will again give you the specifications you need for performing

this repair.

-

PATCH REPAIR

Figure 24.T Patch Repair.

Cut away all the thinned area and smooth out the stack body

material, edges; Make sure the corners do not have less than one-

-quafter inch radius. Cut the patch 1/4-inch larger than the removed

material, as shown in figure 24. Use the same gauge material as

the original stack body is and formfit the patch to the contour of

the stack body.

TACK WELD AT-
BOTH ENDS

. Figure 25.- Set-Up for Lap Patch;.
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Set the patch in position and tack weld in two places, as shown

in figure 25. Figure 25 also shows the correct welding procedure for

a patch repair. Start at the center of edge not tacked and weld

1800, then gc back to the start and weld in the opposite direction

1800, completing the weld.

BUTT PATCH

This repair is quite simple, but, like welding cracks, requires

careful preparation of the patch and the area of the manifold to

which it will be welded. The extent of damage must be carefully

determined in order to remove all the damaged area. The design of

the patch will, of course, depend upon the shape of the section

removed. In all cases; the inside corners of the section should be

rounded to permit a more even distribution of stresses. As in all

repairs on aircraft parts, the metal for the patch must be the same

type and thickness as that used in the fabrication of the manifold.

TO REPLACE BURNED

OR WORN SECTIONS

.Fir .," GO. Layout of Section_to be Removed.

_The outline of the section to be removed may be marked with a

pendil, as shown in figure 26. The section is then removed with a

hacksaw or welding torch. The welding torch method is _a melting pro

cess rather than one of cutting. The flame should be directed toward

the section being removed so that the. excess slag will be blown onto

the section to be discarded. A hacksaw will produce a smoother edge

and should be used when possible. Finishing of the rough edges may

be done with a file. .

A template for the patch can be made by placing paper on light

cardboard inside the manifold and tracing the cutaway area. The .
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template should then be cut--1/64 inch smaller on all sides to provide

proper spacing. The patch is then cut to the shape of the template

and formed to the proper contour in a slip roll former or by bending

it over the horn of an anvil.

-Ago

Figure 27. .Neumatic Grinder Used to

Remove Eicess Penetration.

In welding this patch; it must be uniformly spaced and properly

tack welded. The spacing should equal the metal thickness on all

sides to permit complete penetration and td_litit distortion aid.

residual stress. The first tack weld should be made at the back

center Of the patch and then tack welds are made alternately from .

side to side. "C" clamps can be used to hold the patch in position

during welding. After tacking, the underside of the joint should .

be gas shielded, as in the preceding:instruction.on welding cracks,

to prevent oxidation. The weld is then madeia:twosteps by starting

at the back center tack weld and welding continuously to the end of

that half of'the-joint.. The weld is completed by,ttartingagain_

At the back center tack wel? and welding the remaining half. Wading

from the back center to the open end in this tanier,helps to prevent

cracks stress in the weld area and possible loss of spacing cause&

by contraction of the weld metal. Again, excessive penetration or

reinforcement should be avoided to permit the telescoping sections

to fit ploperIy. The weld face and excess penetration can be ground

flush with a pneumatic grinder (14,000 rpm), as shown in figure 27.

Grinding Wheels; designed specifically for use on stainless steel,

are available in many sizes.

49'.
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Figure 28 shows acceptable repair of an exhaust manifold when

done according to prescribed procedures.

WELDING CRACKS

1. Make a saw cut (if no crack exists) from the end of a mani=

foId to represent a crack.

2. Clean the inside and outside of the stack in the immediate

area of the crack..

Figure 29. Drilling Hole in Preparation
for Welding a Crack.

3. Locate the end of the crack and drill a small hole slightly

(1/18 inch) beyond it, figure 29. -

4. Align the edges and tack weld the joint.

5. Weld the crack, starting at the drilled hole and working

forward to the outside edge. Make a flat bead to avoid excessive

grinding.

WELDING A LAP PATCH

1. Prepare a hole in a stack to receive a lap patch.

2. Cut a stainless steel patch of the same thickness as the

-rest of the stack, round the corners, and fit ,it to the contour of

the stack. It should overlap the hole 1/4 inch.

3. Tack weld the patch in two spots, opposite of each other.

4. Weld the joint in two steps: (1) halfway around in one

direction from center of the side not tack welded, then (2) in the

opposite direction from the start point to finish the weld.

.

WELDING A BUTT PATCH

1. Use a hacksaw or a welding flame to

or damaged part of the stack.

50
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2; Smooth the edges of. the,cut=tiut with a file and clean the.

area for welding.

3: Make a paper template of the cut-out area and use it to lay

out a patch of the same thickness of stainless steel as-the stack.

4. -Rollor bend the patch to fit the contour of the stack.

5. Clamp the patch in position and tack weld it at the back

center.

6. :Make successive tack welds on alternate sides, 1/2 to 1

inch apart.

7. Weld the joint in two stages from the back center tack weld

to the front edge in both stag-6S.

You have now completed this section of the study guide.

Note: Answer the questions at the end of this chapter on a

_;separate sheet of paper.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the firit step when cleaning reciprocating engine

parts? The second step?

2. Explain stop drilling;
4

3. What TO should -be researched to decide a part's importance

and service requirementa?

4. Give four (4) superalloys that hot section parts are made of.

5. Why is mechanical cleaning discouraged when cleaning metal

parts?

REFERENCES

TO-2RA Series, Engine Exhaust Assembly -Sys-tems
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mtais & NDI Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

34BR53230 -SG-606

WELDING OF CARBOWAND ALLOY STEEL
TUBULAK ASSEMBLIES

OBJECTIVES -

243

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction,

you Will Lay out-and fabricate tubular joints and assemblies and you

will apply shop safety, good housekeeping, and fire prevention measures

while welding tubular assemblies of carbon and alloy steel in accordance

with the criterion checklist.

INTRODUCTION

Tubular assemblies are used throughout the Air Force in mainte-

nance stands, boarding ramps; and various peaces where the strength, /

light weight;and ease of construction of pipe or tubular assemblies /

would be advantageous.

- INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE ENERGY AND RESOURCES

Measure and lay out splices to keep waste to a minimum and

reduce the number of hacksaw cuts required.

Tack weld and finish weld in rapid sequence so as to conserve

oxygen and acetylene gas.

Fully use all welding rods within the limits of safety.

TUBULAR SPLICES

The initial-etep in the manufacture of an assembly is to make

a plan or drawing showing the location of the various parts and where

they are to be joined. In most cases, the drawing gives only the

location and dimensiona of the finished assembly.

I
---Tubular_members _may be spliced by partial tube replacement used

with internal:or extiiireinforcing_steel sleeves or by the use

of an externally telescoping tube repIacenTeiiiof-the-ne.xt--larZer

diameter tubing. Each type of splice has its particular advantage

or function and_the methods involved are essentially the same.

Two types of splice welds are permitted; the scarf and the

fishmouth; The fistmouth, being the stronger of the two, is pre-

ferred over the scarf weld. However, the nature and location of the-

damage will determine which type muSt be used. Splices maynot be

made in the middle third of a tubdsection and only one partial

replacement tube can be inserted in one section of a structural mem-

ber. When new tubby are used to replace bent or damaged tubes, the

oriiinaI alignment of the structure must be checked and maintained.
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The exact dimensions can- be obtained am a blueprint of the part or

by measuring the distance betweenipoiks bf corresponding members
or undamaged, identical sections of the part. The strength of the
repair must be equal to the original strength of the part. Maximum
strength of the part can be assured by the selection of the proper

type and size of materials, locating and dimensioning the sleeves

properly and the application of proper welding procedures.

-

Chrome-molybdenum alloy steels, commonly known and referred to

At chrome ----cooly alloy steelt, may be welded satisfactorily by all

methods and processes. The oxyacetylene flame is generally preferred
for welding thin=valled tubing and light-gage sheet, particularly
where the metal cannot be backedup on the tide opposite that from
which the weld 'is to be made. FOr materials .greater than 3/32 inch -

in thickness; the electric arc is preferred, because the heat zone _
Will be narroWer, and, as a result, heat-stresses will be lower and

the bate metal less heat-affected. This is an advantage, especially

whei-e the part is too large to be heat-treated to relieve stresses

produced by the welding,Aperation.

The welding teehni-que with the oxyacetylene flame is about

the same as that required for plain-carbon steels. The area sur-

rounding the weld, however, should be preheated to between 300° and

800°F, depending on the thickness of the metal; this is necessary,

because a sudden application of flame.without preliminary heating

might cause the 04rmation of cracks in the heated area. The flame

Should be directed on the metal at such an angle that preheating

takes place ahead of the weld.

.I
copper - coated law-carbon welding rod is used for general

welding of this metal with theoxyacetylene flame. Chrome-molybdenum

or high strength-rods may be used for joints requiring high strength.

The.strength of parts welded with these rods can be increased by

heat treatment after welding.

CHROME-MOLYBDENUM ALLOY STEELS

A soft (neutral or slightly carburizing) flame must always be

used. Ansoxidizing flame burns the steel and weakens it and a weld

made with this flame may crack on cooling if contraction is restrained.

A highly carburizing flame makes the metal brittle and will also

cause_ cracking on cooling. The volume of flame should be just large

enough to melt the base metal and to obtain good fusion.

Overheating will result in severe stresses being set up and

will cause eXcessive-grain_growth. This condition produces low

_strength' in the welds and the adjacent-area-of the bate metaL

__ The weld Should be protected from the air as much as_pattible

While hot,' to avoid scaling and rapid cooling. When available,-A

jet of hydrogen directed on the metal from the side opposite to- '

the weld will reduce scaling caused -by oxidation and will add

strength to the finished part by elikinating air hardening around

the weld;
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Whenfixturea are used to hold the part to be welded, they

Should be designed to allow_a_taiimut amount of movement of the

Alert: Thii is'done to avoid distortion or cracking due to contrac-

tion as the metal cools.

REPAIR OF-TUBULAR STRUCTURES

Repaita-_to structural tubes consist of smoothing small ticks;-_

scratches and:.dents; reinforcing cracked members; reinforcing dented

areas; splicing.dataged members; replacing damagedmetbers when

splicing is impractical; and correcting minor-.distortion. When in-

specting for possible damagei:the structure surrounding -any visual

_
damage must be, carefully examined to ,,insure that -no secondary damage

remains dtdetected. Secondarydatagetay h-dprodhCed it some struc-

ture remote fro:0 the locatiot of the primary damage by thetransmission

.
of-the datagingstress along the tubi.. Damage_ of this nature usually

;occurs wilterEthe,tost Abruptchatge in load travel is experietced.

If.this damage remains undetected, loads applied in the normal course

Oftperationmay,cause failure'of_the part. Some forts of damage

to tubular -structures may:le.cotaidered Suchdamage_

may take -the form of..;slight'indentatiotratdhei, or minor bowing.

'Smooth dents: not_ 64e-twentieth of the: tube diamezer ih

depthithOut draCkS,:fractures,'orsharp corners, and not in the

middle third.of the lenith:ofrthe methber may be disregarded; .4.-xcept_

to satisfy appearance.- Tubhlar Viers should be carefully ermined

forc-the.presence of sharp-nicks atd_dpep:Spratches. These nickS_Ahd

acratchea:produce stress concentrations that may cause failure of the

part!

Eigurt. 30. Reinforcement-of Dent in Heat=1eated Tubular Afereer.

Sharp Dents or Cracks in Steel Tubes

Or.Shar0 dettAA located ih the length of a steel.

tube; .it :may. bit-repaired With a reinforcement sleeve tube. Heat

treated tembers-are'repaired by means of a splittube clamped in

place over theamsiged.sectioni, as shoOtt it-figure 30. The aPiit

tube that icictexid approxitatelj.three diatetert beyond- the edgehf-the

dent or ;tea, and be of an &fuel wail thiCkheta'tO'ihe:tubebeing

repa*red; -The clamps must be secured sufficiently to prevent the

clamps or-sleeve from lootieding.inservice.
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Figpree:-31:---Reinforcing a Vat 02' Cr aök
in Steel Tybing by Welding;

Dents or,Crack,s it tubular members which are-not-heat treated

may be teihfor-ded as shown in figure 31; This method is satisfactory

for short tubes or long temberawhere the injury is not Iodated in

the middle -hoe=sthird of the member The reinforcing tube should have

an inside diameterappro*itately.equal to the outside diameter ofthe

tube being repaired, and-of the same wall thickness ; The tube should

.

extend beyond the damaged: area not less than 1=1/4 times the tube diem-

. :eter.- The ends of the sieeve-may be cut diagonally at both ends to

a 3Odegree angle or to a fishmouthform of cut. In the case of a.

creak in the damaged tube, a small hole should be drilled Ateadh.end

to -prevent Stireadihuof.thecrack; The tube is theh cut in half,

placed over the deMaged area, and then welded along the length of

the two sides and each end* as Shawn in figure 31.

Outer Sleeve Repatr

The damaged section of tubing is removed by a sqUate cut across

the tube. RAMOVal of the tube is made so the welded sleeves will

not be made ih.the-tilddle third of the meubcr A-stub end of suffi-

cient length must be maintained to permit the proper positioning of

; the sleeve; A new tube is selected which is the same type of metal

used In the original fabrication of the part. This tube =hat have

the same outside diameter, wail thickness and length,as the removed

bedtiOt. The maxi= gap between -.the ends of the Stub and replace-

- 'meat tube 161/32 inch. 41 burrs are removed from the inside and

.outside wall of the stub and replacement tube- to permit movement of .

.-,.- the outer sleeves into poSitioh. : To prevent corrosion on the inside
of the the replacement tube, it Is dipped into hot (165°F) raw lined
oil The excess oil is wiped from the outside_ wall of the thbe..
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NOTE: 0 REFERS TCL OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF °mom. TUBING BEING REPAIRED - 0
L EQUALS 115. OR a 0 WHICHEVER IS GREATER.

4

Figure 32; DimeniiCii*.afSdarf and Fisimiouth Splices.

The outer sleeve splice; either the scarf or fishmouth sleeve;

ils fabricated_td_the specifications and dimensions ShoWn in- figure

32; .Figure 33 illiittratet the method used in positioning the sleeved

to permit movement over the area they are to reinforce; The Sleeves:

are telescoped over the re-plate:tent tube and the square ends of thiS

tube are lined up with the original tube stubs; The sleeves are then

'moved over the center of each joint. PintitiOn_thesleeves to tele-

scope the inside tubes to proper dithenSiont and adjust the sleeve

ends to provide iaximum reinforcement...

Mir maisium
GAP ,

SPLICE MEMBER SQUARECUT END_
OF ORIGINAL TUBE

LW OR I4D
WenCHEVER IS GREATER

A

A =B OR B+ Cr-B OR 84-

COMPLETED SPLICE. USING DIAGONALLY -CUT SLEEVES

MAXIMUM
GAP

SLEEVE', _MAY_ _BE_ ROTATED
TO SUIT CONDITIONS" AND
TO PROVIDE MAXIMUM.
REINFORCEMENT

Ci B OR EN
COMPLETED SPLICE USING FISHMOUTN CUT SLEEVES

Figure 33. Steel Tube Outer Sleeve Splice Repair.
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FISHMOUTH

1/2 0

Figure 34. Scarf ,and Fishmouth Inner

Sleeve Splices..

Inner Sleeve Repair

The scarf and fishmouth inner sleeve splices, shown in figure 34,

may be used Where partial replacement of a damaged member.is neces-

sary. Although they are more difficult to set up than the outer

sleeve splices; they must be used Where the original butsidediameter

of the tube being repaired most be maintained. Splices of this type

have about the same resistance to bending as the outer sleeve s2lices

And will develop the full strength of the tube._= The s7.zrfinner

sleeve splice is always used in preference to th aShmcIrth. :The

fishmouth ends reqUire considerably more time iu formine th i. ends of

the stub .member and the replacement tube; WeIl-Ingcf.the ficliredth

inner sleeve is also more cifficult Th scar!: 71J1ver

IA dimensioned and fabricated to the form Alovn ir(agure The

1001th of cut is the same as'for. the d:arl otitezeleeveutitch is

tWOtinieS the diameter Of the tube b4i0g zepaired This gi'es an

angle of approximately _3Q clegrees. The leUgei of the tuner sleeve

is 4-1/2T. Uhen.rpailing a one-inch di4leter th_Zt permitn

.the sleeve to extend the distance :I,' wh.trih :ts or inch .

Di-whiChever is greater, beyond the nealit ,7:ut of ,n scarf 4ngle.

To obtain maximum strength, the reinf->re.:.ng tu,e; which the _nner

Sleeve, must be of the same wall thl6tiess and have an outsi.ae

diameter approximately equal to the LIelde d meter rf the angee

tube. .The maximum.toIerarme is 1/64 of

SPI4N.4."4

Figure 35.

2 DiA. Cter

4 1)

warm,. 40. =11. 1
...,..,..4111.1.,41100,A011.1101,,/?

t)

scarf In-ner Sleeve Slië Df-Tec.ss.'er.v.
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rig
SLEEVE WILL END HERE

DRILL ID 7-44-- PAD 04
D #40 HOLE MINIMUM MIN! MUM

SLANTED F*-- X

MAKE MARK AT
CENTER OF CUT

MARK; CUT; AND
DRILL TUBE END

M4 WELDING
ROD-+

END "B.":

1
WELD END _IlAn OF WELDING
ROD. TO INSIDE OF SLEEVE

END

it
PUSH IA WELDING ROD THRU
HOLE AND OUT END OF TUBE .

MAKE MARK AROUND
CENTER OF _SFEFVE -

CHAMFER END
TO AID SLIDING ?r

CUT AND MARK :SLEEVE- AND WELD ON END OF SLEEVE- PULLING; WIRE

ORIGINAL TUBE-= SPLICE MEMBER

.1j1,..

f

PULL END "B" INTERNAL SLEEVE

INSERT SLEEVE, INTO SPLICE MEMBER AND ALIGN TUBES

ORIGINAL TUBe GAP-- -INTERNAL SLEEVE TPLICE MEMBEF177

TRIM SLEEVi-PULLING WIRE AND WELD HOLE AFTER COMPLETION OF REPAIR

PULL WELDiiie ROD UNTIL CENTER MARKS- LINE UP

Cenr,ez-,ir.g SZeea%e in Stub and Replagerient T- .

"59278



The damaged section of tubing is removed by cutting a scarf

angle; locating the cuts, away from the middle third of the damaged

tube section. The burrs must be I.-moved by filing to permit the

tube to telescope the inner sleeves. The new section of tubing

must be of the same diameter, wall thickness and length as the

removed section of the damaged tube. At each end of the replacement

tube,-a scarf cut is made to the same dimensions as the stub mem-

bers, allowing a 1/8-inch space betweel: the scarf butt ends of the

stub member and replacement tube. If the spacing is less than

1/8=inch at the scarf joint, fusion to the inner sleeve will not

take place. The inner sleeve must be fused to the outer sleeve to

prevent it from slipping away from the area it is to reinforce.

Figure 36 illustrates the procedure for centering the inner .

sleeve tube into the replacement tube at the scarf joint. The center

of the scarf cut is -located on: the stub-member near the edge of the

joint: At a minimum distance of 2-1/2 D from the nearest end of the

scarf cut, center punch the tube and.driii_a number 40 hole. The-

hole should be drilled at an angle of 30 degrees to permit the

sleeve-pulling wire to move freely with the inner sleeve tube. A,

length of 1/16 inch welding or brazing rod is then inserted into the

hole and through the end of the stub tube. The 'ire is thev_welded

to the inside wall of the reinforcing inner sleeve,

_2111Sr-Anner_ sleeve should be chamfered and all burrs -removed from

the Inside of the stub and replacement tubes-to,ficilitate sliding
the inner sleeve into position. The center of the sleeve is marked,

-as an 'aid in centering the sleeve into the scarf joint. The inner

Sleeve tube is' inserted into the replacement tube 180 degrees from

the drilled hp/e; If 'the fit between the two tubes is.too tight,.

polishing the inner sleeve with emery cloth is necessary; Align the

stub ends of. the original ,tubes with the scarf angles of the, replace-'

meat tUbe._ Pull the exposed end of the sleeve-pulling wire until the

center mark on the sleeve is directly in line with the center mark

on the scarf cut, figure 36. The pulling wire is then 'bent sharply

to'hold the sleeve in position. A final check on the overall diti

sions can then be made ana one of the scarf tubes tack welded

:position. The opposite end is free to move as the first point L.

being welded. The weld is made through the: 1/8-itch spacing bet".

the butt ends of the scarf joint. This first weld is then

iocool completely, making it possible to allow for contraction

the welds at the last joint. The section is then jacked apatt_i;16-

inCh over the dimensions deS:Irtid: The last scarf joint is tack

Welded and the jack and clamp removed to permit the section to

and contract freely. Then the.weld_is made;. upon cooling

sompetely, the station will cdhtract to the approximate desired

dimensions.. The sleeve-pulling wires are then cut flush with the

surface of the tube and the holes welded;

1, Cut (hacksaw) a

. to splice a 7/8" On tube.

SCARF SPLICE

length of .058" wall tubing '-ufficient

Allow an extra 1/4" for

2, Remove all burrs.

.60
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3; Apply a coat of layout dye for a distance of two

on both ends of the vibe.

1-1

iiiiiii

Figure 37. Scribing Round Stock with Centering Read.

4. Insert the 12" blade in the centering head and scribe the
toting wall at opposite (180°) sides, figure 37.

Figure 38.. AZigning ale ofMarks on End
of Tube with Top Edgg of Block.

_5. Place the tube in a centering block and align one mark

on the end of the tube with the top edge of the block; figure 38.

Scribe a line the entire length of the tube;

I.:gure 39. Aligni. j Mark on End of T:,:be with

Mark at V at Bottom of Block.
al

6; Rotate the tube 90° or until one mark am the end 4,1 the

tube lines up with the notch or V at the bottom of the centering

block, figure 39

8
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Figure 40. Scribing a Line.at Right
Ar0les to the.LOtgiudinal Line.

7: Insert the 12", blade in the_square head and scribe a short
line one diameter from end of tube and at right angles to the lotgi-

tud'unAl line-, figure 0;

41*

Figure 41. Scribing a 30 -Degeec

;SA
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8. insert the blade in the protractor head, set it at 300 and

scribe a short line that bisectS the 900 angle, figure 41.

Figure . Gutting Tubing
with Racksaw.

9. Place tubing in Clamp and vise and cut the 3G° angles;

figure 42.

Fig e 43. Checking Angle with the Protractor.

10. Chedk the angles -with a protractor; figure 43, -and file

them to the correct diteniOns;

-FISHMOUTH SPLICE

1. _Cut a rectangular piece of paper equal in length to -the

desired_ finished length of. the splice and equal-in Width to the

circumference of the splice.

2. Fold the paper into four equal sections. Unfold it and

draw a line along each crease, figure 44.
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291MA- Tit PAM INTO
FillitlOWICL tECTIOMS ANDORM a Ura ALONG (ACM WA

Figure44. Braking a TOpLatei Step 2.

3: Draw lines at right angles to the creases and onecdiametrfrom each end of the template;_figure 45 Connect the tiOints asshown to form three
equilateral triangles and two right trianglesat each end.

DRAVVTRIA14GLE 871 GC-A1NECTING THE.INDICATING POINTS.

I I--
CIRCUMFERENCE
OF SLEEVE TUBE

`Cr IS THE DIAMETER OF THE TIM BEING REPAIRED

Figure 45: thing a Template; step 2;

Figure 46. Braking a Tempidte, Step 3.
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4. Cut out the tWo_right angle triangles and the center etlui-

lateral trianglei figure 46.

Figure _47. _hYdp a TattpZate_Around Tube
and Secure it with Mdskirio: Tape.

5. Witij_the teMplate around the splice and secure it with

masking tape, figure 47. Mark the tube with a pencil or by expoirig

the ends of the carbon or soot of an acetylene flame;

6. Remove the template, place the splice in a tubing clamp,'

and make four separate cuts on each end.

7. File_the spl..ce to correct dimensions, Checking it fie=

quently with the template.

I132 SPACING

ONO WM6 MN .11. =1ft OW OW MIND 4WD MN

_11.11 .1= INED ,111M OEN dMI

S

,

NOTE: D EQUALS DIAMETER C" TUBE BEING REPAIREDAV
L EQUALS 1 IN. OR I s, 4 p WHICHEVER IS GREATER

Bigurie 48.. SdatTeuf.F4Tzmorith Outer Sleeve Splices.
65
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FIRST WELD
gPECTION-

CUT_mum +ow ..

A
A InO.D. x3/411
8 -= I 14"0.D. x 5 vi
e 1 wo.D. x 4 tt
D 2 Vat %"x Ant
E 11; WIRE SPACERS

'gure 49. Station Joint.
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WELDIN SCARF AND FISHMOUTH SLEEVE (Figure 48)

Note: Use sleeves fabricated.

. 1. Select four tubes 6" lon^ of proper diameter which will

telescope into to outer sieevec

=

2. POSition sleeves so as to allow 1132" spacing between the

square ends of the inside tubes;

3. Tack weld splices into position, making sure sleeves are .

Oropeily aligned:

4. Weld splices in the flat position, rotating tubes for ease

of weliing.

5. A1164 the welds to cool slowly room temperature.

6. Remove all bUrra froth inside of tube ends. Your instructor

will Check the appearance of theWelds and then tensile pull each

to determine strength of each welded splice.

STATION JOINT

1. Cut material for figure 49 with hacksaw.

1 - "A" tube 2-3/4" long.

. b. 1-"B" tube .5-112" lbng.

C._ 2-"C".-tubes 4-112" iofig.

d. 2="D" gusset plates - 0.93-x'3/8" x 2-1/2" long.

2. Square "B" tube at both ends to a 90-degree. angle.

_3. Square "A" tube at one end to a 90-degree angle. Rough

grind the_otherend of tube to fit contour of "B". tube. Finish

contour fit with a half-round file.

4. Square one end_of "C" tubes at a 90-degree angle. Rough

grind the other ends to fit contour of "B. and ':C" tubes. 'Pinish

contour fit with a half-round file.

,

-5. All tubing g centerlines should meet at one central point

to equalize the stress load on any one tube in proportion to size.

Gusset tiltda are cut at 45-degree angles on each end to

fit angle of "A" and "B" tubas.

Su tft Welds

r

1. Clean and 'deburr the ends-of the tube.

2. Atigii-tne.tubing iii V blocks; allowing About-3/64" spacing.

67i
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TACKING PROCEDURE

CON
4 2

C. WELDING INRCCEDtIRTEE JOINT

Figure 50. Butt anr-' Tee-joint Weld.

Tadk weld in three places ihdicated_ia figore 50;

4; Using forehand welding) carry the weld upwnrd as much as

-;asSUile.

5.:_ After theWeldis completed; check it for proper specifiCa

ripbs Atid.the tube for alignment.

Tee i4e1ds

I
1; Grind or:file the end of one tube tolconicrm , the Curvature

Of the other tube. Be sure to remove all burrs.

2. After this Joint fits weithin 1116"; set up and tac.

3. FollOW the sae ;.ding pro-,:edure for a 7joint) as'in-icated

in figure 50.-
_

Station Joint

1.. Plate tubing in .fixture and use proper _tacking procedula to

maintain tubular aligtment.' (Do not tack gussets in-place at th-1S

time

2; Remo;e from fixture and use_ proper Weld Sittfuence_

Pieta tube to-ttbe, structure.. .

t
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3. Tack and weld gusset plates to tubing.

4. When joint has cooled, cut through inspection areas and
prepare cut for acid etch.

5. Etch each cross section weld for penetration between tube

and plate.

Note: Answer the questions at the end of this chapter on a
separate sheet of paper.

QUESTIONS

1; How should 4130 tubing be cooled after welding? -why?

What is the---j-o-ints-p-a-ditrg for an outer-fIsnmoutn sp-t1ce2-

3. Mhat is the proper angle to be-cut when making all

splices?

4. What is the correct length for a fidhmouth splice?

5. How is the length of all splices determined?

6.- When welding 4130; what is the correct flame used when

oxyacetylene welding?

7. Why is chrome-molybdenum alloy steel tubing preheated

before welding?

8. What will the result be if the tubing is overheated while

welding?

9. How does a fishmouth splice differ from a scarf? Whidh

is most preferred? Why?

REFERENCE

TO 1-1A-1, General Manual for Structural Repair
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